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Defender Seeks Justice
'HELPS KEY LYNCH CASE WITNESS FLEE
THE
Tri-State Defender...
"The South's Independent Weekly"
Vol. VD—No. 27 MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE—SATURDAY, MAY 2, 1959 15c
• Story Of Queen C. Anderson
Plan Memorial 
For The Queen Gets $11,000
By BURLEIGA HINES
A great silence fell over the crowd jammed into
Legion Field in Birmingham for a night of spiritual
singing as the lithe young woman dressed in white mount-
ed the stage in preparation to sing, The time was in the
early forties and as the woman lifted her voice in song, a
great stir was felt in the audience. Then the spectators
11111 enraptured at the glorious notes pouring forth seem-
ly from the very soul of Mrs. C. Anderson.
On that night in the Field, the 
sponsoring group that brought ml
these gospel singers from all over,
the country, proclaimed her
"Queen" of them all. Ironically
so, Mahelia Jackson, now interna-
tionally known for her gospel sing-
ing, came out no better than sec-
ond best at this meeting.
Blessed with a voice termed
"out of this world" by many, Mrs.
Anderson seemed destined for a
career of singing. Even when she
was a small child growing up in
Cordova, Tenn., with her aunt,
Mrs. Lillian Thomas, the youth
expressed a gift that was termed
as God given.
NEVER LOST TOUCH
Mrs. Thomas, who never lost
touch with her niece, even when
se started touring, remembers her
as "the little girl who sang while
she was doing anything."
Mrs. Thomas relates how the
Ali pel singer's early years were
mired with love, tragedy and mix-
ed emotions. Mrs. Anderson's
mother died when she was very
young and asked Mrs. Thomas to
raise her daughter, while on her
death bed.
This all happened in Indianola,
Miss.
In Cordova, young Mrs. Ander-
son started high school but gave it
up for love and marriage to Alex
Levers. The union didn't work out
and the two were separated with-
in a year with Mrs. Anderson com-
ing to live in Memphis in or
around 1924.
She first stayed with Mrs. Lula
Ewing, now deceased. Then she
moved in with Mrs. Christine Red-
dick, of 622 Pontotoc, for her re-
maining years in Memphis.
VERY LOYAL WOMAN
' Mrs. Reddick remembers the
Queen as a very loyal and faithful
woman, living a truly God fearing
life.
' Mrs. Reddick said that the
Queen met and fell in love with
41ker second husband, T. C. Ander-, while staying there. They wereen married in her home. But
like the first union, this marriage
Woman Ends
Argument
With Gun
A 27-year-old woman, who had
reportedly been warned by her
boy friend's landlady to stayl
away from the house, was shot
and, seriously wounded late last
Saturday night when the two got
into an argument in the land-
John Gaston hospital in fair
y's home.
condition is Miss Corinne Davis,
whose address was listed as 209
Driver st.
Miss Davis was shot by Mrs.
Sitrilla Calloway, 58, o f 1216
Krayer st., according to Capt. W.1
W. Wilkinson, who was charged
with assault to murder and carry-
ing a pistol. She pleaded not
guilty at a preliminary hearing on
Sunday and was released on bond
of $2,000.
According to Insp. Wilkinson,
Mrs. Calloway had told the vic-
tim that she did not want her
coming to the house to see the
roomer, Leo Towner, and when
she discovered her there on Sat-
urday night, the two began to
argue.
He said that Mrs. Calloway got
l.pistol and shot Miss Davis oncethe chest. The victim ran out
of the house and tell on the lawn.
DEW called the police. (Se• Pictures on l'age IS)
was terminated shortly also. She
kept the name of her divorced hus- I
band, Mrs. Reddick said, because
it sounded better. Thus she be-
came known as Queen C. Ander-
Taking refuge from her 'marital
sorrows in the church, Mrs. An-
derson soon became a regular 1
member of the New Pilgrim
church on Second street, pastored,
by Rev. W. Herbert Brewster. Al-
though she had sung in the Morn-
ing Chapel Missionary Baptist
church of Cordova, Tenn., no one
had seen the great potential in the
young heartful singer.
HAD 'SOMETHING EXTRA'
But as soon as she started sing-
ing in Rev. E, water'. 'tussah, he
quickly noted the "something ex-
tra" in the young girl's voice and
articulation that prompted him to
go out of his way to encourage the
singer.
Soon, under the tutelage of Rev.
Brewster, aided by songs he had
written, the young girl began to
bloesom into an accomplished gos-
pel singer. The road was not an
easy one as she first had to be
taught how to sing with accomp-
animent and other essentials of
singing.
But in a short time Mrs. Ander-
son was riding to fame on the
songs of Rev. Brewster. She began
making trips throughout the South
parading her gospel singing traits
to overwhelming audiences in Ala-
bama and here in Ellis Auditorium
and all the way up through New
York, Chicago; from coast to
coast.
Singing such tunes as "I Am
Leaning And Depending On The
Lord," "I Thank You, Lord,"
"Lord, I've Tried," "Move On Up
A Little Higher," "How Far Am
I From Canaan," "The Bank In
The Sky," "I'm Going To Move
Up Stairs, "He Knows The Way
I Take," "A Sweeter Tomorrow"
and many others, Mrs. Anderson'
thrilled and enthralled people
every everywhere, influencing
many gospel Singers of today.
TUTORED REED SINGERS
Typical of her influence and tut-
elage are the Reed:Singers, well
known Somerville singers, who un-
der the guidance of Mrs. Ander-
son came to Memphis and gather-
ed in no little fame, singing with
and without Mrs. Anderson.
The siege of illness that finally
floored Mrs. Anderson for the full
count came on Mrs. Anderson
back in 1955 and perhaps sooner.
But with the dominating spirit that
was hers she fought back to ap-
pear in the Passion Play staged at
Ellis auditorium in 1956. After be-
ing laid up in bed for months, ill,
the appearance in Ellis in 1956
could have been called a come-
back, but in actuality it was not.
She was never away, in the hearts
of her thousand of followers.
She with the Reed Singers, also
used to thrill listeners of the
"Camp Meeting of The Air,"
broadcast from the East Trigg
Baptist church.
But now the Queen is dead and
only her records are left to attest
one of the great gift that was hers
Her gesticulations, intonations and
profound feeling for the songs she
sang are only memories, etched
deep in the minds and hearts of
those that were fortunate to see
Even now a committee of church
people and Queen C. Anderson
followers all over the country are
planning a permanent moment° to
the Queen. It will he in fitting trib-
ute to her as a woman and as an
artist. It is to be a monument plac-
ed in New Park cemetery where
she is buried. Truly a fitting fi-
nality to "The Reign of a Queen,"
11-Year Old Boy
Chancellor Ceylon B. Frazer, local firm,
Chancery Court No. 2, found him-
self with a case here recently
which would have taxed the wis-
dom of Solomon.
The case: deciding just w ho
should receive $11.000 in work-
man's compensation left by James
A. Rice, 35, of Memphis, an em-
ploye of Central Woodwork, Inc.,
who was fatally injured in a car-
truck accident just outside Clarks-
dale. Miss., last May 28.
On hand with their lawyers to
lay claim to the $11,000 were his
mother, Mrs. Amy Rice, 66, of
357-G S. Wellington st.; his first
wife Mrs. Louise Rice of 316 Lin-
den ave.; his second wife, Mrs.
Ella Mae Rice of 017-C McDow-
ell st.; his third wife, Mrs. Thel-
ma Rice, of 282 S. Wellington at.;
and a son, James Alvin Rice, 11,
who lives with his mother, Mrs.
Ella Mae Rice.
A FOURTH
Also present, but not pressing
claims for any of the money, was
Mrs. Mary Shelly, 22, of mag S.
Lauderdale at., with whom the
victim was living at the time of
his death, and who has since giv-
en birth to his daughter, Jeanette,
who is four months old.
'The winner in the three-day
tourt fight was Jemes A. Rice,
the son. Mrs. Thelma Rice was
named the beneficiary of a policy
for $6,000 which Mr. Rice took out
after he started working for the
Said the victim's mother after
the court decision: "I got a dirty
deal. My lawyer told me that he
was sure that I Would receive
something, but I got nothing."
GOT SUPPORT
Mrs. Rice said that her son gave
her from $10 to $15 a week for
her living expenses up until the
time of his death. She said that
she knew nothing about a grand-
son until recently, and would not
consider the boy as one of her
relatives. J. A. RICE
He was legally married to
Gladys Louise Rice," the victim's
mother said, "and she and I
should have been awarded the
compensation."
Wife No. 1 said that she and
the victim were married on April
17. 1945 and,that her husband had
never said that he would get a
divorce from her.
Mrs. Rice, who is employed at
Club Handy, said that she and her
husband separated in 1954.
SHOWED LICENSE
Mrs. Ella Mae Rice said that
she was married to Mr. Rice
shortly after he was discharged
from the Army in 1947. At the
trial she presented a marriage li-
cense to prove it.
Mrs. Thelma Rice said that she
and the victim were not legally
married, but that they came to
an agreement while he was serv-
ing in the Air Force in Albany,
Man Refutes Testimony
Given By Intimidation
Ga., during the first part of 1956.
She returned to Memphis with
him when he was discharged and
they lived together until May 1957.
"He told me that he had a son
in Memphis when we were first
married," Mrs. Rice said, "but I
did not know about all these wives
until after he was dead."
REFUSED TO PAY
Following the death of Mr. Rice,
his mother filed suit against the
Michigan Mutual Liability c o m-
pany demanding that she be paid
the insurance benefits, but the
company refused to pay on the
grounds that the three wives and
the minor child had already filed
claims.
Atty. Ira H. Murphy was ap-I
pointed by the court to protect
the interest of the child and sub-
mitted briefs and argued the ease
in the boy's behalf.
Last Rites Held In Nashville'
For Dr. Arthur M. Townsend
NASHVILLE — Approximately
1,000 persons crowded into Spruce
Street Baptist church of this city
on Hie morning of April 24 for the
funeral services of Dr. Arthur M.
Townsend, Sr., secretary of the
Sunday School Publishing Board
of the National Baptist Conven-
tion,
A member of the church for
many years, Dr. Townsend's last
rites were conducted by Rev. L.
H. Woolfolk, Rev. C. L. Dinkins
and Rev. M. H. Ribbins. Rev.
Ribbins, chairman of the Board
of the Sunday School Publishing
Board delivered the eulogy.
Nashville Mayor Ben West, Dr,
Harold L. West, president of Me-
harry Medical school and Calvin
McKissack, architect spoke of Dr.
Townsend as citizen, physician,
businessman and builder.
Before the eulogy, various Na-
tional Baptist personalities gave
three minute expressions which
characterized some of the work
Townsend. Miss F. A. Owen spoke
for the employees of the Sunday
i'School Publishing Board, Dr. S.
A. Owen and Dr. A. E. Campbell,
Ipresidents of the two Baptist
State Conventions spoke for the
state of Tennessee. Dr. 0. Clay
Baptist Convention Corlialia Rob
Maxwell, president of the Nation-
al S. S. and BTU Congress and
Dr. Nannie H. Burroughs, presi-
dent of the Women's Auxiliary of
the National Baptist Convention
spoke for their organizations. Rev.
C. R. Williams, secretary of the
Baptist Training Union Board led
the funeral prayer.
Dr. Townsend, victim of a
heart attack at the age of 83 had
been the Board secretary for
close to 40 years,
He was a graduate of the former
F Roger Williams university of
'Nashville and received his medi-
cal degree from Meharry Medical
college with the class of 1903. He
,practiced in Nashville until 1913
when he was elected president of
I Dr. Townsend went to Memphis
in 1918 to pastor the Metropolitan
Baptist church and returned to
this city in 1920 as secretary of
the Sunday School Publishing
As secretary, he was responsi-
ble for the building of the Pub-,
lishing House's Morris Memorial
building, fourth avenue north, at
Charlotte ave., in 1924.
Dr. Townsend was also respon-
,sible for the renovation and oper-
ation of the National Baptist Bath
house and Sanatarium in Hot
Springs, Ark, from 1949-1955.
He was one of the incorporators
and a long-time chairman of the
Board of The American Baptist
Theological Seminary, located on
Whites Creek Pike. He formerly
was Chairman of the Board of the
Old National Baptist Missionary;
Training School here.
Rev. Dinkins is reportedly the
man on whose shoulders Dr.
Townsend's job as secretary will
and affiliations of Dr. A. M. Roger Williams. fall.
TRAGEDY PREVAILS — on
the faces of (from left) John
W. Adkins, funeral director:
Dr. A. M. Townsend, is., or se
Louis, and Arthur M. Town.
send, III, student at Howard
Medical school of Washington
at the funeral of Dr. Arthur
M. Townsend held April 24 in
Nashville. Dr. Townsend died
In his home at the age of 8.1.
He was the executive secre-
tary of the Sunday School Pub-
lishing Board of the National
Baptist consent's;
Ily I,. F. PALMER and HOWARD PULLEY
Lee Underwood fled Mississippi in the erie darkness Monday night, leaving
behind echoes from Poplarville that he was marked for death. He carried with him
a harrowing story of police brutality, intimidation and intrigue—the true heinous Mack
C. Parker case.
Underwood, Parker's brother-in-law, sprawled in the back of our car as we crept
away from the poverty.shocked Negro sec lion of Lumberton. 13 miles from Poplarvill•
and sped westward on Route 13. He talked haltingly but with conviction as he finally
put the lie to his and his companions' sto Ty that Mack Parker had told them he
was going to rape a white woman early in the morning of Feb. 21.
"They made us say it." Underwood said. "They threatened to beat me and I know
they beat one of the boys. They told me if I didn't say it about Parker, they would send
me to Jackson to jail and make me an accessory to the crime."
THREE MEN
Underwood and three other men—M. C. Malicai, David Alford and Thomas Lee
Grant, had been with Parker on the night of the alleged rape. After they were picked
up by police, authorities reported that three of the men had told them that they had
seen the woman alone in her stalled
ported attack. Police said the three
rape the woman.
Malicai maintained that he wa
all about the case.
DIDN'T SEE CAR
Underwood, who said he w a
glad to ease his conscience by
telling the truth, told the Defend-
er that they definitely did not see
the woman's car.
"And Parker never said he was
going to attack the woman," he
said. "How could he when we
didn't even see her."
Then why would they tell this
story le the police and set up a
conviction for their friend?
MADE Ifl TALK
"Theymade me say it." Un-
der., • 4 •epeated. 'They put
this worth in my mouth. Besides
tice. were all threatening to whip
me and beat me and throw me in
jail."
Didn't they know they were
putting Parker on the spot?
"Yes sir, I knew that but I was
plenty. ,scared," Underwood ad.
mitl,t°l Id the Defender that he
was Ot beaten but that Malicia
was with a broom in the Lumber.
ton city jail. Later Malicai was
handcuffed and beaten in front of
Eddie's place just outside of Lum-
berton.
Underwood said that they were
in the tavern when the sheriff of
Lamar county came in and order-
ed everybody to go home.
SHERIFF BEATS HIM
"Then he grabbed 'Rainbow',
(Malicai) and shouted at him:l
'Nigger, I ought to whip your The white authorities who h a d!
car with her small child shortly before the re
quoted Parker as saying he was going back to
s drunk and had passed out and knew nothing at
Y o u told me a lie.'
Then he handcuffed 'Rainbow',
and hit him in the face with h I s,
fist. 'Rainbow' fell against t h
door. The sheriff hlt him in the
face with his fist. 'Rainbow' fell
against the door. The sheriff hit
him a third time and kicked him.
By this time I started running
Malical never changed his
story, insisting that he was asleep
in Parker's car on the fateful
night. Underwood verifies this.
We had talked with Underwood
Sunday night and he told us the
same story he had told police.
But his downcast eyes, his prac-
ticed answers rebutted his tale.
We knew he was stalling. We
thought we knew why. But we
couldn't crack Underwood's
LIVING A LIE
With the dawning of the next
day word got to him as it had
come to us that Underwood and
his companions were in a fantas-
tic complex of circumstances.
He was in the deepest swamp- and horrendous picture of justice
lands of Mississippi, living as it is defined in the Southland
a lie to save his own precious hide. of America.
LEE C. UNDERWOOD, The Witness
forced him to put a finger on his
brother-in-law were certain that
Parker was dead. But the talk
was that Underwood's life wasn't
worth an ounce of tung oil.
On the other hand, Negroes in
Lumberton where Underwood lived
were seething with disgust be-
cause they felt he had turned on
his own race and kin. Some had
told him to his face that he was
responsible for Parker's death. I
COULDN'T DO IT
And then as the Monday dark-
ness settled on the heartbroken
quarters of Lumberton, Under
wood was told to round up h i s
other cohorts on Tuesday a n d
come to Poplarville. "They" want
to thank you he was informed.
The burden of his complicity
because overbearing and Under-
wood began to break.
"I can't live with this lie for
the rest of my life," he said. "I
don't believe Parker raped that
woman. I've got to tell the truth.'"
And you have just read Under-
wood's confession — a gripping
Quiz Students, Others
In Miss. Kidnap Case
POPLARVILLE, Miss. — The FBI Tuesday was still
questioning several Pearl River junior college students
who were attending a dance nearby when Mack C. Parker
was beaten and abducted from a Mississippi jail by a
lynch party early Saturday.
Also, scores or residents who live in and around the
tiny community were being ques-
tioned as authorities spread their jaeent to Pearl River,
search for the victim and his kid- A two-state search for the vic-
napers. tim, an accused rapist of a 23-
In the midst of this questioning year-old white woman, and the
Mississippi Governor J. P. Colman masked mob that abducted him
said Tuesday he has "excellent was launched Monday. The search
reason" to believe the abduction was widened Tuesday after a Mon.
of Parker by a lynch mob would
be solved. He gave no details of
what prompted him to entertain
such belief because up to the pres-
ent there have been virtually no
clues to the week-end abduction.
PRISONERS REQUESTIONED
Prisoners in the jail on the night
of the abduction have been reques- The widened search for Parker,
honed for what was at least the a 23-year-old truck driver, and his
fourth time since the ease opened. kidnapers began after authorities
Questioning by authorities has ex- exhausted most leads in Pearl
tended to at least two counties ad- River county.
day night meeting of more than 30
of the 40 FBI agents working in
the case in this south, Mississippi
town. The meeting followed an
hour-long telephone report, appar-
ently to Washington headquarters,
Monday by R. W. Bachman, New
Orleans FBI Chief.
THIS PICTURE of Mack Cherie@
Parker is hanging on the wall of
the Parker home in Lumberton,
Miss. An Army veteran, Parker
was beaten and snatched from a
Poplarville, Miss., jail by a lynch
mob. He had been charged with
raping a young white mother.
Asa Spaulding
Speaks Al A&T
ice's present difficult position in
world affairs is not entirely hope-
less an A&T college audience was
told last week.
The speaker was Asa T. Spauld.
Ing, president of a Durham life in-
surance company and a United
States delegate to the recent meet-
ing of UNESCO held in New Delhi,
India. He was dinner speaker at
the annual ROTC banquet-ball giv-
en by the Joint Air Force-Army
Cadet Officers club snd held at the
College on Saturday eyeing.
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sow es
FBI AGENT-IN-CHARGE R. and Inspector W. E. Jacobs
W. Bachman Heft) Sheriff of the Mississippi Highway
Osborne Moody (center) of Patrol check a map of the
Pearl River County, Miss., area being searched for the
body of Mack Charles Parker,
who was taken from Poplar-
ville jail by a group of mask-
ed men. UPI Telephoto
Screaming Victim Dragged
From Unguarded Jail
POPLARVILLE, Miss. — Painful memories of the abduction and brutal slay-
ing of Emmett Till, 14, in Mississippi in 1955 came flooding back throughout the world
this week when it was learned that the Magnolia State's infamous masked and night.
riding justice had struck again.
A masked mob of 10 whites Smashed into the UNGUARDED Pearl 
River
MKS. ELIZA PARKER (left)
mother of Mack Charles Park-
er, holds her two-year-old eon,
Timothy. At right is Mrs. De-
lores Underwood, Parker's
sister who is the estranged
wife of Lee C. Underwood, one
of four men drinking with
Parker on night of alleged
rape of white women. Under-
wood sticks to his story that
Parker told the group he
"ought to go back and attack
that woman" after they had
seen her and her small daugh-
ter in their stalled car. UPI
Telephoto
By L. F. PALMER, JR.
POPLARV1LLE, Miss—The torch lit by the FBI in Pop-
larville has smoked out an interesting development.
A major break in the mob kidnaping of Mack C. Parker ,
came Sunday when it was revealed that there was an eye
witness to the bloody abduction of Parker whoee fate is still
known only to the lawless klan-likel 
Invaders who have evaded a mas., ing was found near Brooklyn, Miss.
live search so far. I about 20 miles from here. But the
Parker, who had been accused: garments have not been linked to
of raping a white woman, is pre-, Parker. He was wearing an under-
sumed dead. !, shirt and pair of Ivy leauge pants
WHISKED AWAY when he met the mob violence.
However, the Defender learned. F I MUM
Monday that Pearl River County;
Sheriff Osborne Moody knew
All questions asked of Ralph
Backman of New Orleans who
along that Farmer John Beyer!; heads the FBI detail here bring a
had stood a scant 25 feet away stock answer: "no comment."
and watched as Parker wail
thrown into the rear of a car and! However, Negroes in areas
whisked away from the jail. bounding Poplarvill are quick to
I sBut Sherriff Moody had insisted! ay that the town is infamous infor thdisrespectitse dignity, andthere had been no witnesses. Now: i ,
that the FBI has unearthed the 11" o'• colored people,
63-year-old Reyer, the Sheriff sud-
denly remembered that just after
the jail was stormed, the white
farmer told him he had been
standing across the street and had
seen it all.
From all appearances, however.
Reyer's story won't be too much
help unless he changes his report
that he did not recognize the men
who dragged Parser away.
'SCARED TO DEATH' ,
Reyer said he was "scared to
death" when he realized what was
happening. Not only were the men
unfamiliar to him, he said, but the
car was also. He said he spotted
them coming out of the south door
by the courthouse.
"I could see they were masked
and dragging something. I realized
I was in the wrong place, so I got
away from there."
Meanwhile, almost 40 FBI men
have been assigned to Poplarville
and are directing the search for
Parker and his abductors. Aiding
them are local authorities and half
of the State Highway Patrol
strength.
I A e of blood !stained cloth.
HOW ARMED MOB of mask-
ed and hooded men stormed
Pinto unguarded Poplarville,
County jail here early last Satur.
day morning and seized M. C.
Parker, 23, charged with the rape
of a white' woman and sped away
with their struggling and scream-
ing captive in a car. PARKER ESCAPES monen-
tarily (at left) but Is quicklyA trail of blood was left from
,the second floor cell where the recaptured and beaten to the
men seized the young prisoner,
and led all the way to where the 
car had waited outside the county!
,*jail. Officers said they feared
Parker would be found dead. !3upreme Court
FBI IN CASE
To ActR. W. Bachman, agent in charge OnThe FBI has entered the case.
of the FBI office in New Orleans,
La., said: We are checking into
the case to see if there are any
possible violations of federal sta-
tutes. A special squad of agents
have been sent to Poplarville and
all of our crime detecting facili-
ties will be used to trackdown the
mob and establish the fate of the
young Negro."
Poplarville, a small town of
about 2,000 residents in the south-
ern part of the state, was the
home of the late U. S. Sesmtor
THEODORE "The Man" Bilbo, a
rabid white supremacist. Reliable
sources said Saturday that no pro-
gress whatsoever has been nsade
in obtaining civil rights for Ne-
groes in the area. The activities
of the White Citizens council have!
silenced the Negro residents. I
Six other Negro prisoners in thel
jail were not molested. Partied
was to have gone on trial Monday
on the rape charge.
A posse of county and state of-
ficers combed the northern end
of Pearl River County in search
of Parker. Gov. J. P. Coleman,
ordered six units of the highway!
patrol into the search.
A gay Springtime dance was in!
progress at nearby Pearl River
Jr. college when the mob drove
away in four or five cars unnotic-
ed by people of the town.
THE CHARGE
Parker is charged with dragging
a young white mother from her ,
stalled automobile near here last;
Feb. 24 and raping her while her'
4-year-old daughter watched. I
Sheriff W. Osborne Moody said'
the men wore work clothes, stock-
ing masks and hoods and white
gloves. They were carrying sticks,
and one who pulled Parker from
his cell carried a revolver. One
prisoner said there were about 10
men in the group.
The sheriff said the men broke
into his office about 12:30 a. m.
through a window, opened a metal
cabinet and got the .1 keyo. The
Jail was unguarded at the time.
C. J. Monday 24, of Picayune,
one of the six Negro prisoners in
the jail at the time, said they un-
screwed a light In front of Park-
er's cell and asked the other pris-
oners how to get in.
'AFTER YOU'
Monday said other prisoners
,volunteered the information. Mon-
day said he called to Parker,
"they must be after you." Parker
then jumped up and put on his
!trousere.
By that time they had unlocked
the cell block. Parker ran to Mon-
NAACP A
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The
Supreme Court meets today to
hand down opinions and act on
new appeals — possibly on some
by the National Association for
the Advancement of Colored Peo-
ple.
The court has NAACP appeals
from' decisions in both Alabama
and Arkansas.
The Alabama supreme court has
reaffirmed a $100,000 fine against
the association for failure to pro-
duce records in connection with
a lawsuit to oust It from the state.
In Arkansas, the NAACP hats
drawn adverse decisions in two
cases involving membership lists
and lists of local workers.
One case stemmed from the
state's move in 1957 to collect a
$50 annual corporate franchise tax
for the seven preceding years.
The other deals with ordinances
passed by Little Rock and North
Little Rock for the asserted pur-
pose of determining whether cer-
tain non - profit organizations
should be paying city taxes.
Discuss Trends
In Education
GREENSBORO, N. C. — Four
prominent North Carolina educa-
tors criticized and commended
trends in American education in a
discussion conducted at A&T col-
legeSaturday April 18
Dr. Frank A. Tolliver, Raleigh
State supervisor of Negro high
ntschools;of DGru.iCifloyr•de pmreis
Grace L. Woodson, Raleigh, State
supervisor of Negro elementary
schools and L. C. Dowdy, dean of
the School of Education and Gen-
eral Studies at A&T college, con-
ducted a symposium on "Current
Problems in Education" which re-
vealed glaring weaknesses and
strengths in the American educe-
lineal system.
by officials at the hospital, only
a few yards removed from the
jail. But it was not reported until
about five minutes after the men
had sped away, because noise at
the jail was not considered un-
Miss., jail, then beat and kid-
napped Negro prisoner Mack
Charles Parker is graphically
portrayed In two panels by
floor (center). At right, kid-
nappers, dragging him by the
heels, run toward waiting cars
while one of the members of
JOHN REYER, 64 • year • old
farmer, tells FBI agents and
reporters how a bunch of mask-
ed men took Mack Charles
Parker from a Poplin die,
Miss., jail. "This hunch of
men came running from the
day shouting. "help me, don't let usual. The jailer was at his home!
them run over me this way." !about two blocks away. "This is:
BEAT WITH GUN the worst thing that has happened!
Monday said a man with a stick In my 10 years of law enforce-
and a man with the gun began ment, Moody said. "I had not ex-
1 beating Parker. One blow knock- ported any trouble."
ed him down. Then one of the men TILL AND PARKER
emptied a garbage can and beat J. W. Milan and Roy Bryant,him with that. 
white, went on trial for theThey dragged him out of the,
abduction and slaying of the Chi-
long corridor and into an 
automm'bloated and weighten body had .bile that was waiting outside the
courthouse. They left the ke in been fished out of the Tallahatchieys
v •
the cell on the steps of the court-
river. With Till as in the Parker
house case the alleged attempt 
to be-
NO SIGN OF TROUBLE?? 
come intimate with white women
t
Parker had been in the jail here riggered the violence. Till was
charged with being "insulting" to
since April 5 without any sign f
Bryant wife. Parker was abduct-
trouble. He had denied all knowl- 
eel' for allegedly raping a white
edge of the crime for which he
was charged. 
woman,
MISS ELMA HOLDER, who was The attack occurred on a coon-, Though Brrant 
charges 
e Me h the 
Till
tilamwere
e
to wed Charles Mack in June, try lane. The 40-man posse search-,acquitted of 
th
stunned by the tragic turn of ed the Piney Woods area for eight
the
weree  aosgtracized by
events. Her husband is he is miles around the town and also 
case,
they sinthestate after a nation-
missing—kldrapped from a Pop- combed through the area where ai magazine .published a convine•
lary:11e, Miss., jail by a lynch the attack on the woman occurred. Ing story citing the pair as the
mob. The breakm was first reported murderers,
FUNERAL SERVICES were
held for Dr. Arthur M. Town-
seed, or., in Nashville at the
Spruce Street Baptist church
0a April 24. Seen above, left
side, front to rear are Dr. M.
H. Ribbing, chairman Sunday
Defender staff Artist Chester
Commodore. At left, mob
members learn location of
Parker's cell from C. J. Mon-
the mob tosses away the keys
to the jail. Though the FBI
and the Mississippi Highway
Patrol have been reported
Jail dragging the other man.
I thought they were carrying
of a drunk," he said. Reyer
described how the hooded men
dumped Parker in the back
seat of a car and "took off
fast." UPI Telephoto
lynched.
While the search for Parker and
his abductors spread into deeper
reaches of Missisaippi, C. J. Mon-
day gave the Daily Defender a
graphic account of the Klan-type
seizure of the Lumberton, Miss.,
man who stoutly denied charges
against him — that he had raped
a white woman.
HANDSOME FELLOW
In gray pants and sports short,
Monday, a handsome fellow, stood
in the very cell which the mob
invaded and recounted the grisly
story. Tears glistened in his eyes
as he recalled how Parker begged
his vicious attackers for mercy
• and then called on him for aid.
"But there wasn't anything I
could do to help," he said. "There
were at least 10 men and one of
them had a pistol."
Monday remembered how he and
other inmates heard keys jangling
and watched the big door open.
"We figured they were bringing
in another prisoner," he said. "But
when they came in with sticks and
bottles and a gun, I knew some-
body was in for trouble."
PARKER DENIED IT
Ile said the ringleader asked
for Parker and when one of the
dos', another prisoner. They
approach Parker's cell (2nd
from left), Parker attempts to
combing the area for Parker's
body, no trace of the missing
man has been found. He was
fight them off (3rd from left)
but is 0) erwhelmed by club
wielding mob (right).
scheduled to face trial last --
Monday on charges of raping...
a white woman.
Believe Parker
Castrated By Mo
The word is out in Poplarville that Mack C. 
Parker •
was castrated by the fiendish mob before he was 
driven -
away to his doom.
NO one knows, of course, because the young 
truck
driver has not been seen since a witness watched 
10 or—
more masket. men drag him from 
the Pearl River county jail here. had raped the woman. And Park'
Practically everyone here now er kept telling them he didn't v
agrees that Parker has been it. Parker begged for mercy a':
first, MB when he saw that wit-
doing no good he grabbed a
from One of the men and started;
fighting back."
Monday said the men gang -vs -
Paticer and knocked him to t
floor. Then they grabbed his feet,,
and dragged him down the steps
and out of sight.
"And all the time," Monday
said, "Parker kept moaning:
'Monday, Monday, Monday, help
me, Monday.' "
FACES COVERED
In jail since last November, ac-
cused of murder, Monday said he
could tell by the way the men
talked that they - "were fronr-
around here someplace." He said"
their faces were covered with .
some kind of black material.
"Parker told me many times
that he did not rape that woman,"
Monday said. "In fact, while those •
men were beating him he told .
them over and over that he didn't '
do it. He told them that one of
the fellows he was with raped -
her.
According to Monday, Parker
spent most of his time in jail read-
ing. lie said Parker often borrow-
ed his Bible and spent long hours
prisoners -vas forced to point him poring 
over it. A saturday Eve
mg Post. Ladies Home Journal.
out they grabbed him and started
beating him, and an adventure magazine were.
on a bed in a cell. Parker had
read them through, Monday said"They 
even picked up a gar-
bage can and knocked him down
with it," he said.
"They kept asking him why he
School Publishing Board, Rev,
Charles I.. Isinkina, director
of education, Sunday School
Publishing Board and Attorney
A. T. Walden. Right side, front
to hack are Rev. I,. H. Wool
Folk, pastor of the church, Dr.
S. A. Owen, president Tema-
see Baptist Missionary and Ed-
ucational Convention, Dr. C. R.
Williams, secretary National
Baptist Tarining Union Board
and Di C. C. Maxwell. presi-
dent National Baptist Sunday
School and BTU Congress.
'NICE GUY'
"I only knew him while we were.
in jail together," Monday said;
"But he sure seemed like a nice
guy."
Monday says he is not guilty o
killing Adam Quinn in Picayune •
Miss., last November. He insist )
that officials won't let him pose!
bond. He's been in jail five months!:
and just received word that hi
trial, which was scheduled to ope.
tomorrow, won't be held now un
til next November.
So, C. J. Monday, hiller of fives
children, remains locked up with,
memories of what happened to
Mack Parker. As he ponders his
own fate, he has one thing in hi.
favor, the man he is accused of
killing was not white!
Ala. Cops Nab
2 Suspects
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. — (UPI) —
Two Akron, Ohio, men were be-
Ing held here Sunday in connee
tion with a $6,000 jewelry sto
robbery at Akron.
Det, C. L. Edmondson identi-
fied the pair as Evins Hamilton
jr., 24, and David Miles, 28, both
Negroes, who were arrested after
they tried to sell some of the loot
to a Birmingham pawn broker.
Edmondson said Hamilton and
Miles took $6,000 to $8,000 w
of jewelry from the Akron store
and stole a car to make their get-
'away. lie said Miles had r Wive/.
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Klondyke Holds
father Night
Ilb xlsadyke School PTA ob-
liging Father's Night on last
ThEeday, April 24 at its regular
ng.
Musical program was render
by the students of the fifth,
through the eight grades under
the direction of Mrs. lit osetta
Vaughn and Mrs. Sedie Andersen,
Klondyke teachers.
Many fathers and visitors were
present to enjoy the musical ta-
lents of their sons and daughters.
Interesting remarks were heard
from Principal, Miss A. F. Jones.
Mrs. Katie Sexton is the PTA
president and Mrs. Freddie Gat-
lin, the secretary.
Mrs. Amy Rice
Cited By Girls
Organization
Irs, Amy Rice, of 357 G. Wel-
lington was recently awarded a
10 year service pin for "service
over and beyond regular duty",
from the Memphis Girls Club, a
branch organization of the Na-
tional Girls Club of America. Mrs.,
„ Rice serves as the supervisor of:
housing at the club on Jefferson. I
' Mrs. Rice's name was submit-
ted for the award (gold pint bYI
the Executive Director of the,
girls club, Mrs. ha Huff. The pinl
was given by the National Clubl
at their annual conference in New
York, but Mrs. Rice received the
citation at the Memphis branch.
Mrs. Huff said Mrs. Rice has
been of tremendous help at the
club, aiding in education a n d
character building of the more
that 410 white girls in the organi-
zation.
MEN'S DAY dignitaries pre-
sent for the Annual event at
the St. Andrew AME church
were Rev. H. Ralph Jackson,
Dr. Archibald Carey, lb e
WIN TOP PRIZE — As its
1959 project, the Sci-Che•BI-Phy
General Science club of Mel-
rose high school made avail.
able free blood tests for a II
students at the school from
grades seven through 12, and
the project took the top prize
of $50 offered by the Tennes-
see Medical Society to high
schools lo the area presenting
the most worthwhile or serv-
iceable endeavor. Presenting
the check to Raymond Neal,
right, president of the club of
ninth and 10th grade students,
is Mrs. Ruthie C. Strong, club
sponsor. (Withers Photo)
Observe Men's Day
At St Andrew AME
Annual Men's Day celebrations
were held at St. Andrew A M E
Church Sunday, April begin-
ning at the Sunday school and
continuing until the evening ser-
vices, Professor Blair T. Hunt re-
guest speaker And Lt. George
W. Lee (from left). The pro-
gram got underway at 10 a.m.
last Sunday.
Schenley - Harper Goes
All Out For Salesmen
According to company spokes-
man, the newly formed Schenley—
I. W. Harper Distillers co., will
launch a master marketing pro-
gram tailored to lighten the bur-
den of the liquor salesman whose
Job in meeting the revolution
customer tastes is becoming pro-
gressively more difficult.
Some ten years ago, in most lo-
calities, one or two brands of
whiskey accounted for So to 80
4 r cent of a "good salesman's(Mess," they pointed out. To-y, they observe, the picture is
drastically changed, since one out
of every four or five retail sales
LANA TURNER
JOHN GAVIN
SANDRA DEE
DAN O'HERLIHY
Is Fe•si• Moorte's
Hely el 1•0o, ,erne•at•ri
q•••••••i•al
AR1 Al
Mitati°11
ofTife
SUVA KORNER • ROBERT ALBS
MALCO Now
Pappy' Groves 100;
Lauds (food Cooking
MRS. CATHERINE JOHNSON
BELLS, Tenn. — One of Bells'I
oldest residents, Dave "Pappy"
Groves, recently celebrated his
1001h birthday.
What is formula for living so
long, and how did he inanage to
do it?
He gave part of the credit for
his having reached the century
mark to the "Master of the uni-
verse" and "His kindness."
He also paid his respects to his
wife, Mrs. Ella Graves, who has
been preparing his meals for al-
most 60 of those 100 years.
'KEEP YOU GOING'
"Good cooking will keep you go-
ing," Pappy Graves declared.
A native of ALvin, South Caro-
lina Peppy Graves was brought'
to Jackson at the age of four in,
1863. Twenty years later he moved
to Bells and has been here ever
since.
An ordained minister, he has
preached in Bells and in many
viewed the Sunday school lesson
at 10:00 a. m.
At 10:45 a. m. Dr. Archibald
James Carey delivered a most
inspiring message to the mem-
bers of the congregation of St.
Andrew. Guest soloist at this pro-
gram was Mr. Lee Cunningham.
At the 3 p. m. service C. Carey
delivered an address to a mass
meeting of the Memphis citizenry.
Dignitaries appearing on the
program included Lt. George W.
Lee, who brought greetings to
Dr. Carey on the behalf of the
citizens of Memphis. Dr. Maceo
Walker, Atty. H. T. Lockard,
Atty. B. L. Jones, Dr, B. F. Mc'
Cleave, Mr, George D. Clark, Rev.
Loyce and others.
The church auditorium a n d
balcony was filled to capacity.
is in the son-whiskey category,
and even domination among whisk-
ies is a thing of the past.
The Schenley—I. W. Harper co.,1
is ideally set up to cater to this
changing pattern by providing a
quality brand for every demand,
the sales executives maintain.
Armed with a complete line of
quality brands which includes the
bonded whiskies, straight bour-
bons. blends, imported Scotch and
Canadian whiskies, vodka, gin,
rum, brandy and cordials, t h
isalesman s able to render the li-
censee. consumer and himself an
actual service.
In building sales and prestige
for retailers who feature the "First
I Femily of Fine Liquors," which
; includes Schenley Reserve. I. W.
Ilarper, Ancient Age, imported
Canadian 0.F.C., Smooth Ameri-
can Gin, Champing Bourbon, Old
St a g g, Kintore Scotch, and
Schenley Vodka, Rum, Brandy
and Cordials, no detail has been
overlooked in satisfying consumers
who "no longer entertain out of
one bottle," it was stated.
Diggs Guest
Speaker For
Local NAACP
Congressman Charles C. Diggs,
Jr., (D-Mich.) will be the guest
speaker here at Mason Temple on.
Sunday afternoon, May 17. when .
the local branch of the NAACP I
observes the fifth anniversary of
the U. S. Supreme Court's deci.!
sion outlawing segregation in pub-
lic schools in a program begin-
ning at 3:30 p.
The guest speaker became the
first Negro to be elected to the
House of Representatives in 1954,1
and was subsequently re-elected
to the 85th Congress and 86th Con-
gress in which he is presently
serving.
In January 1959 he was appoint- .
ed to the House Foreign Affairs
Committee. His Sub-Committee
specializations are African affairs
and Near Eastern affairs.
The program will climax the
local branch's 1959 membership
drive, and awards will be pre-
sented to a number of workers
for outstanding service in re-
cruiting members during this
year's campaign.
Serving as mistress of cere-
monies for the program will be
Mrs. A. W. Willis, chairman of
the entertainment committee, and
music will be provided by the
iSouthern Male chorus.
CUT TAPE — Mrs. Vivian
Ford, Miss Fula Brooks and
Mrs. Gussie Young take a re-
cent trial run over scripts for
the Lucky Hearts products.
The Memphians are the first
Negroes ever used In a Na'
churches in the surrounding area.
Although no loner able to attend
church on account of the infirmiti-
es of old age, he is a member of
the Bells Baptist church. ell
which Rev. T. L. Maybins is past-
or.
WIFE RETIRED RECENTLY
Married previously, he and "Mrs.
Ella" — a "youngster" of 81 —
were married in 1900. Their chil-
dren are Jesse Lee Graves, who
still lives with his parents, Ram-
sey Graves of Dyersburg. W i I.
ham Graves of Chicago. and Mrs.
Ester McLemore of J a ckso n.
Pappy's oldest child by his first
marriage, Mrs. Gussie Ridley,
also lives in Bells.
The centenarian is not the only
one who appreciates his wife's good
cooking. Mrs. Ella only recently
retired from her job as cook at
the Kenner home here.
Everyone in Bells wishes f o r
I
Peppy Graves many more happyye rs.'
tional advertising set • up of
this kind for the radios meet'.
um. Their voices will be beam•
ed all over the country. Herb
Gootsehalk is the local manag-
er of LH products.
Mr. and Mrs. D. Groves
Burial In New Park
For Minister's Wife
Funeral services for Mrs. Lela
Bell, who was found dead in her
home at 815 Alma at last Thurs.
day night, April '23, by her hus-
band, Rev. A. D. Bell, were held
here on Tuesday afternoon at the
Mt. Nebo Baptist church with Dr.
Roy Love, the pastor, delivering
the eulogy.
At the time of his wife's death,
Rev. Bell was in Forrest C it y,
Ark., where he has for the past
two years been pastor of the
First Baptist church.
"When I left for Forrest City
on Tuesday evening," Rev, Bell
said, "my wife appeared to be in
perfect health. She had not been
ill either."
Rev. Bell said that a niece, Mrs.
Lester High Installs
Honor Society Chapter
Lester high school installed its
chapter of the National Honor
Society on Sunday. April 26. The
program was held in the school
auditorium.
Speaker for the occasion was
Mrs, It. B. Sugarmon, jr., of the
Memphis Urban League and a
worker on the Better Schools
committee.
Music for the program was furn-
ished by the Owen college choir,
under the direction of Mrs. D. T.
Graham.
Charter members of the chap-
ter are nine students of the junior
and senior high school classes
who were chosen by the faculty
00 the basis of character, scholar-
ship and service. They are:
Wendell Coward, R. B, Jackson,
Mary Lee Meek, Bertha Shields,
Eunice Trotter and Helen Wilson
of the senior class; and Sandra
A plaque will be presented to
Universal Life Insurance compa-
ny, and several awards will be
given to individuals for their
'services during previous years.
H. A. Gilliam is program chair-
man, and Rev, David S. Cunning-
ham, pastor of Collins Chapel,
,CME church, is president of the
llocal branch.
brine *Mame atm
PLUS
20,000
GIRLS A YEAR
LIVE ITS
STORY!
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May 2
4 Big Days ill
UNWED
MOTHER
Durrett, Hickman Johnson and
Thelmus Rhodes of the junior
class.
Special guests at the program
were the parents of the charter
members.
Lester high school, In the Bing-
hampton community, is rounding
out its fourth year as a senior
high school. A. B. Bland is prin-
cipal.
Tea At Hyde Park
The Hyde Park Parent - Teacher
Organization is sponsoring a Tea
entitled with the theme "Forever
Spring" to be held Sunday, May
3, in the Hyde Park auditorium.
The time is from 3;30 to 6:30
p. m.
Mrs. H. Chamberlain is the PTA
presidnet and Sant Helm is the
school principal.
KING AND QUEEN — Charles
Morgan, jr., son of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Morgan. Sr.. of
1841 Keltner circle and Patsy
lee Tools, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. John F. Tools of 1372
Woodward ave., were crowned
king and queen of the annual
Sunday school rally at Ward
Chapel AME church recently.
H. W. Armstrong Is superin-
tendent of the Sunday school
and Rev. F. G. Garrett Is pas-
ta of the church. (Withers Pho•
to.)
NEED SEAT COVERS?
Se. Us
Wholesale Prices
Installed While You Wait
TIME PAYMENTS
BATTERY WAREHOUSE and
SEAT COVER CENTER
2192 Lamar GL 8-6851
- - 
rirNiS INSECT LOVES TO
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N.C.Tfoop Bypasses
Biased Scout Event
Verna Clyde McGee. of Memphis,
had attempted to telephone Mrs.
Bell several times on Thursday,
and when she failed to answer the
phone, she sent one of her child-
ren to the house to see what was
wrong.
Ile said that after the child
came back home and told his
mother that the house was lock-
ed, Mrs. McGee called him at
Forrest City and told him that
something had gone wrong at the
house.
"When I called and my wife did
not answer, I got in the car and
rushed back to Memphis. I found
my wife lying in the middle room
of the house. I do not know how
long she had been dead," the
11tI 
114S EGYPTIMe %VW
MOIZTAL FEAR OF
THE INSELTS WHICH 110
NAMED EARWIGS—.
THEY THOUGHT THAT
'THESE INSEC1S tNTERETs
"Aar OFSLISPING••
INVISIBLE OIEMICA
BARRIER C;F °rm.°
DfILDRIN LAID DOWN
KEEPS THEM OUT OF-
MTH HOUSE AIDGARDBI•
HAVELOCK, N. C. — A Cad*.
lie boy scout troop here has with.
drawn from scouting activity be-
cause the regional council operatel
on a segregated basis.
Father Frank J. Howard, pastor
of Annunciation parish here, turn-
ed in the parish's charter after
he was informed that a Negro
boy in his troop would not be wel-
come at a regional outing.
The parish's Boy Scout Troop
304 has 30 members, one of whom
is Negro.
MISS EDNA BROWN, queen of
the West Side Pacific club. 12th
Ward, was crowned in a recent
and colorful ceremony at the
Greater Mt. Pleasant Baptist
cluirch. Mrs. Elisabeth Bailey
prsmided at the coronation,
minister said.
Rev. Bell said that it was evi-
1 dent that his wife had died on
Thursday, because the morning
paper was in the living room
along with Mrs. Bell's reading
glasses.
He said that Coroner J. W. Ross
said that it was not necessary to
perform an autopsy on his wife
because it appeared that his wife
had died of natural causes.
The minister said that he usual-
ly goes to Forrest City every
, Thursday and stays over Sunday. ,
He and his wife had no children.
I Remarks at the funeral service
were given by Dr. W. Herbert
Brewster, pastor of the East Trigg
Ave. Baptist church and Dr. R.
B. Bland of Madison, Ark.
Interment was in New Park
cemetery. S. W. Qualls and comp-
any was in c h a r ge of arrange-
ments.
MEN OM 'Me NM El
"INTEGRITY" says
John Hudson
325 Walker
mailMAIP
"Integrity means a lot to
me. I want to business
with people who man
what they say. That's why
I brought my '59 Buick
from 
CHARLES REED
Buick Company
2505 Poplar
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Church otes
by HATTIE HOUSE
' The CME Ministers Wives So-
dal club held its monthly meeting
at the home of Rev. and Mrs. J.
W. Stewart of 999 Woodlawn st.,
recently. Presiding was the presi-
dent. Mrs. J. C. Martin, who was
warmly received by members aft-
er a short illness.
I Devotion was led by Mrs. L. A.
Storey who was pinch-hitting for
Mrs. D. C. Cunningham. Mrs. W.
'A. Johnson reported on the club's
project.
' Hostesses for the meeting were
Mrs. Hattie Stewart and Mrs. Shir-
ley Atkins. Mrs. J. B. Boyd and
Mrs. D. W. Browning are hostess-
es for the next meeting.
Mrs. W. H. Taylor is the re-
Porter.
ST. LUKE BAPTIST
The St. Luke membership is pre-
'Gently in the midst of its revival.
The soul.saving campaign began
this past Monday. Rev. W. C. Holm
of Beulah Baptist church is Evan-
gelist.
Plans are beisg made at the
sanctuary for the Mission and Ed-
ucation Program Sunday, May 3.
Rev. Ernest McKennedy, pastor o
Greater Bush Grove B a p t is t
church, Arlington, Tenn., will be
the main speaker. St. Luke, Bush
Grove, and Antioch Baptist choirs
bill render the music. Amiable
Prof. Edward Gray will be master
Of ceremonies.
I Three girls of the church are
Working to be delegates to the
National Sunday School and Bap-
tist Training Union Congress in
June. The laymen are sponsoring
them.
Rev. T. R. Buckner is the minis-
ter. Mrs. M. V. McGhee is the
Clerk.
PROGRESSIVE BAPTIST
The Baptist Industrial college
Miss., and the Progressive Bap-
tist church are co
-sponsoring the
Rust college a capella choir Sun-
day. May 3, at 3 p. m. The pre-
sentation will be held at the Pro-
gressive church of 394 Vance ave.
' Mrs. Louella McCleary will be
guest speaker. Rev. Charles W.
Guy is chairman of the event.
Rev. 0. C. Collins is the minis-
ter.
ZASTERN STAR BAPTIST
Revival service is presently In
laession at the Eastern Star Bap-
tist church. Rev. E. L. McKen-
bey, pastor of Bush Grove Baptist
Church, Is conducting it.
I The public is invited. Rev. W. M
Fields is the minister.
MT. OLIVE CATHEDRAL
I Plans are under way at the
Mt. Olive Cathedral for a glorious
Observation of Woman's Day. The
innual celebration Is slated for an
unannounced date in the month of
June.
Capable Mrts. Sarah Brown has
been chosen to steer activities for
the occasion.
1 Rev. H. C. Bunton is the pas-
tor.
AVERY CHAPEL AME
I Fourth
-coming at the Avery Cha-
nel AME church is a program fea-
turing the presentation and de-
inonstration)of a plan for ... mass
soul-winning, wiping out mass ig-
norance by replacing it with mass
Christian intelligence, and a new-
ly devised system which will en-
able persons to read, write and to
master a Christ
-centered occupa-
tion or trade whereby Christian
propsperity may be realized. Ev
gelist S. Ragans of Chicago, Ill.,
will preside over the service. The
main speaker for the great event
Is Evangelist I.K. Anderson of Chi-
cago, Ill.
' Evangelist Ragan has predicted
that this effort will spread through-
Out the world.
Inasmuch as this plan is inter-
denominational and will help sup.:
ply pastors with the trained:
Christias leadership neee,c1 so des-
perately, invitations are being dis-
tributed to churches for full coop-
eration.
Evangelist Rama states that
"No person is wise . . . truly
wise . . . except by gifts from Je-
sus Christ."
' The date of this service will be
disclosed later.
Some of the recently elected of-
ficers of the Commonwealth As-
sociation, Inc., there, are Mrs. G.
W. Clark, president of the Worn-
ens Department, Mrs. F. D. Ad-
ams, first vice-president and Miss
Paulin Kelsey, president of the
Young People's department.
411111Mminift
IRONS REPAIRED
TOASTERS LAMPS
HEATERS
VACUUM CLEANERS
RADIOS - PERCOLATORS
ALSO—
THROW-AWAY BAGS FOR
ALL TYPE CLEANERS
APPLIANCES, INC.
760 Union - JA 7-2631
2263 Park Ave. - FA 3-8507
Op... Nights Free Paean.,
Rev. Loyce Patrick is the pastor
JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
Jehovahs Witnesses from this
area have just returned from at-
tending their Circuit Convention in
Camden. Ark., where 27 new min-
isters were baptized.
The widely advertised public ad-
dress, "A Paradise Earth Through
Gods Kingdom" was delivered by
H. L. Brissett, district supervisor.
An audience of 386 or more from
a three state area heard these pri-
mary statements in development
of the inspiring talk . . . "Man is
forever on the quest for a para-
dise . . To gain that paradise,
knowledge of God and obedience to
him are the prime requisites.
George Yarbrough is the presid-
ing minister.
more to come
ST. ANDREW AME
"Truly a sensational speaker"
spoke one who was witness to the
address of Dr. A. J. Carey at the
St. Andrew AME church, last
Sunday. Dr. Carey, pastor of
Quinn Chapel AME church of Chi-
cago, was the main speaker for
the Men's Day celebration at the
house of worship.
U. G. W. Lee extended greet-
ings from the citizenry of Mem-
phis to the distinguished minister.
Music was provided by Lee Cun-
ningham, the First Baptist church
Male Chorus and Samuel Spann.
Dr. Ralph Jackson is the pastor.
SPRINGDALE BAPTIST
The congregation of Springdale
Baptist church is putting the fin•
ishing touches on its Mother's Day
program on Sunday, May 10. It
will be a musical. Various choirs,
quartets and ensembles will lend
their talents for the much-antici-
pated occasion.
Gifts will be given to the
youngest mother, the oldest moth-
er and the mother who has t h e
most children.
The program which will begin
at 7:30 p. m. will benefit the build-
ing fund.
Mrs. Vivian Ford is the chair-
man and Mrs. Irene Harris is the
co-chairman.
ST. JOHN BAPTIST
Sunday. May 10, is a time an-
xiously awaited by the members
and friends of the St. John Bap-
tist church of 640 Vance ave. A
triple occasion, Young People Day,
Mother's Day and the Sixth Anni-
versary of the church, will be ob-
served.
The morning service will be de-
voted to observance of the church's
anniversary. The pastor, Rev. A.
McEwen Williams, will deliver the
sermon. A few special features will
supplement the message. Music
will be furnished by the Young
People's choir.
Young People Day will be held
at 3:15 p. m. Dr. Kelly Miller
Smith, pastor of the First Baptist
church of Nashville, Tenn., is the
principal speaker.
The evening program has been
set aside for celebration of Moth-
er's Day, which promises to be
very enlightening.
The general chairman of this
grand occasion is Alfrado Saffold.
Miss Bettie Williams is the co-
chairman. Other chairmen and co-
chairmen of various committees.
are Miss Gloria Clark, Mrs. Carrie
Scott, Mrs. Marion Brown; Her-
man Rankine, George Gossett
Mrs. Frances Estes, Mrs. Mari-
delle Reed, Mrs. Lottie Spencer,
L. Springfield, Miss Annie Pruitt,
Mrs. Ruby Lewis, Mrs. Saffold,
Mrs. A. M. Williams, Thomas Dog-
gett, Willie Lindsey, Nat D. Wil-
liams, Miss Frances Burton, Dan-
iel Brown and Miss Barbara Jones.
Mrs. Katherine Fields, Mrs. Ca-
rolyn Williams, Mrs. W. B. Turn-
er, Mrs. Irene Lowery, Mrs. Vi-
vian Pearson, Mrs. Jewel Martin,
Mrs. 011ie Mitchell, George Brad-
shaw, jr., Mrs. Thelma Warr,
Clarence Morgan, William Wilke,'
Carl Jones, Miss Sallie Williams,
Jessie Small, James F. Estes,
Rev. P. C. Lloyd, Mrs. Amelia
Whitelow, Miss Ester Pulliam,
Mrs. Josie Cobb, Frank Gray; Miss
Alice Morgan, Miss Patricia
Jones, Miss Mary Ann Corpal and
Katie Powell.
"MT. CARMEN BAPTIST
Mrs. M. L. Galloway will give
a recital at the Mt. Carmen Bap-
tist church on Sunday, May 17. It
will begin at 7 p. m.
Mrs. Vivian Ford is chairman
and Charles Ford is the co-chair-
man.
BEALTLAH BAPTIST
Youth Citizenship Day was
held at the Beaulah Sept ict
church, last Sunday. Judge Eliza-
beth McCain of the Juvenile Court
was the guest speaker.
The Orange Mound Junior Civic
club was responsible for the very
informative program. James Es-
tes, jr., is president. Miss }for.
tense Speillers was chairman.
The advisor is Mrs. Josephine
Winbush,
Rev, W. C. Holmes is the minis-
ter.
— 
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Mahalia Jackson Logs
12,000 Miles On Tour
I Your Beauty Problems?
Genevieve's Answers!I
by GENLYLIvIt YOUNG
Gospel singer Mahalia Jackson, I church on programs sponsored by WENDY: You'd better stop bit-
Miss Betty Moss, senior choir pres-
ident. This time she will be heard
In the city's auditorium and will
command a fee of no less than
$2,500 for the night's concert.
The New York city date, set for
May 24, in Madison Square Gar-
den, will mark the first time that
the great gospel singer will head-
line an all-religious bill of such
huge proportions. As planned by
New York's WLIB disc jockey Joe
Bostic, Miss Jackson will be given
the featured role in a five-hour
festival of gospel and religious mu-
sic that will also present the Gold-
en Gate Quartet, the Dixie Hum-
ming Birds, and other acts. The
unique show will also include via
shortwave radio the voices of oth-
er singers currently appearing in
Europe.
Since the end of March, Miss
Jackson's voice has been heard in
Atlanta, Macon, Syracuse, Boston,
Pittsburgh, Toronto and Canton,
that tireless purveyer of religious
music, is in the midst aa gruel-
ling schedule of one-nighter dates
that would make moat entertain-
ers shy away from just the mere
thought of it. Within the space of
69 days, since her recent appear-
ance on the Dinah Shore TV show
in Los Angeles, the world's great-
est gospel singer will have criss-
crossed the U. S. in a 12,937-mile
journey that will complete 18 one-
night stops before ending in Day-
ton, Ohio, on May 31.
Topmost on the scattered dates
are two appearances in the New
York area, one on April 21 in
Buffalo, N. Y., and the other in
New York city on May 24. Both
hold sentimental significance for
Miss Jackson as they represent
new milestones in her 30-year ca-
reer. It was in Buffalo in the early
days of her struggles to be heard
that she once sang for a nickle
a night at the Friendship Baptist
Man is so designed that at ev-
ery move he is in conflict. The con-
flict goes on in every area of his
behavior. To think of him other-
wise would be an almost impos-
sibility. When he is filled he must
think of the day of hunger; when
he is filled with water, he must
think of the day when there will be
no water and he will be thirsty.
When he is free he must think of
the day he might be imprisoned.
On and on down the line we could
go even to the point of morality
and immorality. When we strive
to moral beings we are constant-
ly haunted by immorality.
During this past week I was con-
fronted with 3 very ticklish prob-
lem. I was anproached by an ac-
quaintance of mine who had to
make a choice. To me the choice
was a matter of morality and im-
morality. To this inquisitor it was
not these but a matter of money.
How unfortunate it is that in our!
midst there are so many people
whose only concern In life is mon-
ey!
This brings us to the one ques-
tion that haunts many of us, "Is
money all?" Many of us are
under the illusion that money is
all. I said illusion and I mean it
literally. Sometimes each of us
must stop nad ask ourselves, "Is
it worthwhile all the things we do
for money?" When the proposition
was presented to me I was re-
minded that each time the action
took place it meant 10 dollars. I
was quickly reminded that after
all I am poor and with me 10 dol-
lars is 10 dollars. Maybe so, may-
be it would be feasible to accept
what has been said at face value.
Suppose we close our ears to the
voice of our conscience and go on
and do what we know is wrong
with money the sole motivation.
Oh yes, we can soothe ourselves
by saying that everyone else is
doing it. There are those who have
gone through life doing what is
popular. There are entirely too
many people who are bent on do-
ing what is popular rather than
what is right. These people for the
most part live to spend many days
in regret because further down
the line their conscience rises up
and speaks to them clearly that
it can no longer be ignored. It is
at this point that a sense of guilt
plagues us to death.
For those of us who read the Bi-
ble we run across an event that
was committed by David. Ile was
responsible for the death of a man
that he might have his wife. When
the event first happened David had
no quarms about it. He rested his
restless conscious to the tune that
everyone else is doing it. The mere
fact that everyone else is doing it
made it right. This person when.
approached from the morality
point of view told me that there
was no concern on its part because ev Malone To
if I don't do it someone else will.
This, my friends is not an iso-1
lated case. This is something thatl
happens daily.
Years ago people were con-
cerned about two things—right
and wrong. Now a third element
has crept in our moral picture —
log Your nails right now if you
want them long and graceful
looking for your future dance
dates. Doctors say fingernails
grow only about three-thou-
141sa Young wrill almost rear totters ea
'1..4dg Problem. •• De sat. to rations • eyelids to make herr ayes shins
onto.ortl. arlf-addnmed totoeupo 11•41 softly.
sontl to Mist Geno•I•t• Young, It. C.
Seoul, Institut*, P. 0. Bon 3541, Slaw MARY LEE W.: I do want to
Phle 3, roan. help you with your problem, but
you must send a stamped, self-
addressed envelope in order to
I receive a copy of my booklet
j "How to Care for Problem Hair.'
SARA 0.: The "do-it-yourselr
hair straightener kit which the
famous Disc Jockey Gene Nobles
talks about on Radio WIAC is
one of the best on the market to-
day. It is effective for all types of
hair and is guaranteed by the
manufacturer to give you lovely.
straight, easy-to-manage hair in
minutes in the privacy of your
own home, or your money back.
Send stamped, self-addressed en-
velop, for details if you cannot
yet find it at your favorite beauty
Aft counter.
Miss Dorothea Towles, internationally famous Negro model, fash-
ion and beauty expert, directs this beauty column under the pen
name Genevieve Young.
expediency. When we move in the
area of expediency we are not con-
cerned with right or wrong but
whether we are going to get away
with it. As long as we feel that we
can get away with it that is all
that matthers. We know in the
very offset that we should not be
doing this or that. We know that it
is wrong to start off with but in i
the light of expediency what does
this matter?
Then we think of our homes,
our churches, our schools and the
like and start wondering about
them. What more can we expect
when these noble and character-
forming institutions are made up
of people who have lost moral con-
cepts. We speak of our institutions
and the lack of efficiency on the
part of them but this will always
be true as long as people resort to
expediency over against right and
wrong. If Life will be meaning-
ful to all of us only in proportion
that somewhere down the line we
get our concepts of right a n d
wrong straightened out
Church Lauds Young Man
For Staunch Endeavors
By HATTIE SOUSE
A member of little more than
two years has been lauded for his
outstanding participation in the
activities of the church. He is
Melvin Foster. His church is the
Mississippi Blvd. Christian church
of 978 Miss. Blvd.
Need one say that the young
man is personable and conscien-
tious for that is quite evident. He
came to the church as a result
of his wife's membership there. He
liked it . . . He joined.
Immediately he became to the
congregation a seemingly old-tim-
er . . . as he very quietly won the
admiration and respect of the en-
tire membership.
Each Sunday find Melvin and
his bride, the former Miss Alma
Bennett, at the sanctuary seeking
as others ... the universal truths.
According to the 21-year-old.
husband, the church is meeting the :
needs of the young people. He em-1
phatically believes 'his" church is
meeting the needs of the youth. He
expresses doubt about other
1 churches.
He says at the Mississippi Bou-
levard Christian church, young'
people are taught the way of the
church. . . not just some phases
but all phases. This is done so that
the future leaders of the church
will be well informed leaders. Ev-
ery business meeting is conducted
according to parliamentary pro-
cedure.
The young man mentions the
Sunday school as the very first
training service for youngsters. Ile
says capable teachers instruct dur-
ing the time provided for this serv-
ice.
On his list as provisions for re-
creational outlets for the young
people are Bible quizzes, skating
parties, musicals and teas. He
feels that certain forms of social-
izing such as dancing and card
playing should not be provided for
by the church. He says those
forms of recreation should take
place outside of the church.
The final reason the young vet-
eran gives for his belief that his
church is meeting the needs of the
youths is "The Young People are
satisfied with the tchurch program
set up for them." In reference to
his church ..."The opportunities
are there . . . you only have to
QUALITY PAINTS
GUARANTEED NOT TO
Blister, Peel or Mildew'
You Should Try It!
H. A. CARROLL & CO.
Herbert Streull Walter Streuli
334 Gayoso at Wellington JA 3-1626
And 13;3 Hollywood Near Chelsea
REVEREND MALONE
Baptist Group
sandths of an Inch a day. Ark
your pharmacist about the magie
new gelatin* tablets which, taken
Internally, ar, reported to atop
breaking, cracking fingernails.
CLAIRE: How can you accent
your eyes? Popular New York
model Patricia Stevens applies a
touch of her Royal Crown Hair
Dressing to brows, lashes, and
1Women's Day Held
Rev. Van J. Malone, pastor of
the First Baptist church Chelsea,
will address the Memphis Baptist
Brotherhood and the public at
large on May 3, 3:15 p. m. at the
Friendship Baptist church of 1355
Vollentine ave.
Spiritual music will be furnished
by the Youth Choir of Friendship
and the male choruses of Vollen-
tine and St. Stephens Baptist
churches.
Dave Collins, one of the vice
presidents of the Memphis Sunday
school and BTU Congress will be
on hand to give some of the val-
ues of Owen college. The Baptist
Brotherhood has a drive on to
raise $100,000 for Owen in two
years, ending October 1960.
The President of the Brotherhood,
Z. L. Bonner, asks that all moo,
tiers meet the monthly businc—
meeting Friday night, May 8,
the college.
MARSHALL, Texas--Begun four,
years ago as a day of inspiration,
honor and encouragement for the
women students of the college and
as a tribute to the women gradu-
ates of Bishop college, was cele-
brated this year on April 27, with
Dr. Ina A. Bolton, distinguished
educator and national leader, who
serves as dean of students at Tex-
as Southern university, Houston,
as speaker.
The Women's day onservance is
held by the Women's Council of
the College, under the sponsorship
of the dean of women. Its purpose
is to emphasize the development
of the woman student for her role
as: a maker of an orderly and
successful home; a woman of cul-
ture and charm; an efficient earn-
er in her chosen field; and as an
enlightened spiritual leader in her ,
chosen community and in a da-1
mocratic world,
NEW YORK — The Board o
Home Missions of the Congrega-
tional Christian churches announc-
ed here last week that New York
City will be the site of a four-
Pronged "pilot project" to foster
racial integration and cope with
the problems of teen-age gangs,
housing, and evangelism in the
inner city.
Nazarene Congregational church
Brooklyn, a predominantly. Negro
congregation, has been chosen as
the subject of the experiment
which, if successful. will be ex-
tended to other large cities. The
Rev. J. Archie Hargraves is the
minister.
PROBLEM KIDS
The church, which already has
an inter-racial staff, will employ
four new full time workers who
will operate from "halfway hous-
es" to be established in rented
store-fronts, according to Mr.
Hargraves.
Church Outlines
Summer Progra
A street-worker will mingle w
the area's "left-out teen-agers,
generally youngsters 16 to 19 years
old, who, while not members of
fighting gangs, constitute a potent-
ial problem.
An evangelist will work in the
homes of the overcrowded com-
munity. lie will do "precinct evan-
gelism," a method built upon the
political structure of the communi-
ty. and "house-party evangelism"
starting in the homes of church
members and branching out as
new members are added.
A community rebuilding coordi-
nator will assist residents of the
area with housing problems, lie
will share a "half-way house" with
the evangelist, making it a center
for community planning and a
hez.dquarters where persons may
register complaints of housing law
violations. He will also work with
other community agencies interest-
ed in housing improvement.
ance of the Young Women's Christ-
ian Association of Memphis and
States and in 70 other countries of
the world began April 19 and con-
tinued for one week, Mrs. Addie
G. Owen, branch executive direct-
or, reported recently.
Throughout the week in Memphis
there will be special observance to
help interpret the work of the
YWCA. Included among the events
are the following: Radio Tele-
vision broadcast, luncheon honor-
ing the press and radio personnel,
and teen-age parties.
This year, the YWCA is center-
ing its observance around the na-
tional theme, "Look Ahead With
The YWCA."
"The YWCA has a variety of ac-
tivities designed to help girls and
YWCA Entertains And
Explains During Week
The 1959 National Week Observ- is a club group, a class or a
committee, we believe the YWCA
offers an opportunity four our
members to look ahead and make
a bigger world for themselves,"
according to Mrs. Owen. the di-
rector.
Mrs. Cooper Taylor, chairman
of the membership committee,
pointed out that the YWCA mem-
bership includes many young wom-
en who work as well as teen-agers,
young wives, mothers, and grand-
mothers.
Those who are not now members
nor participants in YWCA act' •
ties are especially urged to sto
tile YWCA at 541 Vance, dur
National YWCA week to take a
look at the variety of social, re-
creational, educational and cultur-
al programs that are designed to
women enrich their daily lives and help its members "Look Ahead
stretch their interests. Whether it With The YWCA."
reach out and grab them."
His Christian belief and conse-
quent regular church attendance
have enabled the young man to
meet people better. He says it has
played a great part in his mar
tal relations. He and his wife al
tend church together. They discuss ,
the sermons applying the teachings
to their particular problems. As a
result of these talks and "togeth•
erness in worship," he feels they
live more closely like the ideal
couple should.
At the church, Melvin Foster is a
member of the junior choir,
young adults and president of the
Christian Youth Fellowship. He
was delegate to the last National
Convention in Oklahoma. It is won-
der that he finds the work with
auxiliaries most enjoyable?
His plans for work in the church
are to get better park facilities
for young people in the years to
cane.
For the young man. Rev.
Blair T. Hunt, the pastor, has
only words of praise. ,
Melvin Foster Is a 1956 gradu-
ate of Hamilton High school. He
spent two years in the service.
Presently, he is employed at the
the Julius Lewis store.- He has
hopes for future employment at
the Post office. The young veter-
AVERY CHAPEL A. M. E.
Church celebrated its 96th an-
niversary last Sunday, April
26, with Chaplain Lee A. Thig-
pen of the Kennedy VA hospit-
al as the guest speaker. Shown
above are (from left to right)
Mrs. Hattie Harrison, pro-
gram chairman; Rev. Loyce
Patrick, pastor, Rev. Thig-
pen and Mrs. N. J. Lee, a
member of the church for 50
years. Others taking part in
the program were Miss Jac-
queline Gibson, Harold What-
um, Reginald Siggers, M e s•
dames Julia Springer, Georgia
Dancy, Nellie Counts, Ida Ad-
,0030v.`.•.`141 ,
By CliSttorrA
give rather than a receiving atti-
tude. A characteristically child-
hood attitude is to want to receive,
to be given desired things.
In this immaturity the person
does things with the attitude:
"What is this going to get me?"
This is only a springboard into
mean, crabby emotions. As they
get older they no longer receive
as they did when they were chil-
dren, although they still think in
terms of what they can get.
These persons are in the dead-
end alley that leads to intense de-
sire and finally to intense frustra-
tion. (To be continued.)
Dear Carlotta:
I am about to grow ulcers from
MUSING: Maturity means a , thinking my birth
day which is not too far away. I
am a very active woman. Will I
fade at 40! Worried.
Dear Worried:
Heavens no' When that age ar-
rives you will realize that it is
really no different from any other.
What's more it has it's advantage.
You will find that over the years
your attitudes will have changed
for the better. You won't care if
you neighbor's wash gets on the
line a few minutes before yours.
You will enjoy that extra cup of
coffee with your husband.
At 40 you will have a moral
strength that you could not be
certain of in your untested years,
You will have met "death and
disaster" and know you have the
stamina to withstand any blow.
Personally I have been content to
watch the younger generation grow
up without being jealous of their,
activity.es  4
Yes, 0 and over is nice!
STSWART—
an's hobbies are football and base-
ball. He resides with his wife at
877 Miss. blvd.
The proud papa-to-be says that
he believes his work in the church
"will help him set a good Chris-
tian example for the little one."
RECONDITIONED AND GUARANTEED
TV SETS - - $29.95 UP
TV Service Calls - - - $2,50
E-Z TERMS ON SHOP REPAIRS
HOUSE OF CHROME 133 N. MAIN
CALL JA. 5-6678
BEREAVED
Solve the problem of contacting scores of.friends right
away with a notice in the Tri-State Defender Death
Notices Column. For details, cell
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
236 So. Wellington JA. 6-8391
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SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS
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LOANS
on
SIGNATURES
AUTO-FURNITUR
For Any Worthwhile
Purpose
"We like to say yes to your
loan requests"
DIXIE
FINANCE CO.
Home Owned-Home Operated
2 Locations
152 Madison — JA 5-7611
161 So. Main — JA 5-1351
Examined and Supervised
by State Department
of Insurarce and Banking
URBAN RENEWAL
CONTRACTORS
Remodel! Repair! Repaint!
Add Rooms!
(WE ARRANGE THE FINANCING)
CALL
H & W PROJECTS
BR. 6-5872 BR. 6-4375
"We Handle The Complete Job"
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ETHEL WATERS, perfor-
mance in ph x "The Sound And
The Fury" in one of her great-
Pix, The Defiant Ones' Hailed Abroad
test. Pix starring Yul Prynner
and Joan Woodward, Is on
sceen at Chicago's Oriental
theatre.
igy say
By AL MONROE
NOT FOR MANY MOONS has
Chicago boasted as much top en-
tertainment as WILL BE FOUND
on various stages this weekend,
especially Sunday. — THE TIVO-
LI theatre IS OF COURSE prep-
enting the socksational Pearl Bai-
ley and her huge stage show and
band. — THEN THERE ARE
those two concerts at Orchestra
Hall featuring Benny Goodman's
band and the singsational Dakota
Station plus Ahmed Jamal com-
bo. — THE BLACKSTONE thea-
tre spectacular currently appear-
ing is the world traveling "Les
Ballets Africains" in native dances
and costumes. — AND THERE is
the annual Sadie Bruce Dance Re-
vue at Civic Opera House Sunday
afternoon starting at 2:00. 2- AND
AS IF THAT isn't enough there
Is the annual Catholic Benefit Fund
concert at Civic Opera House Sun-
day night.
• • •
ETICEL WATERS role in pix,
"The Souk! And The Fury" on
screen at Chicago's Oriental thea-
tre Is one of her most dramatic
EFFORTS SINCE the Broadwayer
'The Defiant Ones' Stiff
4, Winning Acclaim Abroad
•
, VALLADOLID, Spain — The U.S.
picture, "The Defiant Ones" did
not win top awards at the Fourth
International Religious Film Week
Festival here but the delegates
were unanimous in praising the
picture.
The top award The Golden
Church Standard went to the Brit-
ish made film, "The Prisoner"
starring Sir Alec Guinness. Run-
ner up was the Italian film, "Re-
demption." poses a delicate aspect of racial co-
Stanley Kramer's pix, "The De-
fiant Ones," stirred delegates and
public, prompting critic Cuena to
cable a publishing criticism of the
"Gigi" Oscars and Academy fail-
ure to premium the Kramer opus.
"Defiant Ones" Impelled festival
authorities to create a distinctive,
non-strictly religious City of Val-
ladolid prize for "the courage and
sincerity with which the film ex-
existence and for the ethical and
fraternal values inherent in the
screenstory."
Spain's Association of Film Writ-
ers also handed top laurels to "De-
fiant Ones." The National Ass'n of
Film Clubs selected France's "A
Condemned Man Escaped" and
"Defiant Ones" as the best films
shown at Valladolid.
Now It's Eartha Kitt's
Turn To Quit Cabarets
(EDITOR'S NOTE: Previously
both Lena Horne and Dorothy
Dandridge have announced their
plan to quit night club work.
Miss Kitt this brings to three
the number of night club nixers).
By VERNON SCOTT
HOLLYWOOD — (UPI) — Ne-
gro songstress Eartha Kitt is de-
parting the nightclub circuit.
The quavery-voiced singer pre-
fers the concert stage and Broad-
way to barnstorming around the
country warbling above the din of
nightclub drunks, butter-fingered
waiters and dog acts.
So she just up and quit.
"My whole act and personality
depend on the attention of the
audience," the nut-brown Earth.
explained. "My voice is low key
and low in volume, which makes
it impossible sometimes to be
heard in clubs.
"The noise is terrible in a night-
club. People are eating, drinking,
laughing and smoking. Then there
is always some little man in the
crowd woh is determined to talk
throughout the show.
"I never answer hecklers, but
they're another source of trouble.
"Put them all together, and my
reasons for quitting the club cir-
cuit add up to good sense. I may
return someday, but not now."
While she talked Eartha prepar-
ed lunch in the roomy kitchen of
her Beverly Hills home. She has a
full-time maid wo doesn't know
how to cook, which doesn't seem
to bother Eartha at all.
"In June I leave here for a con-
cert tour."
"The trend among popular ar-
tists these days is to give night-
club acts in concert halls — like
Harry Belafonte, Judy Garland,
Roger Williams and some of the
others are doing. But not me. MY
concerts are entirely different
from my nitery act.
"I sing different songs. And the
sound, placement and projection of
my voice change. My concerts
take ae hour and a half, compar-
ed to 45 minutes in a club."
Earths admitted she will earn
'Imitation Of Life'
EARTHA sin
Adds Real Imitation
NEW YORK — "Imitation of
Life" publicity guys already goof-
ing by printing "sensational" ads
to read: "the color line won't stop
me, ma! I look, feel, think white
. . and I'm going to marry
white." . What we'd like to
know is — where do these guys
get the stuff that Negroes WANT
to be white??? . . . Such plots for
stories is strictly out of style —
in fact it went out with the Wale
— and in these days when Ne-
groes are achieving success in
every field — why would the boys
at Universal, who have NO way
of knowing how a Negro feels,
have the nerve to dramatize and
publicize such lines' . . At least
they had the senate to curtail this
advertising to tne north alone —
and make up new ads for the south
... They had so many complaints.
Meanwhile, in the south, Negro
movie houses have all fallen in
line with the big program of the
Universal Artists to get a first
crack at the film — heretofore Ne-
gro houses have run pictures long
after they've played major thee-
less money eencertiang, but add-
ed she isn't particularly interest-
ed in amassing a fortune.
"I'd rather work harder and
make less money and be happy,"
she said, cutting some celery into
the salad. "I'll only perform twice
a week on the tour, compared to
twice a night in clubs."
Eartha's decision to pull out of
the bistro beat was prompted by
a beef two months ago in Boston
when she walked out on a club
date.
"Nobody ever heard My Pelt of
the story,'' she said. "I was sick
and fatigued. But no one ever be-
lieves a star can be ill. They think
it's temperament."
Ethel Waters,
Billy Daniels
Rock New York
NEW YORK — One of the big-
gest openings was Billy Daniel's
at Copacabana — where most of
Billy's rich friends flanked to wel-
come back the great crooner . . .
and he's a mighty lucky guy—be-
ing allowed to sing here . . . How-
ever, he's determined to play the
game straiet now — and long as
he can keep away from ?emote-
tion, he'll have a long and healthy
run in N.Y.
With a fabulous setting of a liv-
ingroom, Ethel Waters has return-
ed to Broadway singing the songs
which have made her famous ov-
er the years — and it's appropri-
ately called "An Evening With
Ethel Waters" . . . Any oldtimer
watching her might think: what
a pleasure to journey down mem-
ory lane . . . for Miss Waters
keeps the evening going with more
than 40 years of reminiscing . . .
and this she accomplishes with re-
markable beauty . . .
With numbers like "Takin' A
Chance On Love." "Stormy Wea-
ther," "Dinah" and many many
more — she's rounding out a 4
week engagement which was a
real success and money-maker . .
This appearance boosts her cur-
rent film, "The Sound And The
Fury" where she has an impor-
tant part as a wisened servant . .
Reginald Beane, who's worked
with Miss Waters for the past 21
years, could only be the one to
be her accompanist — and he's
an expert himself,
tres in the town . . . They're tak-
ing "Imitation" on a percentage
basis — not at usual flat rates . .
In other words, the producers are
expecting such an avalanche of
trade, they're willing to gamble ,
that the Negro patron will support •
this picture to the time of making
I it a smashing success
—"Member Of The Wedding." —
IT IS A RISQUE thing with Ethel
Joining in on plenty of the slightly
gay dialogue. — BILLY DANIELS,
over the barrier that threatened
to keep him from working in New
York, hit the jackpot with EM.
PLOYMENT AT Big City's CO.
pacabana. — ARE THEY KID•
DING? Just thinking about Broad'
way report that plans are in mak-
ings for another world tour by
"Porgy 'N Bess" as a stage play.
- Ham IT IS said is little in-
terest shown by William Warfield
to return as "Porgy." — JUST A
TIP for the proposed producers of
the revival: COULDN'T IT BE
possible that you are attempting
just one trip teo many with "Por•
gy 'N Bess" even should Warfleld
agree to retains?
LET'S COUNT 'EM department:
Just thinking of the many U. S.
artists (settling) who'll soon be
heading for Europe. — MENTION-
ED IN releases are Lena Horne,
Sidney Poitier, Dot Dandridge (al-
ready over there); BILLY ECK-
STINE, LIONEL HAMPTON, Duke
Ellington, the Red Caps (return
trip); Earth. Kitt, Pearl Bailey,
Sammy Davis, Jr., Johnny Pta-
this, to name a few. WHICH
MAKES one ask who'll be left
over here for our entertainment
spots? — THE "FATS DOMINO"
show that ends its week stay at
Tivoli in time for PEARL BAILEY
TO move in we, truly "rock 'n
roll" at its best. — WHEN MA-
HALIA JACKSON appears as
headliner of huge gospel bill at
New York's Madison Square Gar-
den she stands chance to net a
COOL $7,500 DUE TO GUARAN-
TEE arrangement based on at-
tendance. — MARIAN ANDER-
SON will be the featured artist on
that television program of all-
stars due May 18.
NOW IT IS practically assured
that HARRY BELAFONTE'S lat-
est picture (completed) "The
World, Flesh and the Devil" will
move Into Chicago's Woods thea-
tre after current attraction, "Com•
pulsion" moves out. "COMPUL-
SION" based on the Loeb Leopold
case Is naturally enjoying a long
run In Chicago where the "crime"
was committed.
Early Birds
Only To See
'Porgy' Early
NEW YORK — Only the early
birds, those who write in early
will be able to see the picture
"PorgY'N Bess" for first few
weeks of its run at Warner the-
atre here.
With three months still to go
before its world premiere at the
Warner Theatne, N. Y. on Jute
24, Samuel Goldwyn's "Porgy
and Bess" is said to have rack-
ed up an $83,670 advance in group
and organizational block sales
through a unit set up by Colum-
bia, which is distributing the pic-
ture.
About $52,000 of the total is from
the New York area. Balances is
made up of orders from other
cities where opening dates have
not been set as yet. Bids are
being received for local premieres
and full house theatre parties in
key cities outside of New York,
signed to join Marian Anderson in
the ail-star cast of "America
Pauses for the Merry Month of
May" Monday, May 18 (8-00-9:00
p.m., EDT) on the CBS Televis-
ion Network.
As in "America Pauses for
Springtime," the new program
will spotlight entertainers in lo-
cales throughout the United
States, Where Carol Haney will
MARION ANDERSON
Stars Galore Will Join
Marian Anderson On TV
Dancer Carol Haney has been dance hasn't been determined, al-
though a proposed locale — Boul-
der Dam — has been definitely
ruled out.
Producer Barry Wood and di-
rector Sid Smith, together with
Miss Haney, went to Boulder Darn
to test the possibility of filming
the dancer against this appropri-
ately majestic backdrop. The trio
and their crew, however, returned
to New York without shooting a
single picture.
Sidney Pokier,
Lena Home Will
Appear In Europe
NEW YORK — Sidney Poitier,,
currently on Broadway as star of
"A Raisin in the Sun" will
be a marquee headliner comes
June with the opening of Sam
Goldwyn's film version of "Por-
gy and Bess."
Sidney will be off to France and
more movie work if America ever
lets him go. The top stage, thevee
and screen star has been signed
to co-star in "Paris Blues," an
upcoming film from the novel by
the same name.
About musicians and a mixed
group of tourist teachers in Paris,
the flicker will be produced by
George Glass and Walter Seltzer.
CAR CRASliES are bad even
when no one is hurt AND VERY,
VERY bad when one of drivers is
bedded as result of the smash as
was true of A CERTAIN WRECK
on 47th street near Drexel early
Sunday morning. — EVEN Worse
in this case is fact that lady who
was driving one of cars was IN A
BORROWED vehicle (from her
hubby's rival) and cannot admit
to what happened or where it took
place. — HAD SHE GONE to
home of friend on Michigan, as
her hubby had been told the acci-
dent would never have happened.
—OF COURSE HUBBY doesn't
know about the crash yet since
he's away on the road but what
will his friends say when he be-
gins saying "my wife was injured
between home, 46th and Michigan
and 62nd on same street? WILL
THEY just smile and say (to
themselves) the poor innocent fel-
low?" — "DEAR NOSEY," says
mail bag: "I HAVE BEEN won-
dering where certain of my neigh-
bors got those "push carts" they
clutter up vestibules with A N D
MAYBE I know now. — CAN IT
BE, as you indicated last week,
that many of them are actually
the property of food stores where
deliveries are to be made from
store to waiting automobiles?"Beverly Gibson Already
Top Star At
NEW YORK — Beverly Gibson,'
the newest rave in recording cir-
cles is a most unique artist in-
deed.
She is only 15 years old and
some well known DJ's call her
"The little girl with the big soul."
They claim she has a voice which
halia Jackson" and "Rosetta
compares favorably to that of "Ma- Ivory Joe
Thorpe " "Manton Moorehead.",
the great comic actor said of Bev-
erly's voice and I quote:
"She has the closest voice to
Marian Anderson I have ever
heard."
Beverly's latest record "Loves'
Burning Fire" is a commerical
record, and the beat and lyric is
sensational. Everybody is talking
about this young girl, who puts her
soul into her songs.
Beverly was born in Harrisburg,
Age Of 15
Pa., and attends William Penn
High School. Her parents are Ed-
gar and Lorraine Gibson. Since
early childhood she has been sing-
ng in church choirs and spiritual
groups. One of her great record-
ings with DEB is 506.
.ANN HENRY, hock from En-
rope Is wowing West Coasters
during her stay in California.
Mkg Henry, a Chicagoan, spent
six months abroad, much of
the time appearing on televis-
ion,
Sy Oliver
Top Discers
NEW YORK — Ivory Joe Hun-
ter and Sy Oliver among Dot Rec-
ords' biggest draws . . . Billy
Eckstine's album "Imagination"
really is something . brings
back the old days of a great voice
. . Trombonist Benny Green,
who once had a big band, now has
a quintet and they're playing the
Half Note here in town . . . Apol-
lo Theatre surprised all by book-
ing a big band, Buddy Rich, and
coupled it with singing star Al
Hibbler . . .
Just as Herb Jeffries was get.
ting back into big biz — after a
recent appearance at the Cloisters
in Chicago, he comes up with
front page news: intentions of
marriage to Tempest Storm, high-
est paid stripper in the business.
Herb's divorcing wife of 8 years
for Tempest charms . . .
Tickets For
Green Stamps
New Gimmick
NEW YORK — So now you can
get a ticket to a Broadway play
for green stamps — $600 worth of
them! . . One of the (lancers in
"Jamaica" showed up closing
night with a orange all-over wig,
orange pumps and accessories and
the audience was as surprised as
the cast . . .
Nat Cole sang all his Spanish
numbers from album "Cole En
Espanol" at the hotel in Caracas
wig re he held 7,000 spellbound .
Dorothy Donegan to the London
House in Chicago while Josh
White and guitar go to The Em-
bers, Ft Wayne . . Back to
London for Ella Fitzgerald, Dir.
zy (;illespie, Roy Eldridge, Oscar
Peterson and many other jazz
greats for a big date at Royal
Festical Hall May 2nd.
• • •
ONE OF ADVANTAGES (or dis-
advantages) of living in tall build-
ings where another of same height
is adjacent is having a FEW NO-
SEY males who own binoculars.—
'TIS GENERAL KNOWLEDGE
that several culprits are using
their "added eyes" to peek into
apartments of neighbors with ac•
cent on bedrooms, in a certain
"center" on southside. — ATTEN-
TION CTA management: Perhaps
you'd be well rewarded in less ac-
cidents to your buses and offer
FASTER SERVICE if you'd check
on those drivers who insist on
stopping in middle of street and
carrying on conversation with co-
workers in another bus.—THINK
NOSEY'S kidding? WELL TAKE
A RIDE on the Indiana ave.. and
Drexel buses and see for your-
selves. — ATTENTION HEALTH
Department. Why not have own-
ers of these public barbeque pits
keep grease (often an inch thick)
cleaned off stoves and "pits
FAILURE CREATES FIRE HAZ-
ARDS that often wreck the place
and endangers buildings in which
such places are located.
• • •
OLE NOSEY cannot single out a
squad or one policeman due credit
so he'll just hand an orchid to
"the bluecoats" for the fine job
being done TOWARD CLEANING
up Woodlawn and the 63rd street
scene.—WINOES AND "pushers",
are as scarce around the corner
as the proverbial hens' teeth.—AT-
TENTION WHITE OWL hambur-,
gem "spots?" Wouldn't such ex-
perienees as NOSEY HAS RUN
into twice of eating a "berger" and
finding what looked like humani
LOUIS ARMSTRONG, current
ly on tour abroad will make
ewe of his rare appearance* on
television when he returns to
Duke Ellington has been commis.
sinned to write an original jazz
VON..
Fresh from a year on Broadway
as star of the musical "Jamaica,'
Lena Horne is airing out her
trunks for her annual junket to
the old country. The Horne of
plenty of talent has been set to
highlight the theatrical season of
the Tivoli Gardens in Copenhagen
in July.
She will be followed here by
Eartha Kitt and several other
American stars, among them The
Clara Ward Singers and the Pet-
ers Sisters who have been set
for the Tivoli's summer run.
hair strand on bun be eliminated
if GIRLS WERE REQUIRED to
wear caps or some form of hair
net or covering? — OFFERS ,Ole
THE WEEK (past that is) were
the ones propositioned PRETTY
BARBARA McNA1R during her
engagement at Roberts. — ONE
SPORTSMAN promised Barbara
his car, hand in marriage and a
flat building (which Nosey knows
his wife owns) on Champlain be-
tween 62nd and 63rd streets.—HIS
INITIALS? "J.K."
• • •
"DEAR NOSEY," suggests mail
bag "Don't you think it is a good
idea to tell some of our store front
ministers to have their signs for
windows lettered by someone who
can spell? — WHEN, NOSEY,"
the letter continues, "did diction-
; ary call for spelling the synonym
I for minister ''preecher?" — THAT
WELL KNOWN and popular club
member who allowed "funds" or
collection at a recent affair to GO
HAYWIRE OR something to that
effect, is still wondering how and
where the money went INTO THE
GREAT "beyond of re-discovery."
• • •
SPEAKING OF SHORTAGES
there is one in "till" of a very
prominent girls' club that only few
officers know about at present.—
HOWEVER, JUST WATCH the
fire kindle AND BLAZE WHEN
the entire membership is inform-
ed of the shortage. — NOSEY has
MORE facts he's withholding un-
til the disgruntled membership ex-
poses it first. — EXPENSIVE
GIFTS can often be too costly.—
NOSEY IS THINKING about the
automobile a certain PROFES•
SIONAL in Woodlawn gave his of-
fice girl. IT SEEMS THE gentle-
man making gift neglected to
send in his note on time and the
selling firm began checking—at
both office and home. WHAT was
BAD about the "check" was in
allowing it to reach his home
where wife could be presented
with all the farts save to whom
went the automobile. — THE
WIFE ALREADY has an Oldsmo-
bile so she reasons the car could
not have been bought for her even
as a surprise gift.
• • •
MEANEST HOSTESS in town is
the one who last Saturday served
her hubby's "special" guest (car-
olyn C. of Detroit) seven up and
gin for champagne. — HOSTESS
HAD PLENTY champagne in
house but decided on the switch
after hearing the little cutie repeat
how well versed she is in deter-
mining class of wine. THE HOS-
TESS WHO lives on Michigan be-
tween 44 and 47 and whose hus-
band's initials are "A.J." wasn't
as unhep as her spouse thought
her to be. — FOR INSTANCE she
knew the little visitor has eyes on
hubby and has been heard telling
Chicagoans "we'll get married as
soon as his divorce is final." —
CUTE PART ABOUT it all is
there is no divorce either pending
or thought of at this time.
the stairs next month. Louis
is also scheduled to appear on
stale of s aoutbside theatre
early in July.
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Dear Mme. Chante: Somewhere
there must be a lonely but hope-
ful person such as I who will be-
friend me and possibly make me
a de long companion. I am 26,
considered nice looking and inlet
ligent. Although not being finan.
daily rich, I'm rich in spirit, am-
bition and friendly attitude to-
wards everyone. I desire to hear
from a young lady who is unques-
tionably sincere and settle-mind-
ed. I enjoy leisure, but I put first
things first in my life. respect-
fully answer all letters and will
exchange photos if so desired. Ma.
hattms Sholba, 359 E. 60th St.,
Chicago 37, Ill.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a man
of 44, 5 feet, 10 inches tall, weigh
175 lbs., would like to meet a wo-
man between 20 and 40 of slender.
build, one who prefers the better
things in life and would like to
settle down. Please send photo in
first writing and I'll do the same
D. Williams, P. 0. Box 279, Morn-
ing Station, New York 2C, N.Y.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a very
lonely man, medium brownskin, 5
feet, 10 inches tall, 190 lbs. I have
a good job and I do not gamble,
drink or smoke excessively. I like
to go to church and love sports.
I would like to meet a lady be-
tween the ages of 20 and 40 who
would like to have a true and kind
companion. Race or color does not
matter. Please send photo with
letter Claud Ryer, 10813 Hull ave.
Cleveland, Ohio.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chaste: I am a
lonely widow of 55, dark brown
complexion. 160 lbs.. 5 feet. 3 inch-
es tall, no children. I need and
want companionship so I would
like to meet a lonely gentleman
who is free to marry. Please do
not write if you are just curious.
The man must he between 57) and
70 years old Mrs. Emma Haw-
kins, 538 Rosedale St., Detroit 2,
Mich.
Dear Mme. Chante I am seek-
ing a man who is sincere and in-
terested in matrimony with a fair
amount of education. One w h o
wants the finer things in life,
lives in California. Would like him
to be brownskin or lighter, around
5 feet 10 inches tall, between 48
and 50 years old. I am 45, 5 feet,
2 inches tall. ten complexion, sin-
cere and very intelligent. Please
send photo in first letter. Marie
Brooks, 1061 2 Waverly Driv e,
Pasadena, Calif.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a sin-
gle man, 25, 5 feet, 7 inches tall,
weigh 135 lbs , medium brown
complexion and would like very
much to meet a lady of culture.
Would like her to have good judg-
ment and understanding about
married life. She may have one
or two children as I love children.
I am interested in a lady between
the ages of 25 and 32 who is sin-
cere and wants a husband who
twill do his utmost to provide for
his family. Will answer all let-
ters and exchange photos—please
send in first letter. Cecil F. Bo-
man, 6059 S. Peoria St., Chicago,
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
young man, 31 years old, 5 feet,
9 inches tall, brownskin and sin-
cerely wants a true wife. One who
is interested in having an honest
and hard-working man and wants
the better things in life. I have
no bad habits. Age or color does
not matter. Henry Robinson, RR
3, Box 43, Leavenworth, Kan.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
lonely man of 43, dark brown
complexion, black hair with a lit-
tle gray, 175 lbs., 5 feet. 10 inch-
es tall and a Navy veteran. I am
interested in meeting a woman of
fine 'character, fair education
and a good sport. I'd like her to
be between 2.5 and 40 and if she
doesn't care to come out to Ore-
gon, I may consider residing
where she is. if it's not too far
in the South. Would really like to
make Chicago or Detroit my
home. Would like her to consider
living here in Portland. I am a
Christian, quiet and very broad-
minded. My hobbies are baseball,
reading, music, good clubs, fra-
ternal orders and an occasional
dance. I hope some nice, sincere
lady will write me and send her
photo. I have no children and
would prefer if she had none. La-
dies not sincere need not write.
S. H. Oten, 1224 N. Fremont St.,
Portland 17, Oregon.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante. I have been
reading your corner for quite a
while. I am 28. 6 feet. 1 inch
tall, 175 lbs.. brownskin. Would
like to hear from women between
155 and 185 lbs.. between 5 feet
6 and 9 inches tall, 28 to 48
years old. Willie Johnson, 611 Ed.
gecombe Ave., C-0 Mother Cabri-
ni hospital, New York 32, N. Y.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I've read
your column for the past year
ard know hOw you have helped
other young people find compan-
ions. I am interested in your help.
ing me find a nice, young lady
who is ready for marriage. I am
31, intelligent, 209 lbs , 6 feet tall,
medium brown complexion I own
my own business. Would like the
young lady to be 19 to 2'7 years of
age, 5 feet, 6 inches tall, weigh-
ing 175 lbs , with a nice figure.
Someone who Is well educated.
She must be medium brownskin—
can have one or two children.
James Douglas, Box 6165, Chi-
cago 80, Ill.
Beauticians Vie For Place On Billiken
8 Beauticians
Win Float Spot
When the Bud Billiken parade
rolls around again this year, eight
of Chicago's beauticians will have
a spot on the Mme. C. J. Walker
School of Beauty float.
The eight women who will ride
on the float were selected at a
recent hair style contest held at Ow
Walker school. Their names %%ill
be announced prior to the Billiken's
to be held on August I
beauticians of the Walker school
group. These hair styles were en-
tered in the competition to de-
termine the eight winners
Virginia State
Selected from the hundreds of Hosts Meetings
beauticians in the Chicago area,
the fortunate eight women were
confronted with a challenge in vy-
ing for top honors. A chance to
ride in the Billiken parade was re-
garded as quite an honor.
Below are pictured some of the
models who are displaying the
stunning hair styles created by
Baha'i Faith
Grows In Africa
1VILMETTE, Ill. — Growth of
the Baha'i Faith in Africa and Pa-
cific was stressed in a message
from International Baha'i Head-
quarters, Haifa, Israel, to 709 dele-
gates and observers attending the
51st annual national convention be-
ing held here. April 23, through
26, at the Baha'l House of Worship.
BEAUTICIAN vs n te s t ants
seeking a place on the
Float in the Aug. 1 parade are
shown in the top photo. All who
entered the contest are not
shown in the pictures. these
top students of the Madam C.
J. Walker college who arrant
ed the hair styles include: Ger-
aldine Hall. Kills Vance; Rosa
Packwood, Emma DeGraffen•
reid, Blondie James, Marie
Shipp, Tommie Robinson.
Floyda Bailey. Dorothy Willi-
ams, Mary Davis, Vera Chad-
wick, Dola Grandberry, Mil.
tonia McHenry, Albertine Fer-
nandez, Barbara Prothro,
James Fernandez, I.illian Mad-
dox, Lena Johnson. Betty Co-
meaux, Allie Kuykendall, John.
nie Calcoate, Bessie Warren,
Bethola Patton, Lorene 
-
Perk-
PETERSBURG, Va. — Over 175
student library assistants from 35
schools of Virginia recently as-
sembled at Foster Hall center, Vir-
ginia State college, for the second
Conference of Student Library As-
sistants, sponsored by the library
science department of the college
here.
In addition to hosting the second
Library Assistants conference, the
first meeting of the Virginia Stu-
dent Library Assistants associa•
lion was held at the Virginia state
campus. The association was or-
ganized at Virginia State on April
12, 1958.
Mrs. Emma Lee Wingo, librarian
of Lindenwood school, Norfolk, Va.,
was the principal speaker. The pro-
gram of the meeting centered
around the theme "Wake Up and
Read."
ins, Mary Davis, Alma Hers.
derson, Ora Lee McGowan,
Doris Martin. Grace Hampton,
Corelia Bell. Maggie Flowers,
Mamie Terry and Mary Clan.
sey, Models standing were: Al.
ulna Williams, Shirley Taylor,
Georgia Trotter. Rosa Pack.
wood, Olivia Pace, Mary flan
sey, Alice Cruso, Dorain Hunt.
er, Helen Green, Nettie Arm.
strong, June Flemons, Viola
Johnson, Virginia Singleton,
SsIsia Colbert, Lillian Maddox,
Bobbie Newton, Ora Lee Mc-
Gowan, Alma Henderson, Doris
Martin, Genelve Cooks, Juan'
ita Davenport, Jean Smith, Ef•
fie Hale, Desertis Gross, Al•
berta Brown, Blondie James,
Ethel Beasley, Lena Johnson
and Grace Hampton Fuller.
II
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AmbushWealthyDr. Nalmt Says Southern
Behavior Can Be ChangedMiss. PlanterINDIANOLA, Miss. (UPI)—An
unknown assailant ambushed rich
Mississippi cotton planter J. W.
Pruett last Tuesday in an attack
whi^h authorities say might he
linked to the death of Pruett's
mistress in Cuba two months ago
Proett was wounded seriously
by bullets apparently fired from
a small caliber rifle. One struck
him in the head and another
grazed his stomach. Surgery was
performed in an effort to save his
left eye.
Humphreys County Sheriff J. D
Purvis said three shots were fired
at the 32-year-old plantation own.
er as he left a nightclub and step-
ped into his Cadillac.
CONDITION SERIOUS
Pruett was rushed to a hospi-
tal and was in serious condition.
Purvis said he had been unable
to question Pruett.
The attempt on Purett's life ad-
ded another puzzle to the mysteri•
ous death of Mrs. Ethel McCas-
lin, Purett's mistress, who had ac•
companied him to the Isle of Pinea.
Pruett reported to Cuban authori-
ties he found her nude and bat-
tered body on the floor of his
bungalow there Feb. 22, She had
been shot and an Italian pistol
was in her hand.
HELD 18 DAYS
Cuban police held Pruett in
custody for 18 days for investiga•
lion in connection with the worn-
zn's death. He posted a $3.000
casm bond as a material witness
and was scheduled to return to
Havana for a hearing in the case
about May 1.
Pruett's business partner in
cucumber — growing enterprises
in Cuba, Tex Etheridge. is being
held under island arrest
WASHINGTON — Delta Sigma
Theta Sorority's Eastern Regional
conference was told recently that
it is of little importance if the
attitudes of Southern whites can-
not be changed by law since it
has been proved that their be-
havior can be so changed — and
overnight.
The speaker was Dr. James M.
Nabrit, jr., dean of Howard uni-
versity's School of I,aw. Dr. Na-
brit has figured prominently as an
attorney in Supreme Court deci-
sions affecting race relations in
the United States.
The keynote speaker at the pub-
lic meeting of Delta's Eastern Re-
gional Conference in Charlotte, N.
C., Dr. Nabrit said:
'They (white Southerners) say
that the inability of the law or
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Supreme Court decisions to
change the habits or attitudes of
Southern whites makw integration
impossible.
"We do not like income tax
laws, but we obey them — or la-
bor laws, or others — but our be-
havior is controlled by them.
"If we can get racial habits or
attitudes changed, we are elated.
If we cannot, we really are not
too concerned for we are primari-
ly interested In behavior and we
know that behavior can be thang-
ed over-night.
CITES PROOF
"Proof of that is that Negroes
and whites now ride and eat to.
gether on trains all over the
South. Negroes are in colleges and
universities with whites in Texas,
Tennessee, Louisiana, Oklahoma,
Kentucky, North Carolina, Virgins,
is, Maryland, Delaware and West
"Negroes are serving on city
councils in Tennessee, Louisiana,
North Carolina and Maryland.
"Negroes are working for North'
ern corporations in integrated
jobs in Tennessee, Kentucky and
Georgia: and Negroes are voting
all over the South In primaries.
"Negroes are attending integrat-
ed public schools in Delaware,
Maryland. District of Columbia,
West Virginia, Kentucky, Tenses.
see, Arkansas, Texas, Oklahoma,
Missouri and on all Army posts
in the South.
"The South has not changed its
attitude, but its behavior certain-
ly is different. This is not ignor
Lig the violence that has occurred
in Clinton, Tenn.; Clay, Ky., and
Mansfield, Tex., either," Dr. Na'
brit said.
During the course of his speech,
the prominent law school dean de.
flated four other Southern argu-
ments which, he said, are being
beamed as propaganda at the
North through all channels of com-
munication.
SOUTHERN EFFORTS
Its called untrue the argument
that the South is making great
efforts to afford the Negro separ-
ate but equal opportunities. Where
school systems are better, it is the
result of law suits, he declared.
"Every step forward has been
fought to the bitter end by the
white South,"
Such resistance, he said, pro-
rides no justification for leaving
the South free to segregate the
Negro, on the prenesie that it has
shown interest and good faith in
its widespread conferring of pub-
lic benefits upon the Negro.
"It is ironical that Southerners
would use every device of discrim-
ination. intimidation and disfran-
chisement possible to hold the Ne-
gro down, and then when in spite
of these efforts, he makes some
progress, they stick out their
chests and say, look what we did."
The third argument attacked by
Dr. Nahrit says that segregation
is reasonable in the light of the
ignorance, poverty and disease of
Negroes who constitute such a
large proportion of the South's pop-
ulation.
Dr Nahrit said the South, hay-
ing denied the Negro equal educe-
 • 
' DR. JAMES M. NABRIT
tlorral opportunity, "does not say
it can set up classes for retarded
pupils, separate children on t h •
basis of I.Q., or other tests or
takp other steps to improve the
backward Negro children.
"It merely says we have hurt
the Negro educationally, let um
continue to do this."
NORTHERN PROBLEMS
Replying to the Southern arra
merit that the presence of segrse
gation and racial tensions in the
North and West shows that t h e
South is right in segregating the
Negro, Dr. Nahrit sald:
"All the difficulties in those,
Northern areas can be and are
being resolved by law, political.
action, edu ea Hon, interracial
groups and a sense of justice, or•
der and coalmen decency. The so-
lution Is not the Southern one of
brutality, coercion, black-listing.
or death,"
He told the Deltas that the bur-
den of American Nergroes is to lee
that democracy succeeds.
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SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
Our Opinion
This May Bring Results
There have been many suggestions ad-
vanced by experts and lay people as to the
ways and mitring of combating juvenile de-
linquency. Some of the suggestions sound
Wgood on paper, others are simply cockeyed.
But they share a common failing, that is
none of them has ever been put to a test.
J. Edgar Hoover, director of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation, believes that both
parents and the courts have been too leni-
ent in their handling of delinquent youth.
But the mere advocacy of stringent home
discipline and stern court measures, as
Mr. Hoover has done in magazine articles,
does not solve the problem.
Apparently neither parents nor the
judges has taken seriously the FBI direc-
tor's hints. Professional sociologists and
social workers view the whole complex of
delinquency as stemming from a basic
weakness in the structure of our modern
society. They use the term "breakdown in
ommunication" to indicate the failure of
gr.te community to force compliance with its
moral codes, or the inability of parents to
impose their disciplinary judgment on their
children.
Thus little Johnny or Pete or Harold
comes home anytime he gets ready, and
that may be four or five o'clock in the
morning. He has no accounting to give of
his behavior; it is not required of him to
so.—Until he is arrested and brought into
the courtroom on a criminal charge, the
boy's parents are scarcely aware of his pat-
tern of behavior outside the home; and
they don't even know his associates.
Well, here is a suggestion of some con-
siderable merit. A Wisconsin Daily news-
paper League has recommended to the Ju-
diciary Committee of the state's Assembly,
a bill to allow publication of names of ju-
veniles who commit acts that would be
classified as criminal if the offender were
over 18 years of age. This, the League is
convinced, would serve as an effective de-
terrent to crime, especially among 16 or 17-
year olds.
The publication of the names of youth-
ful criminal offenders together with the
identity and background of their parents,
may prove to be an adequate moans of ar-
resting the mounting wave of juvenile
crimes. That kind of publicity would cause
embarrassment and humiliation to parents,
to say nothing of the obstracism that would
follow.
No respectable parents wish to be dis-
graced by the anti-social behavior of their
children. If the Wisconsin League's propo-
sal becomes law, it should serve as a model
for all the other states which are grappling
with juvenile criminals. Something has got
to be done. We cannot continue to dwell
in a jungle where young hoodlums hold the
power of life and death in their hands.
Either they must be curbed or America
must abandon the pretention of being civi-
lized.
Butler Again Warns The South
Paul Butler's warning to the South that
the 1960 Democratic platform would back
school desegregation and oppose "massive
resistance" should remove any lingering
doubts about the nature of the Democrats'
Asivil rights plank.
IF This warning was sounded by the able
Democratic National Chairman during a
political panel discussion before the annual
convention of the American Society of
Newspaper Editors in Washington.
Butler, who has been consistent and
forthright in the determination to steer the
Democrats into the path of political right-
eousness, minced no words in his declare-
tion.,He said that Southerners who could
not go along with a strong civil rights plank
would have to seek political refuge else-
where.
Despite criticisms from some quarters
in his own party, the Democratic National
Chairman has stood his ground on civil
rights and school integration. He made this
position clear last year on the very eve
of a crucial Congressional election.
He has contended all along that the
Democratic party could not remain true to
Oale principles of human decency, humanghta and accommodate Southerii- racists
at the same time. He is firmly of the con-
viction that no national harm would befall
his party were the dissatisfied Dixiecrats
to stalk out of the Democratic National
Convention again. And he has the force of
history to back him up.
In the 1948 Presidential election, the
State's Rights Ticket, led by Sen. Strom
Thurmond of South Carolina won only
39 electoral votes to Democrat Harry
Truman's 303 and 189 for Republican Thom-
as Dewey. The ticket would not do any bet-
ter in 1960 should the delegates from the
Deep South elect to walk out of next year's
convention and form a party of their own as
they did eleven years ago.
Mr. Butler's calculations are eminently
correct. A civil rights plank that fails to
endorse the Supreme Court decision on
school integration would lose not only Ne-
gro votes but also those of the ten big
Northern cities which have determined the
outcome in the past three Presidential elec-
tions. There is no possible mathematical
combination of Southern votes, geographi-
cally speaking, that can outweigh the lib-
eral and Negro votes in the North. No
Presidential candidate, barring a miracle,
can win without them.
Since 1948 Negro migration to Northern
industrial centers has been trebled. That
means that more than ever the Negro vote
represents a balance of power which would
be fatal for politicians to misread. If But-
ler's judgment is heeded the Democratic
party will have little to spoil its dream of
1960.
Being Frank..
Aleut Pimple, Plecos
And Problims
By FRANK L. STANLEY
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — This is a spite of strict insistence on tenon-
tribute to a departed friend who cy responsibilities.
was no ordinary person. Earl E. Above his everyday work load
fat
/ uilt was a dedicated public ser- Earl found time to serve many
I .nt, a friend to man and inde- civic and professional organize'
igable laborer In behalf of 0th' tions and to advise mayors and
era. governors. Most faithfully he di-
g. W. Beecher has written ". . . vided his energies among the Ur.
When a great and good man ban League, Kentucky State col-
sets, the sky of this world is lu- lege Board of Regents, Red Cross,
minouti long after he is out of Veterans and Boy Scouts. In be.
sight. Such a man cannot die out tween Pruitt served on several
of this world. When he goes, he special commissions and commit-
leaves behind much of himself. tees.
Being dead he speaks." With the advent of World War
Earl Pruitt's legacy Is not mere- II he voluntarily joined the Unit-
ly a- legion of friends, but an un- ed Nations Relief Rehabilitations
excelled record of national profes- Administration. In short order, he
atonal attainments in public tutus- attained the highest level serving
Mg and race relations. Beyond successively as welfare and finan•
this he embodied the epitome of cial officer.
courage, vision, deep faith, unlim- Limited by the Hatch Act from
Red energy and high integrity, direct political activitity. E. E.
Few people realized the magni- Pruitt behind the scenes virtually
tude ot his example. His very named many Negro appointees to
work — manager of a housing public posts. Every mayor from
e
ject became a model for the Wilson W. Wyatt on down, relied
t of the nation to copy for he heavily on Pruitt's advice. In like
not only held the lowest rental loss manner, former Gov. Lawrence
in America, hut had the least Wetherby appointed no Negro
maintenance cost. And yet he without consulting Pruitt. At the
Made frihMii of all he served in same time Wetherby made Pruitt
the most officially recognized Ne-
gro in Kentucky.
And yet Prultt never once
sought personal appointment am-
bitiously. Always he recommend-
ed someone else. Several Louis-
ville Negroes who have been
elected to public office similarly
owe much of their success to Pru-
itt's counsel.
Pruitt had a boundless enthusi-
asm for whatever task he took In
hand. He was a perfectionist who
WAS impatient with half effort. He
was industrious, loyal and self
sacrificing and ever zealous to
take and carry through to its ul-
timate conclusion the cause of
those who needed sound, experi-
enced and wise counsel.
He never deviated from this
chosen path and gave of himself
unstintingly to the preservation of
human rights and liberties. This
spirit of high dedication continued
even through his last years when
he was increasingly burdened with
failing health.
For me, the enduring inspiration
of Earl Pruitt's life is how he sin-
gularly achieved so much in the
service of his fellowman with so
little. The handicap of race and
humble beginning never phased
him. He decided very early what
his mission was and pursued it
nobly to the very end.
In so doing he distinguished him-
self botls in his entire local com-
munity aid nation. His devotion
to the cause of human decency,
sincerity of purpose, and intelli-
gence of outlook, were the hall-
mark of a great man,
WASHINGTON — THE STATE
OF THE ECONOMY — The na-
tion's economic experts continue
to be baffled by the way things
are going. Here we are with near-
ly 5,000,000 people out of work and
yet the nation has never been so
prosperous. The value of stocks
continues to climb and one large
industry after another is reaping
fabulous profits.
One of the most surprising de-
velopments now taking place is in
textiles. This industry was one of
the first to be hit by the reces-
sion. Textile workers have long
been on a short work-week. Profits
have been slim for the manufac-
turers.
Now, all of a sudden, textile
sales have picked up 15 per cent
from a similar period in 1958.
Many mills expect to run at full
tilt from April through June. The
Southern mill owners, who have
been among the nation's worst,
have in some areas even granted
a 7'4 percent wage boost. This is
the first since 1056.
• • •
What accounts for the change?
The experts tell us there are
any number of explanations. The
industry itself has made certain
improvements in production, has
cut its inventories by nearly 30
per cent and has been able to get
more money for its product.
CO A IR K
- 
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MEET MR. PALMER
Memphis, like all other com-
munities, needs as many trained.
interested, active and intelligent
citizens as it can attract, breed,
corral and retain.
Such a citizen Is the recently ap-
pointed editor of this newspaper.
the Tri-State Defender. He is L.
F. Palmer, jr., a professionally
trained and experienced newspaper
man.
Mr Palmer Is a young man from
the standpoint of years and front
the viewpoint of the responsibility
he bears as head of an institution
as strategically placed as is a
newspaper in a major population
cetner. And particularly strategic
is a Negro newspaper during these
times of comparatively unusual
stress on the racial front.
That's why no twinges of mod-
esty are felt here In choosing this
manner of giving something of A
needed first glance interpretation
of Mr. Palmer as a newsman to
the rest of the community as far
as is possible from here.
Incidentally, it might just possi-
bly be that one of the functions of
some of the local Negro business
and fraternal If not professional
groups (there is no Negro Press
club), should be that of welcoming
and presenting to the resenting to
the rest of the town persons like
Mr. Palmer.
To often persons of merit, talent.
notable achievement and exper-
ience move into the Memphis Ne-
gro community permanently or
temporarily, only to be buried in
the debris of indifferent ignorance
and insensitive lethargy character-
istic of too much of the town.
Noted ministers, lawyers, doc-
tors, educators and representatives
of business and professional groups
come through here on visits with
friends and acquaintances, or to
deliver speeches or hold conferenc-
es and are treated by their fellow
local Negroes like any other re-
fugee from a Dixie cotton patch.
Speaking of the sophisticated in-
difference of the great metropoli-
tan centers like New York, Chi-
cago and other cosmopolitan areas,
one might well observe that none
has anything on Memphis when it
comes to not knowing or not notic-
ing.
Maybe the real reason is a past
ignorance of who's who or what's
what. Or maybe it is the result of
the Negro community's failure to
provide organizations and institu-
tions geared to welcome signifi-
cant if not entertainment and
sports personalities wearing a
many-vented cloak of spurious gla-
mour.
As already opined, Mr. Painter
is at least a significant newcomer
to Memphis. He is editor and
general manager of one of the
South's biggest and best-known
newspapers. The least that t h e
town can do in sheer self-defense
is seek to know him as soon as
possible. ?'lot only that, but the
town owes it to itself to sell itself
to such a newcomer by extending
a luirid of welcome and showing
him its best aide.
Mr. Palmer is a Southerner.
He comes fro mVirginia. He has
worked in the South before. He
was public relations director at
Fisk university before coming to
highly trained man. lie
Memphis.ei sa 
is one of the few Negroes in the
country who is right at the thres-
old of a doctor's degree in the field
of communications. He is an ex-
perienced newsman having work-
ed on newspapers in the East, in
the Mid West, on the West Coast,
and in the South.
Mr. Palmer has all the social
requisites of a modern professional
man. He is personable in appear-
ance and conversation. He is mar-
ried and a father. He is a veteran
of the nation's military establish-
ment. He knows how to write. Ile
is courageous — last Saturday he
left Memphis to go to Poplar.
yule, the nation's newest lynch
town. And he is anxious to know
all he can about Memphis and
Memphis people. . . in order that
he can use the Tri-State Defend-
er to serve the hest interests of
th whole community.
In stating his ideas on the role
of the Negro newspaper in the
South, Mr. Palmer revealed a sol-
id structure of conviction when he
itressed his desire to see that the
Tri State Defender reports t h e
news accurately, honestly, in full
on the side of justice, humanity
and democracy for everybody.
(Watch at the
POTOMAC
By ROBERT G. SPIVACK
There are 'Ica external factors.
People are simply spending more
money on clothing. Other indus-
tries are laying out- more money
for conveyor belts, covers, carpet-
ing and various items turned out
y certain segments of the textile
industry.
Another factor In the upturn hi
a belief, still to be substantiated
by solid evidence, that the Ad-
ministration is beginning to show
a friendlier interest in the textile
Industry's problems. Textile men
have been complaining for some-
time about low-priced imports
that, they claim, are Injuring their
sales.
• • •
THE UNEVEN ECONOMY —
This is such a big country and
there are so many conflicting
interests it is simply inevitable,
that while one part prospers ano-
ther part may be suffering serious
economic pains.
So we find that while there may
be some improvement in the tex-
tile industry, American exporters
were having difficulty selling
some of our other goods in for-
eign markets As of the end of
March, 1958 commercial exports
had slumped to their lowest level
since September, 1955. They were
off $74 million from February,
1958, to a low of $1.2 billion.
SO WHAT?
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LANGSTON HUGHES
Week By Week
"My great-grandmother could
set on hair." said Simple. "She
was pure Indian."
"that hair-sitting tale is just an
old folk myth," I said. "Almost
every Negro claims to have had a
relative somewhere in the past
who could ,it on her hair. You
know darn well not all Negroes
had Indian ancestors. Besides,
who would want to sit on their
illir""Not me," said Simple, "I have
a hard time pulling a comb
through mine. But in the old days
when lathe' wore their hair long,
those who could set on it had the
longest. In fact, they say my
great grandma's hair was so
long* she used to braid it in two
Drains,IOiCC 
 attn use cite orates
to whip •11 ert children. She did not
need to go out and cut no switch-
es. She just took a braid and
WHAM I"
"That to me does not even
sound like a myth," I said.
"What do it sound like?" asked
Simple.
"Just a big old lie," I said.
''Believe it or not," declared
Simple, "but In the old days wont-
ens was womens and men was
mens. My great - grandpa was
so strong he could plow without
a mule. Fact is, his old master
sold his mule and kept grandpa,
and the plowing went on just the
same. Just imagine, if grandpa
had of been plowing for his self,
how rich we would have been to-
day. The white Semple§ is a
wealthy Virginia family, got rich
off of plantations and slavery, but
all they gave us Negroes w a a
their name. And that I do not
want. I would give Semple up for
an African Mohammedan Ali
Baba name any day. Me, a black
man with a white name!"
"A black man with a black
name would he colored just the
same," I said. "What's in a
"You has no race pride," 'W-
ed Simple. "If I eves have a son,
I am going to give him an Afri-
can name."
Roland Hayes has a daughter
named Africa," I said.
"More power to him," said Sim-
ple. "Also to Ahmal Jamal for
changing his name from Jackson
or whatever it were before. And
he did not have to be born again
to do so. Indian names is nice,
too, hut I do not know what toy
great-grandpa's name were, other-
wise I might take it, long as it
were not Black Foot."
"Maybe it was Red wing," I
said.
"Nice," said Simple. "I wonder
how my wife would like to he
called Joyce Red Wing. I am go-
ing to ask her."
"Sitting Bull was also a famous
Indian name," I said.
"No," said Simple, "I do not
think Joyce would like being Mrs.
Bull."
"There is a beautiful dancer
named Maria Tall Chief," I said.
"And a colored blues singer
named Pine Top," added Simple.
'But I reckon he is only part In-
dian. If I was to find out my In-
dian name and add it to my Afri-
can name in front of my Moham•
medan name, nobody would ever
know I had been Jesse B. Sem-
ple before. I could put on my So-
cial Security card a name out of
this world. And when they asked
me my race at the employment
office, I could say, 'Just try to
trace.' Suppose my name were
Buffalo Horn Yusef Congo, would
it not have a noble sound? And
Joyce I would recdristen Flying
Flower Fatirua Congo. When Mr.
and 
. 
Congo
Buffalo Horn and Flying Flower
would be solid gone! In there,
Jack, like the bear! Me with my
beard and Joyce wtih her serape."
"Neither Indians, Africans, or.
Mohammedians wear serapes," I
said. "That is a Mexican blanket.
You mean Joyce would have on
an Ashanti robe."
"And I would have on one of!
them fez caps like Masi. Gillespie
brought back from North Africa.
And was I to run into Sammy
Davis who is Hebrew, I would
say, "Shalom Alelcum!' And Sam-
my would answer, 'Mazletof!' "
"And what would Joyce say?"
"Joyce would probably holler,
" said Simple, "be-
cause it would be hard for her to
get over her Baptist training. I
would have to teach Joyce a few
more words to go with her new
names. That is, if my wife went
along with all this. I have not dis-
cussed it with her yet. Wives can
be a stumbling block, and Joyce
is a stubborn woman. She is lia-
ble to tell me that what God has
put together let no man put asun-
der, names nor otherwise. So I
am somewhat timid to bring the
subject up with my wife. Womens
can be very set in their ways, es-
pecially Joyce."
"But in Indian, African, and
Moslem cultures, man is the mas.
ter," I said, "therefore Joyce
should do your bidding?"
"My bidding?" said Simple.
"Are you kidding?"
LOUIS MARTIN
Dope And Data
ROME, Italy — Rome is the was so late by the time I got
gateway to Africa. Finally I flew
Into the Eternal City last night,
April 8, on an Italian airline, Ali.
tails. The plane was a good old
American workhorse, a DC6. Fly-
ing down in the late afternoon
from London, I was able to get a
good view of Geneva, Switzerland
and the Alps. When we passed
over Paris I couldn't see any-
thing, but I have seen it before
and had no regrets.
The time in Rome is an hour
ahead of London and the steward
who served us "tea," a light
lunch, advised us to change our
watches as we crossed over the
Alps. All the instructions and ad-
vice by the stewardess and the
steward were given in Italian and
English. It was dark and misty
when we came in. As we landed
we had to fill out landing cards
which I understand go to the po-
lice. When I told one customs of-
ficer that I was not carrying any
cigarettes, he opened one bag. I
smiled and, when he didn't see
any, he United too and let the
other bags alone. I changed some
bills to get Italian money at the
little bank at the airport and was
shocked by the large size of the
paper money. Some of the hills
were big enough to wrap a sand-
wich in,
Reservations had been made for
me at the Hotel Quirinale which
Is favored by BOAC, British Over-
seas Airways. The clerks spoke
English well enough for me to get
settled quickly. Coming in from
the airport, 1 could not do much
sightseeing and I didn't know
what I was looking at anyway. It
dinner I ventured out only long
enough to buy some soap which
doesn't seem to be a popular item
in many European hotels. The
private bath was big enough for a
family and all the plumbing fix-
ture, are bulky. But they work
and loudly.
Today was my first full day in
this legendary capital of Catholi•
eism and I became a true tourist.
I bought guide books and maps,
which seem to be on sale every-
where. Finally, I settled on two
bus tours, morning and afternoon,
which lasted about three hours
each. I am sure if one has the
time these tours would not be nec-
essary. But for a fast, thorough,
and detailed sightseeing expedi-
tion, the tours, which are sponsor-
ed by a half dozen companies, are
the best bet.
When we started out in the bus-
es this morning, over a hundred
of us, the guide addressed my bus
In Italian, English, Spanish,
French and German. Ilia com-
mand of the languages was unbe-
lievable. At the first stop, how-
ever, all the tourists in several
buses are divided into language
groups. Thereafter you get a guide
speaking your language and fol-
low him for the rest of the tour.
The English guide got the largest
group and the second largest was
a tie between the French and Ger-
man touriats. The Spanish guide
had the smallest group.
Between the morning and after-
noon tours, I got a good look at
most f the sites that make upancie4 
Rome and Me Vatican.
The Colosseum and the Basilica
of St. Peter's looked just as they
do on the postcards and you would
have to be pretty uncivilized not
to be impressed greatly. The num.
ben and variety of churches, foun-
tains, monuments, and atatues
around home is overwhelming.
One can find more beautiful sculp-
ture in almost any Roman alley
than there is in all of Chicago.
Incidentally, these are some of the
narrowest alleys I have ever seen.
Now that I have been on these
sightseeing tours I realize that I
have been more concerned with
dead Italians than with living
ones. From the tourist point of
view, of course, the living ones
are not as Important as the dead
ones. Whatever the future, the
Romans have a fabulous past.
Front what little I have been
able to observe at a distance, the
Italians deserve their reputation
as a beautiful race of people. Half
the girls and boys one sees on the
streets look as if they might quali-
fy for seism in Hollywood. Y o u
don't have to look too carefully
to discover that many of them do
not live as well as Americans.
From the frequent smiles on their
faces, however, I believe that,
while they may be poorer, they
are just as happy.
One can't judge the English In
this manner though. In fact, In
London I never could tell whether
a character was sick or well, sad
or full of joy. God gave the Eng-
lish the original poker face. By
contrast, the Italian is like the
smiling Irishman. Rome is favor-
ed by tourists for this, erg
other reasons.
GOV. WILLIAM G. STRATTON
of Illinois chats with four
Eagle Scouts who journeyed to
REV. WILLIAM CRAWFORD,
member of the Winston Salem-
N. C., city council (right) gets
I together with Rev. Douglas E.
TWO MALE STUDENTS en.
joy the luxury and comfort of
the new rooms in the new
W. E. B. DuBois men's dor-
Springfield to take part in an.
nual Scout pilgrimage to Abra.
ham Lincoln's tomb. From
Moore, pastor of Durham's
Asbury Temple AME church,
following a men's day address
at North Carolina college.
mitory at Fisk. The new dorm
is ultra mode-n and air condi-
tioned.
PARIS — (UPI) — Princess Grace of Monaco coolly disregard-
ed Paris society gossip that she was expecting her third child.
The rumors, picked up during the past few days by British and
French newspapers, could not he pinned down.
Bare Red Tortures Of Tibetans
KATHMANDU, Nepal. — (UPI) — Communist Chinese troops
have turned Tibet into a vast prison with thousands of Tibetans be-
ing whipped each day in the streets and Buddhist nuns sent to army
camps for the pleasure of the troops, refugees fleeing to Nepal re-
ported.
Boy, 15, Stabs Woman 44 Times
COLORADO SPRINGS, Colo. — (UPI) — Police said they had
arrestee a 15-year-old boy for investigation in the fatal stabbing of
a Colorado Springs woman. She was stabbed 44 times.
Lt. Rudy Cheetsos of the Colorado Spring police department said
the boy was arrested at a local hospital. He was jailed for investi-
gation in the death of Florence D. Martin of Colorado Springs.
(Police identified the boy as 11,-. -
Police found the woman's body in her home Tuesday afternoon
Drawers in the home had been rifled. The coroner said she was
killed last night.
U. S. Communist Strong, Says Veteran
SOUTH BEND, Ind. — (UPI) — The national commander of
the American Legion last night warned that the communist party
In the United States is "stronger today than ever before."
Preston J. Moore said the party has "discarded its weak and
wavering members" and reduced itself to a "hard core of dedicated
militant believers whose allegiance to the Soviet Union is unques-
tioned."
Moore cautioned, in a speech over a radio network that increased
public indifference to the "communist menace encourages greater
communist subersive activity in this country."
Recent decisions of the U. S. Supreme Court were criticized by
Moore for rendering "invalid the anti
-sedition laws of 13 states and
of Hawaii."
left are Henry DeLagarde, Jr.,
of the Virgin Islands; Larry
Mathews, of Alaska; Gov.
,
NEW STUDENT UNION at
Fisk university provides Fisk-
Iles with an ultra-modern, air
conditioned headquarters for
student activities. Named in
honor of Adam K. Spence, who
was named principal of Fisk
W. F.. R. DuBOIS men's dor-
mitory will accommodate 150
students and is located next to
the Fisk gymnasium. It is air
Stratton; Vernon Tom of Ha-
waii and Hipolito Bravo of
Puerto Rico, UPI Telephoto
In 1870, the new building will
house a dining hallattnitstere,
snack bar, student lounge,
campus post office,.-and office
space for studeng:,,organiza-
lions.
conditioned and fully equipped
with recreational and lounge
facilities.
Arthur Godfrey Enters Medical Center
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Arthur Godfrey is scheduled to enter
Columbia Presbyterian Medical center after lunch Wednesday for
treatment of a chest tumor which has forced him to take an in-
definite leave of absence from his radio and television programs.
Godfrey flew here Sunday in his private plane from his Virginia
farm where he went to rest for a week after learning he faced
probable surgery for the chest growth.
Gary Cooper, Pius Kept Secret Dates
VATICAN CITY — (CPI) — Actor Gary Cooper had Secret
audiences with the late Pope Pius XII that' played an important
part in his conversion to Roman Catholicism, a Vatican source said
last weekend.
Cooper met the late 'Pontiff "alone and in complete secrecy"
on several occasions, the source said. Cooper often mentioned the
possibility of conversion in his talks with the Pope, whom he look-
ed upon as "a sort of spiritual father," it was said.
Report Little Change In Living Cost
WASHINGTON — (UPI( — The government was exported to re-
port Wednesday that living costs showed little or no change from
February to March.
The Labor Department planned to announce the latest reeding
on one of the most reliable measuring rods of inflation-the consumer
price index.
Subway Train Leap Fatal For 2 Youths
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Two teen-age boys were killed Sunday
night when they leaped onto the roof of a subway train just before
it entered a low-clearance tunnel.
Authorities said the bodies were found between the fourth and
fifth cars of the six-car train which had been bound for downtown
Manhattan and Brooklyn from the Bronx.
The boys were not identified immediately.
Police said the youngsters apparently leaped onto the roof of
the train in an area in which the tracks are above-ground. They
were crushed to death when the train entered a tunnel at 190th
at. and Broadway.
ARMED WITH a 30 caliber
machine gun, members of the
242nd Tank battalion of the
Kentucky National Guard stand
by at a railroad switching
point, at Vicco, Ky. The Ken-
tucky National Guard has been
PULLING UP—Jockey Robert runs as he rides his mount,
Ussery (left) rise in his stir- Tick Tock, across finish line
to win the seventh race at
EMILE GRIFFITH (right) un-
defeated New York welter-
weight, trades punches with
Mel Barker during their 10
round bout at SC Nick's Arena.
The fight went the limit with
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — A group of World War II veterans
complained over the weekend that they were unable to meet with
Vice President Richard M. Nixon before flying to Moscow for a
reunion with Soviet veterans of the Elbe River crossing.
Joseph Polowsky, leader of the group, said he was told that the
vice president was busy presiding over Senate debate on the labor
reform bill.
Cite New Hope For Leprosy Victims
BOSTON — (UPI) — A U. S. Public Health Service pathologist
reported what could result in new hope to millions of leprosy suf-
ferers throughout the world.
Dr. Chapman II. Binford, health service officer on duty with
the Armed Forces Institute of Pathology, said his experiments in
transplanting human leprosy into animals, where the disease can
be studied, have achieved initial success.
However, he emphasized at a meeting of the international
Academy of Pathology that the initial results must be viewed with
caution until confirmed beyond doubt by other experiments.
Education Gets 25% Of State Budget
SPRINGFIELD — (UPI) — Education was allotted more than
23 per cent of the total state budget presented by Gov. Stratton,
including a proposed boost of more than 100 million dollars in state
aid to common schools
The total budget figure for education at all levels was $611,054,-
911 an increase of more than 138 million dollars over the 1957 bud-
get.
House Committee Quizzes Patterson
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The House Committee on Un-Ameri-
can Activities planned to question William Lorenzo Patterson of New
York, named as manager of the Communist Sunday Worker.
He was the only witness scheduled to appear on the second day
day of hearings into proposals to give the state department more
discretion in withholding and issuing passports.
The Supreme Court ruled last year that the Secretary of State
was exceeding his power by withholding travei permits from
persons solely because of alleged communist leanings.
Aqueduct, Site For
NEW YORK—(UPI)—Seven ma-
jor jumping races, including the
$25,000 grand national steeple-
chase, will be staked this year at
the new Aqueduct Track, it was
announced by the New York Rac-
ing Association.
The Grand National, previously
• run at Belmont Park, will be con-
ducted at the new oval on Thurs-
day, Oct. 22.
The overall stakes program for
the jumpers showed marked in-
crease in added money. All told,
19 stakes will be conducted during
the 1959 season with a total value
of $252,500 in added money an
increase of $70,775 over the 1959
total.
dispersed through the Eastern
Kentucky coal mining area to
prevent mine strike disturb-
ance. (UPI Telephoto)
Jamaica. Warhead was second
and Itobe was third. (UPI
Telephoto)
Griffth winning the decision
for his llth win without defeat.
(UPI Telephoto)
CUBAN PHOTOGRAPHER Al-
berto Korda of Havana, who has
been with Cuban Prime Minister
Fidel Castro through his entire
trip, checks his camera alter
making several photos of the rev-
olutionary leader's departure from
Dorval airport, Montreal. U P I
Telephoto
STATE TROOPER Daniel Delaney
carries little handicapped child,
returning from Cardinal Cushing
pilgrimage to Lourdes, France.
Plane carried 44, with 24 handi-
capped children aboard, the first
of two planes arriving at Logan
Airport in Boston. (UPI Tele-
photo)
Herter On First Major Cabinet Mission
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Secretary of State Christian A.
Herter left yesterday for Paris to confer with other Western foreign
ministers on strategy for dealing with Russia at the Geneva con-
ference May 11.
Herter, on his first major mission as a Cabinet officer, will meet
Wednesday with British Foreign Minister Maurice Couve de Murville
and West German Foreign Minister Heinrich von Brentano.
Widow Charged With Murder Of Son
NUERNBERG, Germany. — (UPI) — A 61-year-old German
widow was charged with murder over the weekend for the jealous
slaying of her son on the eve of his wedding.
The Nuernberg prosecutor's office said Mrs. Josephine Fisch-
hold has been ehaNed with the murder of her son, Rudolf, at the
end of six weeks of psychiatric examination and observation,
PANAMA — (UPI) — Panama is willing to give alleged revolu-
tionary leader Robert E. Arias safe conduct out of the country in
exchange for bidden rebel arms, it was reported last weekend.
The offer was understood to have been transmitted to Arias in-
side the Brazilian Embassy where he gained asylum with two
youths, but neither the government nor brazilian Ambassador Jorge
Latour would confirm it.
Rebels Land On Panama East Coast
PANAMA — (UPI) — A group of 30 rebels landed on the snake.
infected jungle east coast of Panama over the weekend and disap-
peared inland, the government announced yesterday,
A government communique, issued after lengthy talks at the
Presidential palace, said the rebels apparently were "foreigners"
who landed in the "Hawaii," a 55 foot yacht. A national guard
patrol WAS sent to the area.
The government said the landing was made at Playa Colorada
on San Blas peninsula about 70 miles from Colon and about 60 air
miles directly across the Panamanian peninusula from Panama City.
It said the area was inhabited by Indians who were cooperating
with the government. The area is covered by dense jungle growtil
and is known to be infested with deadly snakes, the government
said.
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HER CART LOADED, Mother shops at Big Star. And, to top with all her purchases and re-
ran be sure she'll get fast, it off, she gets Quality Stamps deems them for a variety of
courteous service when $ h s fine bonus merchandise.
411renni
MOTHER, who is always a big
star in her own home, has to
be an expert on many things.
But — tot sure — she's a
whiz when it comes to pre.
paring delicious and whole.
some meals and keeping with
in the audget — if she stops
at a Big Star Super Market.
illismismssor
SURPRISE OF HER LIFE
awaits Mother on Mother's
Day when she finds that Dad
and Daughter exile her from
the kitchen and take over the
cooking chores for this special
day.
mosin4111W,
WISE IN HER PLANNING,
Mother watches Big star ads
which always carry exciting
buys on quality, brand user.
chandise. This mother checks
her list belsire entering the
store so she'll be sure she
doesn't forget anything.
UNABLE TO WAIT for her
big treat, Mother gets a pre-
view of what's to come and
she gets it straight out of the
pot. After sq, the proof of the
pudding Is in the taste and
judging by her smile. Dad's
no stranger in the kitchen.
But once Mother's Day has
passed, Mother will be right
back at it again. All of which
shows that Mother is always a
Big Star. (Photos by Pulley
posed by models.)
COOKWARE IS always appre- for a sauce pan she's been eve- the corner and the family will
elated by mother who turns In ing for a long init.. After all, be expecting an extra special
her stock of Quality Stamps Mother's Day Is Just around meal.
10 TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Sat., May 2, 1959
' Our whirl of varied activities
continue . . . and more genuine
interest and appreciation is evog-
ed in the presence of cultural ac-
tivities. It is an acknowledged
fact that Memphis has long been
a cultural desert . . . but the
trend is definitely changing. More
and more. . . audiences are larg-
er . .. applause more spontaneous
— 
and the local rude habit of
walking out on the last number
of a performance to escape the
crowded exodus is diminishing —
thank goodness. We are 'a big town
now — and it is high time that we
acquired cosmopolitan manners.
To climb down off the 'soap box'
. . an appreciative audience
warmly received the Men's club of
Emmanuel Episcopal church
"Night of Drama and Music," at
Bruce hall, when coloratura so-
prano Padrica Mendez, dramatist
Dr. Thurman Stanback and con-
cert pianist William Neal gave a
delightful, varied program which
bald the audience spellbound.
' The group were brought to Mem-
phis on the recommendation of
Miss Marion Speight, whose fath-
er, Dr. Speight, Sr., is t h e
church's senior warden. The group,
well-known in Florida cultural cir-
cles, is about to embark on a na-
tional concert series. Miss Mendez
is remembered as a finalist in a
recent Spirit of Cotton contest —
who at that time captivated our
city with her lovely voice a n d
aharm of manner and person-
ality.
SOCIAL HORIZON
PREPARE POR SESSION —
Above (left to right) are Mrs.
L. J. Pope, borne economics
teacher at Booker T. Washing-
ton high school; Mrs. Myrtle
White, cosmetology depart-
ment head; and Mrs. R. Q.
Venson, cotton makers, jubilee
coordinator, getting ready for
the Charm Session they are
to conduct at BTW during
May Week. The session is to
be held May 6, from 4:30 to
6:30 and more than 200 girls
are expected to hear Mrs.
Venson on charm and fash•
ions, Mrs. Pope on fashions
and Mrs. White on makeup
and hair styling. May Week
is sponsored by the Memphis
Alumni Chapter of Delta Sig-
ma Theta Sorority. (Staff pho-
to by Pulley)
Honor Thomas Couple
At Wedding Reception
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Thomas, I The bride is the former Miss
jr., were honored at a wedding
reception held at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur Odell, Sr., 713
Gilleas st., recently.
While in Memphis she showed
slies in several homes and nurs-
es, including her visit with Mrs.
Virgie Bynum who invited many
"angels of mercy" to meet the
interesting Mrs. Murray at he r
Polk St. home. Among those at-
tending were Mrs. Eva Cartman
Martin, of Collins Chapel hospit-
Folk are still buzzing about the joy of WDIA Radio Station — a al.' 
delightful time had at the swank name in his own right, having A recent visitor to Nashville was
won the Elks Oratorical contest adinner-dance given by the Four Mrs. Marvin (Ethel) Tarpley, who
Suitors club last Friday night at few years ago — a family man looked in on her son, Marvin, jr.,
Curries club Tropicana. The cock- and father of four children . a Fisk university senior who has
and member of Blue Notes club,tail clothes were never more gla- been accepted by three law schoolsDoirs Social club, Society Trouba-morous .. the music inviting . 
- the Universities of Cincinnati,
Invitations to their "Hobo Party"
—slated for the Flamingo Room.
1 And the following Friday, Kap-
tes Alpha Psi fraternity's annual
dors and the YMCA.the food a gourmet's relish . . .
and an ever-flowing well-stocked The new queen is Mrs. Thelma
(Sug) Ezell, proprietor of Jim'sbar. .
Barber Shop at Main and Beale,! Come Friday night . . . The So-
an amateur vocalist and profess-ishisticates — long noted for their
ional model. . a member of Dukesswank black and white forMals.
and Duchess social club and anhave issued collector-item artistic
avid collector of progressive jazz
records which predominate her
record library, which holds more
than 5,000 recordings.
Debutante Ball will be held at El- Johnson Saulsberry, past king,
ths auditorium, and will be t h e worked untiringly to give Mon-
scene of the presentation of 441 phis a royal pair to whom the city
leharming debutantes. Top hat and could look to with pride.
Boston and Tennessee. Marvin was
a Ford Foundation scholarship
winner. This family has more than
an average share of brain power
— to wit, daughter Crystal now
attending accelerated Montclair,
N. J. high school has recently
been admitted to the honor society
of the school which enrolls only
academically talented children.
Mrs. Victoria Hancock spent a
recent week-end in Chattanooga.
Tenn., where she was present to
see her son Herman receive the
tails . formal ball gowns and On hand to witness the announce- highest Catholic award in scouting. . 
Impeccable long white gloves will ment of the new monarch were in a joint presentation at St. Paul
be the order of the night . . members of the press, friends and and St. Peter's churches.. 
and the event is anticipated as interested spectators. They now Miss Marion M. Speight accom-
the highlight of the Spring social join the illustrious list of citizens panied to Memphis Dr. Thurman
who have been chosen to carry Stanback — director of dramat-season.
And . if we may 'preach' on the tradition of the Cotton /Mak-'
again . . . here's hoping that no, ers' Jubilee during Cotton Carni-
one will have the audacity to at- val Week — which is now re-
tend in street clothes — as has ceiving the same type of nation. Speight is the head of the Rom-
wide publicity and acclaim that is
u
been wont to happen in the past ance Language dept. Miss Padrica
at many of our formal affairs, synonymous with New Orleans' Mendez, coloratura soprano, and
Would that our organizations en-1 famed Mardi Gras. pianist William Neal, who were
force the manner of dress pre- Dukes and Duchess Club is hay- presented in "A Night of Music
scribed by the invitations! log a cocktail hour Sunday, May and Drama" by the Men's Club
• • • 10, at the Flamingo club 1 of Emmanuel Episcopal church,
The forthcoming appearance of where from the hours of 5 'til 
9•i 1 Monday night at Bruce hall. Miss
the Metropolitan Opera company they will honor King Robert (Hon-'Speight and the artists were the
will lure opera lovers . . . and ey Boy) Thomas and Queen Thel guests of her brother and sister-
there would be many more if peo- ma (Sug) Ezelle, 1959 rulers oil
-1
in-law, Dr. and Mrs. W. 0. Speight
pie only took the time to attend• the Cotton Makers' Jubilee. T h e jr., and her parents, Dr. and Mrs.
just once, being sure to do the queen is the secretary of Dukes W. 0. Speight, Sr.
necessary background reading and Duchess club . . . and friends The Dr. Speights junior have,
needed in preparation to appre- are invited to come out and have hied off to St. Louis, Mo., for a
ciating the plot, since the siriging fun while honoring the reigning spring vacation following Dr,
Is usually in a foreign language. monarchs during Cotton Carni- Speight's return from post gradu-
Famed "Cavalleria Rusticana" vat festivities.
and "Pagliacci" will be the double- IN AND OUT
header on May 6 . . . followed Visiting his mother, Mrs. Nellie
by "La Boheme" the following Humes, is well-known Jack Humes
of Washington, D. C., a frequent
visitor here, whose lemon friends
are always glad to hear of his
presee.
night . . . all operatic delights
with much familiar music.
CLUB MUSINGS
dine B. James.
• • •
A Tea•Fashion show was given
by the Sepia Charm Social club
at Lelia Walker clubhouse recent-
ate study in his specialty field (E.
N. T.) at Indiana university. The
occasion will be centered around
a reunion of the doctors who were
in study with Dr. Speight while
at Homer G. Phillips hospital
several years ago. We expect to
Members of the YADS trekked to nc hear details of their trip and news
• • the home of Miss Ann Spraggins a • of interest about former Mempn-
fortnight ago to enjoy a delicious- Mr. and Mrs. Charles Fletcher ians now residing there . . . in
ly prepared dinner . . . and the base had, as their houseguest Mr. addition to the charming St. Louis
entertainment-filled evening was Fletcher s brother, Thomas Fletch- friends of the Speights who visited
geared to while-away the months er, ,of Cleveland, Ohio. . . where our town last Thanksgiving.
ere the group adjourns for the he is in real estate business. Mr.
Summer. Fletcher, driving a Thunderbird,
On hand were the Misses Caro- has been soaking up sunshine in
Florida and points South — there-lyn Rhodes, Marie Brittmon, Peg-
gy Ann White, Rose Thomas, Min- by escaping last remnants of win-
nie McFadden, Phyllis and Char- ter weather in his home city.
• • •lotte Brooks and Mesdames Mar-
garet Hubbard Strong and Geral-
;
Add to your list of interestie,-
persons Mrs. Ethel Murray, gist, ,
of our Miss Bessie Rhodes. Mr. 
Murrayis a veteran world tra%
er of no mere degree . . . who
acquired her R. N. degree at New
ly . . . where official welcomes! York's Harlem hospital, and then
pursued the B. A. and M. A. de-were dispensed by prexy, Mrs.
Betty Wilson. Participating on the grees in Nursing Education et
formal end of the program were'NeW York university. In her out
standing career as a nurse, she
has done all kinds of training work
in hospitals, including two year's
work for the Episcopal church in
Liberia — followed by three year,
work in the Liberian government',
the program. Highlight of the oc• program in health and sanitatico
casion was the show of fashions She then came back to New York
— featuring children, teen-age and as a consultant at Harlem Hoc -
adult clothes . . . and a muecial pital . and then joined World
program presented by the Vollin- Health Organization (WHO) pro-
tines. gram of the United Nations. and
The dining room of the club- has been stationed at Khartoum,
house was resplendent with its ap- Sudan, for the past two years.
pointments of crystal and silver Now winding up a long vacation
. . the table overlaid in a lace period, the latter part of which
cloth centered with a crystal punch were spent in Memphis with her
bowl surrounded by colorful r e d sister following stops in Europe
roses. and New York . . . she left
Presiding at the table were Meg- Memphis last Saturday night,
dames Virginia Milton and Mrs. bound for New York before taking
Robert D. PullIon. Assisting as off to Denmark and other Euro-
hostemses were Mesdames 011ie ppean cities enroute to her region-
Belle Whittaker. Marie Brown,' al office at Alexandria. Egypt. be-1
Rosie Green end.losis Henderson., fore returning to her Sudan post.
Mrs. Susie Smith of the La Soiree-
Foule club . . . and Mrs. Lottie
Gail from L & M Social club, who
presented the narration and intro-
duced ttie club's sweetheart, popu-
lar A. C. Williams. who emceed
Green and Josie Henderson.
Throughout the evening musical
numbers were renderde
Mrs. Elizabeth Rowley.
Seen receiving guests was Mrs.
Hattie L. Alexander.
Among those present were Mr.
and Mrs. Tyree Richardson, Mr.
and Mrs. Jake Curtis, Mrs. Leroy
Norton, Mr. and Mrs. James
Moore, Mrs. Lottie Gail, the Miss-
es Rosetta and Pauline Alexander,
Mrs. Marie Bryant, Miss Gloria
Jean Williams, Mrs. Selina Bol-
ton, Miss Matery Henderson, Mrs.
Wier, Eugene Whittaker, Mrs. Bes-
sie Jackson, Little Miss Lissle Wil-
son and Master Green.
Enjoying the recent meeting of
the Rosary Luncheon club, held
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Pete
Higgins of 853 Mississippi blvd.,
were Mesdames Princella Wat-
kins, Caroline Watkins, Katie Am-
brose, Esther Mae Walker, Maggie
Crosby, Ellen Farley, Ora Threat,
Rose Bowers, Ludia Patton, Clore
Jolly, Lucy Mae Scruggs and Mar-
garet Higgins . . . with the order
of business being election of of-
ficers and a festive turkey dinner
. . . and acquiring a new set of
"secret pals."
• • •
ROYAL MANTLES
The identities of the 1959 King
and Queen of the Memphis Cotton
Makers' Jubilee were revealed last
Thursday night at 8 p. m. at
Church Park Auditorium Hall of
Fame. Selected to wear the royal
purple mantle of king Robert (Hon-
ey Boy) Thomas, the pride and
ics and chairman of humanities
at Bethune-Cookman college at
Daytona Beach, where Miss
Mrs. Martha Ford. She is a gradu-
uate of Booker T. Washington
High school. The groom is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Shell
of Ackerman, Miss.
Attending the reception were Mr.
and Mrs. L. V. Ashmore, Edward
Mitchell, Mr. and Mrs. Johnny
Hoyle, Rev. and Mrs. R. E. Bold-
en, Miss Yvonne Kern, Mrs
Mattie Lewis, Mr. and Mrs. Wal-
ter Farris, Mrs. Catherine Hamp-
ton, Mrs. Fannie Montgomery,
Mrs. F. Oliver, Mrs. Lillian B.
Tuggle, Mr. and Mrs. Artie Shurn
and Mrs. Lourine Jones.
Also present were C. Wallace
George Brown, Mrs. T. Hall, Mrs.
Stafford McKee, Mrs. Annie Mc-
ME. AND MRS. WALTER
THOMAS, Jr. are seen cutting
the bridal cake at the recep-
tion which honored their re-
cent wedding recently. 11 I d
at the home of Mrs. and Mrs.
Donald, Mrs. Rosie Washington,
Miss Hattie Chism, Miss Dorothy
Dockery, Miss Cora Cain, Mrs.
Bessie Smith, Jerry Gibbs, Miss
Shirley Baker, Miss Velska Ed-
ward, Miss Geraldine Perkins,
Mrs. Lee Ora Perkins, Ralph Odell,
Mrs. Margaret Edwards, Mrs. G.
Scott, Mr. and Sirs. Lawrence
Farris, Miss Patricia Odell, Miss
Jacqueline Odell, Mrs. L. E. Arm-
stead, Arthur Beck, Mr. a n d
Mrs. Troy Taylor Mrs. Esther Tis-
dale, Sire. Mildred Tiller, Miss De-
lcise Miller, Timothy Westbrooks
and Mrs. Leva Lewis.
Judge McCain Speaks
The Orange Mound Jr. Civic
club observed "Youth Citizenship
Day," Sunday, April 26, at Beu-
lah Baptist church. James Estes,
jr., is president of the group; and
Judge Elizabeth McCain of Ju-
venile Court was the guest speak-
er. Youth of the city were invited
to be present and to bring their
parents. Miss Hortense Spillers,
vice president of the club, served
as chairman of the program. Mrs.
Josephine Winbush is the advisor.
Words of the Wise
It is with books as with
men; a very small number
play a great part, the rest are
lost in the multitude.
—(Voltaire)
Arthur Odell, Sr., 713 Gilleas,
the affair was attended by
many of the friends and rela-
tives of the young couple. The
bride is the former Miss
Mary Delois Ford. (Withers
Photo)
Others attending were Mrs. Ida
Mae Jones, Jessie York, Arthur
jr. Floyd Ford, Miss Bernice
Gooch, Mrs. Annie B. Collins,
Miss Barbara Ford, Miss Bernice
Ford, Miss Ida Jones, Mrs. Edesl
Ford, Mr. and Mrs. N. J. Ford,
Miss Joyce Ford, Miss Marie
Thomas.
The couple were married by Rev
R. E. Bolden. pastor of Washing-
ton Chapel CSIE church.
Save colorful whole-page pic-
tures in magazines for making
hook jackets
t 1
0
ORANGE MOUND MON-
ARCHS. . .The Orange Mound
Civic Club's royaltv of inc Kid-
die Fashion show held recently
at Beulah Baptist church are,
.5,.
left to right, Prince Bernard
Taylor, son of Mr. and Mrs
William Taylor, Hoe Cella et.
Queen Pamela Taylor, dough
ter of Mrs. Juanita Taylor. 535
Baltimore at.; king James Ed
a'
wards, son of Mrs. Evelyn Ed-
wards, Met Select; Pen'
es* Joyce McDonald, grand-
daughter of Mrs. Rebecca Wit'
son, 1307 Sample st.
Deltas Pull Old Stops Readying'
For Their Huge Ninth May Week'
The Memphis Alumnae Chapter
of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority
will celebrate its annual May
Week observance May 4-9.
Top feature will be the ninth
annual Breakfast for M'Lady
which has become a social insti-
tution in Memphis. Curries Tropi-
cana will be the setting for the
May 9th event which will kick off
at 10 a.m.
This affair, traditionally held
the Saturday before Mother's Day,
is dedicated to the mothers of
Memphis. Highlighting the fun-
filled occasion will be the delight
of the presentation of the "Mother
of the Year" who is selected from
questionnaires sent in from clubs,
churches and individuals subject
to final approval of a distinguish-
ed panel of judges.
M'Ladies and gents too, will be
Its for many surprises. During the
fast paced two hour program,
prizes galore will be given away
with new and hilarious gimmicks
for winning them. The first 25
women arriving will be pinned
with gorgeous corsages. Glamour-
ous sorors and guest models will
cavort in high styled fashions
from active sports, town and coun-
try to "after five." You will be
served by sorors wearing sleek
toreador pants beneath flirtatious
organdy skirts topped with white
blouses.
Another feature of the breakfast
will be a salute and presentation
of an award to Miss Junior Miss
and runners.up who are already
popular belles. It is all good fun
and nets many shekels for the
scholarship fund. Delta will also
award a scholarship to a lucky
high school girl.
Reservations may be made with
CALENDAR OF EVENTS
May 4 — Ward parties, variety
show, Kennedy General Hospital;
Soror Hattie House, chairman
May 5 — Contributions made to
family adopted at Christmas time
Soror Eurline Couch, chairman
May 6 — Charm School — Open
to high school senior girls, Booker
Washington High school library;
4:30 to 6:30. Consultants Mrs. Eth-
el Venson, coordinator of t h e
Memphis Cotton Makers Jubilee;
Mrs. Myrtle White and Mrs. Lula
Pope. Cosmetolfty and Home
Economics instructors, B T W;
Mrs. Mimi Moffatt, Charles of
the Ritz consultant, Goldsmiths;
Sorors, Bernice Abron and Gladys
M. Greene. Refreshments served
any some from 4 to 4:30. Soror Geraldine
Sorors Elsie Thomas, chairman Anderson, chairman.
and Charlotte Brooks, co - chair- May 7 — Visit to Jesse Mahan
man, have the task of coordinating Center. Entertainment a n d re-
the breakfast. Soror Beulah Wil- freshments for children, gift pre-hams is general chairman of May sented to center. Soror Hattie
Week and Soror Harriet Walker is House chairman.
president. May S — Visit to Goodwil
Homes. Gift presented.
May 9 — Breakfast For M'
Lady; Curries Tropicana, 10-12
a.m. Soror Elsie Thomas. chair-
man.
May 10 — Presentation of me-
morial corsages to mothers of de-
cFaye Pettigrew of Perryville and eased sorore. Soror Meryl Glov-
Willie Fisher was best man. chairman. er,
T h e large number of guests
showered the happy newlyweds 1
with many expensive and u a e- 1
ful gifts of china, silverware, and
bed linen.
Friends and relatives from the
surrounding countryside and as far
sway as Memphis and Nashville
were present.
Among the prominent guests
present Mr. and Mrs. Grant Par-
ham and Miss Alice T. Parham of
Memphis, Miss Novella Hunt,
Miss Wilmer T. Welch of Jack-
son, George Welch and Mrs. Mary
T. Rogers of Bruceton. Mrs. Reda
O'Neil and Miss Ruth O'Neil of
Nashville, Mrs. Henrietta Wilkes
of Nashville and Mrs. Minnie E.
Catron and Ressley F. Thomas of
Linden.
His bride will enter nurse's
training school at Rivierside hos-
pital in Nashville this summer.
Tennessee Bride Is
From Prominent Family
PARSON, Tenn. — A wedding
that attracted a great deal of at-
tention in this section of Tennes-
see recently was the beautiful
and simple rites that united Miss
Peggy Ducket and Burnes. B.
Scruggs of Nashville, Tenn.
The couple was married at the
and Mrs. N. H. Parham, at 6
o'clock in the afternoon. The Rev.
Henry Sanders, agriculture teach-
er in Decatur County Training
school of Decaturville, performed
the ceremony.
The bride, who was an honor
graduate of the city's school sys-
tem, is the great granddaughter
of the late Mr. and Mrs. Carr
Yarbrough of Decaturville, one of
the first line families in this sec-
tion.
The Yarbroughs were promin-
ent in African Methodist Episco-
pal church circles. The bride's
great grandfather was for more
than half a century active in Re-
publican affairs.
Serving as bridesmaid w a s
ROSEBUD SCHOOL ROYAL-
TY ... Selected to reign at the
1959 king and queen of Rose
Bud Kindergarten and Private
School are Charles Ballad, five
year old son of Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Ballad, and Yesmine
Ragsdale, the five year old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wal-
Name Royalty
Of Rose Bud
Kindergarten
The King and Queen of Rose
Garrett, Terry Odell, and Barbara
Bud Kindergarten and Private
School for 1959 are Queen Yesmine
Ragsdale, age 5, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Ragsdale, jr.,
of 520 Linden ave.; and King
Charles Ballad, age 5, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur Ballad, 726 Her-
nando at, •
They were chosen Sunday, April
19, at First Baptist church (Laud-
erdale) for having turned in the
largest amount of money in a
King and Queen contest spon-
sored by the P. T. A. of the
School. Runner-ups were Leon
Richards, age 5, who is the prince,
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Isaac
Richards of 699 S. Wellington at.,
and Princess Paula Ann Brown,
8 years old, daughter of Rev. and
Mrs. Mike 0. Brown of 658 Wright
at.
Mrs. Bernice Stroud Williams is
the principal of the school, and
Mrs. N. D. Williams, instructor.
The school carries from Kinder-
garten to 5th grade.
•
ter Ragsdale, Jr. Runner-ups
in the contest held by the
school PTA are Paula A n n
Brown, eight year old daughter
of Rev. and Mrs. Mike 0.
Brown, and Leon Richards,
the five )ear old son of Mr.
and Mrs. Isaac Richards, who
will reign as royal princess and
prince. Seen left to right are
the princess. Paula Ann Brown,
King Charles Ballad, Queen
Yesmine Ragsdale and Prince
Leon Richards. (Blakely pho-
to.)
POPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHOP
RECORDS FOR IVIRVONI
306 Poplar if Loadosalaht
Ikea* JA 53346
SURENESS
yours... because
you use "Lysol"!
There's a sense of fresh,
sweet cleanliness that only
"L)sol" brings.
That's why millions of
women douche w ith it regularly.
They know "Lysol" brand
disinfectant keeps you from of-
fending. Ends odor by killing
odor-causing germs!
They know new, milder
"Lysol" can't harm you.
"Lysol" does a better job
than home-style douches, in-
cluding vinegar. Use it regular-
ly. Be sure of
your daintiness!
For free booklet
on how to douche,
write: "Lysol,"
Bloomfield, N. J.,
Dept. NN-58.
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CM  eet raws Over 2000  Delegates  sek7Dias
Chicago, Site Of
3rd District Meet
Approximately 2,000 clergy and ery, S. J. Mashaw, A. W. Bishop,
lay leaders of the Christian Metho-!,.T. W. Johnson, R. V. Johnson, S.A.
dist Episcopal church were dele- sea, W. A. Miller, C. P. Raines,
gates during the CME convocation E. M. Dozier, M. A. Crowder, F.
of the Third Episcopal District held w, Bonner and Harry Price.
at St. Paul CME church, 4644 S.
Dearborn St. The meeting was un- Many distinguished speakers
der the direction of Bishop I I challenged the big delegation dur-
Claude Allen, of Gary. —, log two days and evenings. Ser.
I mono were delivered by Bishops
Bishop Allen told the group that Bertram W. Doyle, Nashville. Ten-he was greatly pleased at the nessee; B. Julian Smith, Chicago;
"big increases in membership and. Revs. E. A. Wadlowe, Dayton,
new church buildings that have. Ohio and M. H. Borens. Chicago.
been purchased in the past year,"
especiatly in the Detroit area. Bishops Doyle and 
Smith delivered
two of the most scholarly and stir-
'All things point to a member-. ing sermons that have been heard
ship increase of 15 to 50 per cent ,
In the Detroit area, the 
bishop!in this generation. The sermons by
Doctors Wadlowe and Borens were
adding that there have been signi- charged with great emphasis upon
ficant increases in each of the some of the church's responsibility
other areas. in the current age.
Financially, the convocation is Dr. Chester A. Kirkendohl, presi- i
ill to have raised more funds dent of Lane college, Jackson,any other district of the CME Tenn., and Dr. C. D. Coleman.'c urch. Leaders in this respect general secretary of Christian E.du-
were the Chicago district church- cation, were two of the disting-•
es, led by Dr. W. Langdon Liddell , uished visitors at the spring con-
and Detroit area churches, led vocation. C. D. Strayhorn, lay lead-
by Dr. E. M. Dozier, Cr of St. Louis, addressed the con-
The other presiding elders of the yroecation Tuesday night on "Meet-hethree conference areas are Rev. 1 ,t. Challenge In Lay Activi-
C. E. Chapman, Missouri; Rv. N. ties'
B. Brewer, Denver; Rev. J. W. Panel discussion leaders were
Johnson, Kansas; Rev. D. E. Full-. Re
. 
vs. J. C. Clay, St. Louis and
wood, St. Louis; Rev. M. A. J H Henderson, Kansas City. 0th.
Crowder, Champaign, and S. A. 
or. 
sp. eakers were Revs. John M.
Exum, Kansas City; Robert L.Sea, Gary.
' Potts, Detroit; S. J. Laws, Chi
Delegates in attendance at t h e eago; Holman W. Evans. Chicago;
spring convocation included rep- R. 0. Bass, Gary; R. E. Reid, Kan-
resentatives from some of the sas City; J. M. Pettigrew, Chi-i
major centers and cities of Amer'. cago; B. S. Gregg, St. Louis, G.
ca: St. Louis, Kansas City, Den
-,w. Armster, East St. Louis; Amos
ver, Omaha, Detroit, Milwaukee,' Ryee II, St. Louis; W. H. Amos,
Minneapolis, Gary, Ft. Wayne, Detroit; W. J. G. Main, Milwau-
Des Moines, Topeka, Wichita, and kee; A. R. Davis, Omaha.
numerous other points. ; An address was delivered by Al-
Devotional leaders during the yin J, Prejean, youth specialist
tØ'ions were Revs. W. L. Liddell, representing the Urban League,H. Humphreys, T. C. Light-,Chicago. Rev. Borens delivered
foot, C. E. Chapman, A. Montgom- the closing sermon.
Mississippi
SOME OF THE CME leaders
who addressed the recent ses-
sion of the Spring Convocation
held at St. Paul church, 4844
South Dearborn st. Three of
the Bishops of the C M E
church were present • Bishops
Bertram W. Doyle, Nashville,
Tenn., B. Julian Smith, Chi-
cago, and J. Claude Allen,
Gary, Ind. Show above are
some of the discussion leaders.
Left to right are: (Front row):
Doctors Amos Ryce, II., St.
Louis; G. W. Armster, East
St. Louis; J. C. Clay, St.
Louis; Bishop J. Claude Allen.
presiding bishop of the Third
district, Gary, Indiana: Drs.
S. J. Laws, Chicago; Richard
0, Bass, Gary; and Jasper
M. Pettigrew, host to the
Tennessee
, 1 Addie B. Taylor and three daugh-
, „ I ters of Alton, Ill., were week end
Rev. M. E. Eddings was dinner guests in the home of Mr. awl
guest of Mrs. Iona Kirk last Sun- Mrs. Cornell Luter of 522 S. Lib-
day. ert y st.,
Several from here attended the Mr. and Mrs Charlie Johrson
funeral service of D. C. Brown and their daughter, Brenda were
which was held in Jackson last wk „d guest,. in the how.. of
Sunday. Douglas Funeral Home Mr. and Mrs. Cox and Mr and
was in charge. Mrs. EdgesLon at Ripley, Mist.
Rev. P. E. Coleman and wife On the 511 Sunday night, Mar,
were dinner guests in the home of 29. a great "Choir Reunion" was
Mr. and Mrs. Legrand Welch, held at the J. P. Baptist charen
at Henderson, Tenn. of which tha
!Rev. R. L. Lanier is pastor. Choirs
I from LexinOn, Parson and var-
ious other local churches partici
paled.
The Federated Women's club met
recently in the Library of Lane
college. The meeting was inspira-
tional and informative as usual..
Mrs. Mable Davis, president; Mrs.
Hattie S. Byrd, secretary and Mrs.
Georgia Kelly, publicity chairman.
The Y. W. A. Girls of the Mace-
everyone. Lunch was served and' pita! is Mr. Tommie Jones of Good- Hamp Robertson made a trip to donia Baptist church sponsoved
a ball game followed. year Community. Tommie Is the Bolovia to visit their brother Stet "The Youth Parade on Ensemble"!
Rosenwald choir under the di- brother of Eddie Washington. 1 who is a patient in the hospital.
rectimi of Mrs. Doris Daily rend- and Mrs. Ike Abram, Rev. A. D. Whittmore Was din-
HOLLY SPRINGS to a Jackson hospital last week, ac-
The musical program rendered 1 cording to the information given
at Rosenwald by the faculty last ! Old Sleepy. Curtis suffered a head
Thursday evening was very en. ailment. tienesha Taylor from Denning'
joyable. , According to the Information Old were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Edd
M. I. College campus was a ' Sleepy Paige . received, Mr. Isiah Atkins and their granddaughter,
scene of much gaiety when all the (B. B.) Hawkins' leg had to be re-, Miss Gwendolyn Louise Dyson.
high schoolsin North Mississippi . broken and put back into another,I Jessie Taylor visited Mr. and
were asked to take part in the cast. B. B. is still a patient in, Mrs. Booker Wyatt ,and sons,
first annual high school program.I Veteran's hospital of New Orleans.[James and Allen.
President E. E. Rankin welcomedl Also confined to the V. A. hos.. Wesley and Alvin Winggins and
last Sunday night. All youth of the
city were invited to attend The
ered a fine musical program at PF-E2 Gene Knight, son of Mr. ner guest of Mrs. Bertha Pierce affair was very interesting.
Anderson Chapel last Sunday ev- *and Mrs. Bill Knight is home , in Dyersburg. The Annual Women's Day Serv-,
endy.:. This program was sponsor. with his parents after finishing his Mrs. Mettle Hall was here via- ices were observed Sunday, March
taiv the junior' church, l' basic training at Fort Jackson, S. aieg relatives. 15, which was a great success,
We Rosenwald annual sermon] C. After leaving here Gene will St. James Missionary Society from every angle. The 11 o'clock
will be held Map 24; annual class, report to Fort Gordon, Ga,, where, met in the home of Mr. and Mrs., service was conducted by the pas-
day May 29 and graduation also 1 he will spend eight weeks in Sig- Alvin Wiggins last week. tor R e v. J. D. Atwater. At 3
May 29. The public is invited. nal Corp school. Alice liarris, Mrs. Media Bell
1 p. 'm. the guest speaker was Mrs.
s .,. .. 
' 2nd Boilwnaw Jimmie Wilson, Jones, Miss M. L. Hamilton, Miss F. D. Sr. First Lady of Greater
PICAYUNE wife and daughter of New Lon- Mary Joice and Willie Wynn at. Bethel AME church. The evening
By OLD SLEEPY PAIGE don, Conn., are here spending a tended the workshop in Dyersburg service was a program featuring
,
Sp-4( Alfredric Robinson of the' few weeks with his parents, r. at Monach Temple last week.M outstanding talent of the city. The
101 Airborn Division of Fort Camp- and Mrs. Robert Lee Wilson. Miss Zoda Mai Davis was week finance was more than $1,000. Mrs.
bell. Ky., arrived home here last, Mrs. Hannah Piltman was call- end guest of her sister and brother- Cora Deberry, chairman and Mrs.
week after spending 21 months in, ed to Hattiesburg last week to at- in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Birte Hass- Carrie B. Hunt, secretary,
that branch of service. Alfredric tend the funeral of her cousin, Mr. ell and her sons Tom and Leroy. Funeral for Mary Swingler, sis-
Is the son of Mrs. Annie Bell John Goins. • • • ter of Mrs. Florence Ward of this
Robinson. He has been discharged. Friends of Mr. Clarence (Bulb) JACKSON city was held Thursday night at
Twenty seniors of Carver High Jackson are sorry to know that he By C. A. AGNEW 8 o'clock at the St. Paul Baptist'
school spent two days on a sen• is confined as the result of a mild The Rev 
church, Memphis, Tenn., with 
the. Joseph R. Reid, pastor Rev S. H. Herring officiating. Mrsto 
• 
r class tour. With Mrs. Katie stroke. I of Quinn Chapel AME church Lou- ' 
 Jones and Mr. Charles Middington • • • ' isville, Ky., was guest speaker 
at,' Florence Ward, sister of Mrs.I
Swingler is a member of MotherIn charge of the class they toured, G°°DMAN 
 
church of Liberty CME church and is alsoPiney Woods school, Jackson, Tou-1 By Pearleane Billingslea 
I 
which
hetrhe Reeve. R. 
D. Coleman, sr., a leader in Civic and Social affairs.galoo, and Alcorn college, the Bat-I Those who attended Jackson col- is' pastor at Jackson Tenn. last
' ' Those known to have attended theI h i 
 t Asia  Baptist ti eecor  a 
Rey. M. E. Eddingi and congre-
gation conducted services at St.
Johns Baptist church last Sunday
evening.
Jessie Taylor and his sister. Ar.
e Field at Vicksburg and the Zoo g concertFriday night at 8:00. The Rev, funeral from this city were Rev.
at Jackson, Miss. Mr. Dennis was church in Lexington last Sunday Reid oreaelied a wonderful ser- and Mrs. R. L. Drain, Mrs. Louisethe driver of the bus. were Mrs. Ophelia Coleman, P. M. men. Ile was accompanied by his Coleman and Mr. Charles Free-
Prof. J. J. Norman of Jackson, Reed' Mary Reed, Genola S. wife. The oceasinn was snonsnred man. .
Miss., and Dr. and Mrs. Rowland Reed' Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Pick- by the J. D. Hearntrin's Men's
Pearleane Billingslea. Nail- nay Group. ' 
Men's Day was observed at
Norman and children of Nashville, ens' Bethel AME church Sunday, April
Tenn., were called here last week nie McGee' Tommie Saunders, The J. H. Moten's Men's Day 12. The guest speaker for the aft-
Ake bedside of their father, Mr. Mr and Mrs. John Garland and Group presented Mr. J. Z. Rawls ernoOn was Prof. McDonald Wil-
Wiam Norman who was a pa- daughter Debra, Mrs. Sallie Coop- of Brownsville, Tenn.. president of hams Of Add State university,
tient In the local hospital. er, Mattie McGee, Hubert L. The Golden Circle Life Ins, Co., Nashville, Tenn. The speaker for
Funeral service for Mrs. Emma Redd, Frances and Harriet Lee as guest speaker for a program the morning service was not
Height, age 80 was held last Sun- Redd• t h a t was rendered Sunday at 3 known at this writing.
day, in the Pilgrim Bound Baptist We were all happy to see Miss p.m. All the agents of the corn- The Funeral of Mrs. Eddie Pe-
church with the Rev. R. W. Woul-' Ophelia Redd of Goodmar. as a pany were present to witness the gues was held Thursday at Tim-
lard officiating. Mrs. Emma who' member of the choir. She is a iu- occasion at Greater Bethel AME herlake Grove Baptist church with
had been a patient in the local boa- nior. church, the Rev. C. Coleman officiating.
pital for several days passed. Harrison Williams and son, Joe The anniversary of Allen Ave. Ford Funeral home was in charge.
on Wednesday evening. She leaves ,' Rockett visited Rev. and Mrs. M. Church of God in Christ was held Survivors are her huthand, Mrs.
to mourn her passing one slater. C. Billingslea recently. ' last Sunday night with the Rev. Emmett Pegues. one son Larry
Mrs. Essie James and, g host of
nieces and nephews. Cooks Funer- 
al home was in charge.
Those confined to the local hos
pital last week were Mrs. Victoria
Nixon of Carriere, Willie (Will
Pete) Jackson, little Lucy Mae
Jackson, little Gloria Jean Jack-
son, of Gasville, Romano Bak-
er, Mrs. Clara Dykes, Mrs. Ernes-
tine Washington who underwent
Itagery, Mrs. Be White who also
NIW,Crwent surgery, Mrs. Isabellei
Lewis and baby daughter, and Mr.!
Jessie McFall of the Ceasar com-1
munity.
Mrs. Josie Mae Thomas was,
called last week to Tuscon, Ariz.,'
to the bedside of his grandmoth-'
cc, Mrs. Cora Taylor. Mrs. Taylor
is the mother of Ben Taylor and
we learned that he plans to leave
here in a few days headed for Ari-
zona.
Mrs. Lena Canton, wife of N. C.
(Button) Canton was rushed to
Vicksberg last week after being,
confined to the local hospital for
several days. Several months ago
'Mrs. Lena was a patient in a New
Orleans hospital for several weeks.
Mr. Curtis Jackson was rushed
Mark Pastor's
591
J. E. Poindexter, of Rock Temple Douglas of Highland Park, Mich.,
in charge. Elder .1. E. Booker is mother, Mrs. Addie Mae Parker
minister of the church. of Jackson, two sisters, Mrs. Tre-
Mrs. Addie Reid of 522 South va White of Nashville, Tenn., Mrs.
Liberty returned home to Jack- Georgia Cathey of Lexington, Ten-
son, last week after a very exten- nessee; one brother, D. Parker,
sive visit with other members of of St. Louis, Mo.
her family. Appreciation Services were held
Funeral services were held for at Beech Spring Baptist at Jacks
DETROIT Hundreds of Mein' Mrs. Alma Murray, wife of the Creek Community for the Rev.hers and friends are expected to late Mr. L. C. Murray of Moth- Herring last Sunday afternoon
attend the 59th birthday anniver-, er Liberty CME church of which with the Rev. W. M. Monroe of
sary celebration for the Rev. C. she was a member last Sunday' Jackson serving as guest speaker.
M. Metcalf, pastor of Greater St.' at 12:30 p. m. with the Rev. C. F•1 The Annual Song service was
Peter's AME Zion church, April Odoni officiating. Mrs. Murray, held at Oak Grove Baptist church
29. was a member of the Senior Choir.! last Sunday with the Rev. U. Z.
Highlight of the event will be, The Sewing Circle and Stewardess McKinnon, Dean of Philip's School
the crowning of the "Queen of the Board No. 1. She had been a of Theology serving as speaker.
Birthday." citizen of Jackson more than 45 .
Members of the anniversary, years. She Was born in Mississippi
committee are: 75 years ago. Bledsoe Funeral
Claud, Blackburn, Sent. Bristoe, home was in charge.
Bryant, Mrs. Ozell Hall, Mrs. Mr. Howard Thompson of Mem-
Dorothy Jeter Montgomery, Mist phis, Tenn., Was the week end
Elizabeth Stinson and Albert L.1 guest of his brother and sister-In-
Washington. The Rev. Metcalf is law, Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Agnew
a native of Memphis, Tenn. His of 523 S. Liberty at. They had not
church is located at 4400 Mt. El-' seen each other for approximate-
liott. ly 10 years. Mr. Thompson is a
member of Mt. Olivet CME church
SYDNEY—Australia sells abouti Memphis, Tenn., of which the Rev.
WOO million worth of wool in an Mr. Buntin is pastor.
average year. Mn, and Mrs. Archiball, Mrs.
h Birthday
A&T Professor Wins
Ford Fellowship
GREENSBORO, N. C. — an
A&T College professor has won in
competition a Ford fellowship to
study this summer at the Univer-
sity of North Carolina.
Sidney W. Evans, assistant pro-
fessor of economics at the College
received notice this week that he
had won a Regional Faculty Re-
search Seminar fellowship, given
by the Ford foundation.
Spring Convocation; Back
Row (Left to right I: Drs.
Joseph U. Henrerson, Kansas
City, Mo; Robert I.. Potts,
Detroit; Robert E. Reid.
Kansas lit), Mo; A. Ralph
Davis, Omaha; John H. 1:sum,
Kansas City, Mo; B. S. Gregg,
St. Louis; and W. H. Amos.
Detroit.
New York
ELMIRA
By G. MARIE GREENE
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph McClain of
364 E. Washington ave., are the
parents of a son born April 14,
at the Arnot-Ogden hospital. Mrs.
McClain is the former Jane Wil-
liams.
Roland S. Geter, son of Mrs.
Mary C. Geter of 920 Grand Cen-
tral Ave., was graduated recent-
ly from recruit trainig at the
Great Lakes, Ill.; Naval Traieing
Center.
Robert Thompson Orleans-Pobee,
32-year-old African teacher from
Ghana was a recent visitor in El-
mira. A graduate student at
Springfield (Mass.) college, Ro-
bert was guest speaker at t h e
North Presbyterian church while
in Elmira.
John W. Coles of Rochester,
Monroe County Republican com-
mitteeman for more than 28 years,
was the speaker at services held
April 16 at the Monumental Bap-
tist church. Coles presently serves
as Supreme Court clerk in Monroe
county, the first Negro to obtain
this post and in a former County
Board of Supervisors clerk. He
spoke at the local church in ob-
servance of its Men's Day pro-
gram. He is the only Negro lay-
man to be voted 'moderator of
the Rochester and Monroe County
Baptist assn.
Donald Brooks was chairman of
the local program.
Cancer Is Costly
The average cancer patient
spends $885 for medical care an-
nually, loses six years of gainful
employment and $24,000 in in-
come. To the nations business and
industry, cancer represents a stag-
gering yearly loss of $12,000,000,-
000 in goods and services.
These figures were offered by
David L. Harrington, 1959 na-
tional chairman of the American
Cancer Society Crusade.
UNDERGRADUATES 6 E T-
TING VALUABLE RESEARCH
EXPERIENCE — Two Morgan
, Rate College chemistry ma•
Dr. C. 1. Hill To Be Honored
WILBERFORCE, Ohio -- A of Laws. Dore Sehary, movie molt-
group of distinguished citizens will ul, author and playwright of Hot-
represent panel discussants at the lywood, Calif., will be the recipient
Wilberforce university second an-, of the Doctor of Humanities de-
ntal Charles L. Hill Memoriall gree in abstenia.
convocation on Thursday, May 7,
10:30 a. m., Chapel of the Living
Savior, Payne Theological semi-
nary.
This Convocation activity was in-
itiated in the spring of 1958, ,to
theho I hperpe uate  sc ars ip of thel
late Dr. Charles L. Hill, who very
ed for nine years as Wilberforce
University president before his sud•
d.-a death in Dec. 1956. Rabbi Ru-
dolph M. Rosenthal, spiritual lead-
er of the Temple on the Heights,
Cleveland, Ohio. has been the spin.
it behind the movenvent.
Laurence Spivak, T. V. person-
ality of "Meet the Press," and
Phillip M. Klutzniek, president of
the B'nai B'rith, will be two of the
nationally known personalities who
will participate in the panel dis-
cussion. The theme for the con-
vocation is "Education-Safeguard
for Dynamic, Democratic Society.
Three honorary degrees are
scheduled to be awarded during
the significant occasion. Spivak
will receive the Doctor of Letters
degree and Klutznick the Doctor
Texas
DAWSON
Sunday school at Hopewell Bap-
tist opened at regular time with
Dave Matthews as acting superin-
tendent. A wonderful lesson was
taught by Rev. Walton of WACO.
Some wonderful remarks were de-
livered by Rey. Graves of Mala-
koff, Tex. Later members of
Hopewell worshipped w it St.
James AME and heard a beautd:
fail sermon by Rev. Turner, pas-
tor.
Iowa
KEOKUK
By M. CULPEPPER
Mrs. H. Taylor died in Graham
hospital. She is a member of St.
Mary the ‘'irgin church and was
the daughter of George and
Frances Bland, pioneer settlers
Surviving are her husband, son
Leo, daughter, Mrs. Frances and
four great grandchildren and
other relatives. Rev. Clyde 1..
Jardine officiated at the funeral.
Florence Webster spent several
days in the city visiting many
friends.
Mrs. Burdess Smith is in Mt.
Pleasant.
Mrs. S. L. Taylor left last week
to enter Iowa City hospital.
• •
CEDAR RAPIDS
By G. II. MONTGOMERY
Mrs. Katherine Nance, 1238 10th
st., S. E.. a Cedar Rapids resi-
dent for 42 years, died April 19.
She was born July 8, I861, in Carr-
oll county, Mo, Surviving is a
daughter, Mrs. Lulu Smith, with
whom she made her home. Mrs.
Nance Wan a member of Bethel
AME church and was on the dea-
coness hoard. Services were held
Wednesday by the Rev. E. L. John-
son.
Mrs. Anna Lowery, who suffered,
a broken ankle racently is improv-
ing at her home.
The Chicago Defender is always
on sale at 804 8th ave., S. E. If
you do not get yours each week
pho.te EMpire 4-0452 day or night.
Mrs. Blanchie Thomas of Ft. --- --
Worth is visiting her brother Rob.'
crt Jackson and her daughter .0 Florida
son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Leon'
Shaw.
Frank Box motored to Palestine
to visit his grandfather, who is
ill and is at the age of 106.
Mr. and Mrs. Dorsey Fair visit-
ed his sister , Mrs. James Lacy
of h last week.
Miss Hettie V. Wade of Mexico
is home visiting her mother, Mrs.
M. T. Wade.
labama
TRUSSVILLE
By L. R. MEYERS
The New Bethel Baptist church
was host to visitors throughout the
Sunday services. The pastor, Rev.
M. L. Robinson delivered the an-
nual program of the usher board
sponsored by president, Mrs. Jen-
I nk Brown. The Rev. Stallworth of
Birmingham was guest speaker for
the occasion. Mrs. Annie Harris
worshipped at the Mt. Zion Bap-
tist church.
Rev. T. C. Williams visited in
Springville last Sunday.
The junior mission society of Mt.
Canaan Baptist church sponsored
by president Mrs. I,illie Mae Beans
met in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Hunter. A large group of
juniors were in attendance.
Services at Corinth Baptist
church were immensely enjoyed.
The Rev. G. W. Washington Is
Mister.
Mt. Zion AME church services
were celebrated with exceedinglp
great Joy last Sunday. Rev, Wil-
liam Morris is minister.
Mrs. Rachael Farrell who has
been a shut • in for quite a while
jors are getting research ex-
perience working with Dr.
Clyde R. Dillard, professor of
chemistry, on a study of "Is-
PAHOIC
By R. C. DURR
RCN'. W. F. Andtsrson has jest
closed his 12th anniversary at
New Hope Missionary Rapti at
church. Ailed a long hard fight
the church was finally opened
for the affair but I h e program
was carried on at Shilo until mat-
ters at New Hope were cleared
up. The anniversary program on
Friday night was held at N e w
Hope.
Mrs. Vallie Drummer has spent
some time in Sebring with her
sister, Mrs. Ella Mae Martin where
she took medical treatment in the
city.
The music department of East
Lake, Junior High school met Mon-
day night, April 20. to select mem-
bers and musical instruments for
the band. The school will he chang-
ed to a senior high school the next
term.
Mr. Albert McNair and Miss Jo-
seph Walker invited Rev. Lewis
Myers for dinner the first Sunday.
Rev, Lewis Myers will be leav-
ing for a three years absence of
leave after the third Sunday in
May. He is returning to school to
receive his B. D. in religious edu-
cation.
The church plans to have the an-
nual outing at Sand Cuty beach.
The date will be announced soon.
More than 500 persons are expect-
ed to take part in this affair.
Mrs. Jessie M. Williams, supt.,
of the Sunday school and Mrs. Lil-
lian Hope are drawing up plans
now for the affair.
William L. Allen and Lento
Pearl were the first to move in
the new Gamot Apts. and a house
warming is expected.
te....—.0111111‘411111b
frared and Raman Spectra of
oSme Alkylltannanei," financed
by a $3,000 grant from the '
Petroleum Reserch Fund. The
UNITY
By MONETTE VAUGHN
The pastor and members of St.
James AME church, and of St.
Paul AME church of Sandusky. Ill.
motored to Union City, Tenn., as
guests of Brown's Chapel A. M. E.
church, Rev. Bell, pastor. Rev.
G. S. McCoy is pastor of the visit-
ing churches.
The revival meeting of the Mt.
Zion Baptist church was quite a
success. It was conducted by
Rev. William Vaughn of Cario, Ill.
Baptismal service will be held
Sunday. April 26. Rev. I. H. Wig-
gins, pastor.
The Age Rally sponsored by the
women of Mt. Zion Baptist church,
Sunday afternoon, April 19, was a
success both spiritually and finan-
cially. The visiting churches were
St. James of this vicinity and St.
Paul of Sandusky, Ill. Rev. G. S.,
McCoy, pastor of both churches,
delivered the message.
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Williams
and son of St. Louis, Mo., %re va-
, rationing with their parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Williams.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Winson, jr.,
of Chicago. Ill., motored here to
, attend the funeral of a relative,
Mrs. Woodall of Klondike. Ill.
!They are spending a few days with
their parents. Mr. and Mrs. Sidney
Winston, or.
On the sick list are Mesdames
Carrie Winston, Mary Crossland,
and Julia MeV inis; Mr. Mark
Kay and Mr. James Hickman, Mrs.
Bessie McCarty is able to he out
again.
• • •
FREEPORT
LLOYD BRUMCIE1.11, Jr
Funeral service for Mrs. Mark
f,Mary it . Jones was held Friday
at the Baptist church where she
was a member. Rev. Claborn Sal.
hers, pastor, officiated. Burial held
in e city cenaetery. She sur-
vived by her husband and brother,
Robert Read of Gary. Those from
out of town who attended the fu-
neral were Mack Butler and Mrs.
Leonia Logan.
Mrs. Stork of Chicago was a re-
cent visitor here.
Mrs. Margaret Price spent last
week visiting friends. Mrs. l'riee
was a former resident of this city.
Calvin Moore died at his home
after a lingering illness. He is sur-
vived by his wife, two brothers,
James and Hurbert.
Mrs. Charles Johnson is a patient
at St. Francis hospital.
Milton Green entered Deaconess
hospital last Sunday for a check-
up.
! Mrs. Henry Johnson is home
!from the hospital recuperating
nicely.
Miss Marion Pearson was home
last week end visiting her parents,
I Rev. and Mrs. Warren Pearson.
Miss Pearson is employed at the
State hospital in Moline.
• • •
SANDUSKY
' Mrs. Mita Pates, wife of Sam
Pates passed away suddenly, early
Sunday morning, April 19, after
an illness of only a few hours.
Funeral services were held Fri-
day, April 24.
A&T Alumni To Meet
GREENSBORO, N. C. — The
General Alumni Association of
A&T college will hold Its annual
,meeting at the college on Satur-
day, May 9.
The business sessions to he held
. in the Coltrane Hall auditorium
will get underway promptly at 10 a.
m. New officers being elected now
by mail balloting will be announ-
ced and installed at the annual
I luncheon to be held that afternoon
, at the conclusion of the meet. Dr.
Warmoth T. Gibbs, president of the
college, will deliver the luncheon
address.
student researchers shown hers
with Dr. Dillard at right see
MINS Ailleen T. Bagley sod
Leon Braswell.
s D.E.FT,fion Jordan Whips Akins To Retain Crown
DON JORDAN, world's welter.
weight champion, (left photo)
grimaces In pain as he takes
a hard left to the Jar from
challenger Virgil Akins in first
round of their 15 round chant-
Vonship bout last Friday at
Keil Auditorium in St. Louis.
( Center photo) Jordan puts
some steam into a hard right
aimed at Akins in the 5th
round. (Right photo) Akins
leans on Jordan as both fight-
ers start their spin through the
ropes in the 1th round. Akins
*------- -
Takes Clear Win
Over Ex-Champ.
By ED SAINSBURY away at his foe to cause the most
ST. LOUIS, Mo. — (UPI) — Rug.
ged Don Jordan shrugged dr the
best punches and bulling tactics
of ex-champion Virgil Akins and
drew his blood in three places to
win a gory and convincing vic-
tory to retain the World Welter-
weight boxing championship.
Akins, the unhappy loser, suffer-
ed a second serious blow when a
lost his bid to regain the ittle
as Jordan won decision. (UPI
Telephoto)
Red Sox Bias Charge Ruling  Due
O'Connell Calls
Team American
BOSTON — (UPI) — The Mas-
sachussetts Commission against
Discrimination is expected to rule
on bias charges brought against
the Boston Red Sox within the next
Week.
The charges, leveled by the Na-
tional Association for the Advance-
ment of Colored People, stemmed
from the optioning of Negro in-
fielder Pumpsie Green who be-
came the first of his race to don
Red Sox uniform in spring train-
ing.
[ Green started off well but
I slumped badly in the last half
I of the spring season. He w a s
I sent to Minneapolis for more
! "Seasoning."
The NAACP charged the R ad
Sox with discrimination, not only
in the Green case, but in their
overall hiring policies. The charg-
es were made before the Corn
-
'mission last week.
, Red Sox business manager
Ftichard H. O'Connell represented
the club and told the commis-
sion. "I deny categorically that
the Red Sox have a discriminat-
ory policy.
"The Boston Red Sox are en-
tirely American," le said. "We
have no discrimination against
race, color or creed. We think
these charges have been unfair."
O'Connell added that the Red
Sox management believes "We
have the right to manage o u r
own ball club. People from City
Hall and the State House don't
hire people for us. We hire them.
"We're not antagonistic, but we
will be accused of it until we
have a Negro on our roster,"
O'Connell said.
The Boston club is the only
team in the majors never to have
had a Negro on the team. How-
ever, there are seven Negroes
in the Red Sox farm system.
O'Connell also denied discrIm•
ination in the general hiring
policies. He said few Negroes
applied for any type of job.
He said in the past several
years. four had been hired In
the concenions at Fenway Park.
Of these two died, one has
worked for 10 years and the
fourth w a s dismissed after
three weeks employment. He
turned over the records of this
man's employment to the cam.
mission.
O'Connell explained that club
atowner Tom Yawkey could not
towner Tom Yawkey could not
business in South Carolina. Vice
'president and general manager
[ Stanley ( Bucky ) Harris was still
in bed with the flu, O'Connell said.
BIG LEAP — Eurie Shelby of
Kansas university strains for
that extra inch in the Drake
Relays broad jump event, Shel-
by son his specialty with a
leap of 24 feet, Vs inches.
(UPI Telephoto)
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guess by now you have those or money. Today you have a bad
clubs all shined up and ready to day on the course, because you
trek off to the golf course and were slicing off the tee. Your friend
set a new, course record, or better who shoots an even 100 and slices
still, break 100. Some will be try-ihis irons has told you how to cure
ing to break 90-80-70 and some high ;that dreadful slice, so tomorrow
strung players may end up break- 1 will be different and you are go-
ing their clubs. Better think twice' ing to break par. (The laugh's on
before you do that, even the pros!you.)
make a double bogie sometimes.,
We toinctimes wdnder why wej
ever took up this game of malt!
but by now it is in your blood andi
you would not give it up for love!
DOWN
HAYES JONES of Eastern
Michigan (center) accepts
award for winning 120 yard
high hurdles at Drake Relays.
Jones also won the 100 yard
dash. With him are (left to
right) Calvin Groff, Missouri;
Bill Tilman, Kansas Willie
May, Indiana, who finished
second; and Dave Odegard,
Minnesota. Jones won the event
in the record time of 13.1 but
the mark was disallowed be-
cause of win. Willie Stevens,
formerly of Tennessee A&I
holds the record for the event
at 13.8 set in 1957. (UPI Tele-
photo)
Prairie View
Tops Own Meet
PRAIRIE VIEW. Tex. — Prairie
View A&M college Panthers won
five of the seven featured events
in the 27th annual Prairie View
Relays held at the college Satur-
day afternoon.
Rain that fell heavily throughout
the day hampered a field of twelve
colleges which participated, and no
new 'sect records were establish-
ed. The meet does not decide a
team champion.
Prairie View athletes won tro-
phies by finishing first in the
distant medley relay, cross coun-
try. the 440, 880 and two mile
relays. Southern University won
the sprint medley and the mile
relay. Panthers Albert Nunn and
David Fant, distant runner, and
sprinter John Farrington were
top performers for the Pan'
there.
Tuskegee's girls teams made a
clean sweep in their division plac-
ing first in nine track and field
events. Only Grambling and Pm
rie View were other contestants in
the women's division.
Colleges participating in the
men's division included Arkansas
State, Alcorn, Bishop. Florida
A&M, Grambling. Huston-Tillotson.
Paul Quinn, Philander Smith,
Southern, Texas college, Tuske-
Igee, Texas Southern, Wiley and
lPrairie View.
THE FAIRWAY it
TEE SHOT
Better take a trip and tee a pro.
This year will be one of the big-
gest years in golf. During the few,
warm days we did have the golf.
course, a lot of new faces were on,
hand. One odd thing about these
new players, most of them just
stand on the sidelines watching the .
game. It looked easy, easy enough
for them to set up clubs and show
the duffers just how simple the
game is, but friends, if you only
knew what you are up against.
Here's some advice to you be-
ginners before you go on the golf
course and try your hand. Please
by all means, take a FEW LES-
SONS SO YOU CAN HIT THE
BALL. Oite of the most embarrass-
ing things on the course is to see
someone who has never taken a
single lesson, go out and take
about a dozen swings before he
finally gets the ball off the ten.
One may not realize that a thing
like this can hold us a whnle golf
course This kind of playing
makes 0 miserable for tne real
golf players behind you.
ERSKINE MOOREHEAD (cen-
ter) receives the James 0.
Windom Award as the Most
Outstanding in Track, 1959, for
the TSU "Tigers." Dr. H. H.
Hartshorn (left) Dean, College
of Arts and Sciences, presents
the award. Jimmie Graves, Ti.
ger letterman, stands in for
Mr. Windom. The occasion was
the Annual Athletic Banquet at
Texas Southern university re-
cently. Evans Photo.
Baby Joe Gans Heart Victim
MILWAUKEE — (UPI) — Baby
Joe Gans, 59, a boxer and trainer
since the age of 14, died of a heart
attack.
Death came only a few hours
before Gans was to "second" two
of his boys on a professional card
at LaCrosse, Wis. Gans had fought
some of the top lightweights and
welterweights in the 1920's and
early 1930's.
Gans, whose legal name was
Gerald Slaughter, began fighting
Piper Davis
Satisfied
With Barons
BIRMIIIGHAM, Ala. — Lorenzo
(Piper) Davis, newly appointed
manager of the Birmingham Black
Barons, declared this week that he
is satisfied viidi the progress of
his team following two weeks of
intensive ft/sifting here.
Two pitchers and a sophomore
shortstop have been so outstanding
in pre-season drills that Davit be-
lieves his club will be a factor
in the coming Negro American
League pennant race.
The Barons launch their 1940
campaign In Kansas City on
May 17, against the 1958 pennant
winning Monarchs. Birmingham
finished in the cellar last sea-
son, but Davie predicts his team
will be In the fight all the way
this year.
One reason he views the impend-
ing race with such optimism is be-
cause Bobby Sanders, 21-year-old
shortstop, has been no- less than
sensational in Spring training here.
The former Florida A&M star
from Centre, Ala , has been hitting
and fielding brilliantly in camp
drills. Ile has also shown much
more aggressiveness than last sea-
son and Davis expects Bobby to be
the key performer in the Barons'
Infield this season.
The Birmingham pilot Is also
exuberant over the performanc-
es of Mille Smith and Billy Mum-
ford, two outstanding pitching
prospects. Smith, a lefthander,
won 6 and lost 2 last year. Mum-
ford, acquired from Ashville at
the end of last season, is a right-
hinder.
Birmingham and Memphis,
meantime, are primed for a five
game exhibition tour. The Barons
and Red Sox will appear in the
following cities next week:
May 1st, Nashville, Tenn.; May
2, Jasper, Ala.: May 3, Huntsville,
Ala.; May 4, Montgomery, Ala.;
May 5, Dothan, Ala.
professionally in 1923. Among the
names he fought were Barney
Ross, Vince Dundee, Jackie Fields
and Lou Brouillard.
Boxing's original Joe Gans, who i
held the world lightweight title
shortly after the turn of the cen-
tury, died in 1910.
Since 1936 Gans had lived in;
Milwaukee, where he helped found
the Milwaukee Urban League's
athletic program.
dramatic moment in the battle in
the 14th round.
That came when Akins shoved
Jordan's head through the news.
and then slipped through him.
self. Thought referee Harry
Kessler rushed to them, in an
attempt to hold them in the
ring, both finally fell through
the ropes into the ring apron.
federal revenue agent served Corn- Kessler sat on their intertwined
missioner Charlie Pian with a lien legs on the ropes to keep them from
tying up Akins' share of the purse toppling into the press row. They
for back income taxes and interest remained locked on the canvas for
totaling $22,509.15. nearly 15 seconds before Jor.
A crowd of 8,428 turned out clan untangled himself to roll back
In the 11-thousand seat Kiel An- inside as the bell sounded.
The fight went according to
form. It was a 5-6 pick it match,
according to the odds makers, and
the scrap was that close. Jordan
cut Akins on the right cheekA
the first round and over the 
,
eye in the second. But both'INF
these slashes were quelled quick.
ly by Akins' corner men.
In the third Jordan began to
bleed from the nose, but that too
stopped quickly. But in the seventh
Akins was tagged by a swarm of
Jordan's left jabs, the champion's
most effective punch, and h i s
nose began to bleed. This time it
never stopped.
The blood splattered to Jon
dan's white trunks and they turn-
ed rose. It also nearly covered
Ili Kessler's shirt as well as spray-
ing five rows from the ring when
either fighter landed a solid
punch.
Akins was clipped solidly over
the right eye in the 13th round
too and the blood again flowed
steadily.
Jabs were the major factor in
the result. Jordan was far m
[ 49th pro bout against 11 losses..
!accurate constantly in winning
!was expert on defense too, bob-
[ bing inside many of Akins' jabs
and blocking numerous punches
with his elbow. Akins was good on
defense only sporadically.
Each fighter received a purse Akins might have made the
of 227,614 for his efforts, includ- match closer had he fought morelog a $15,000 television payment steadily. Instead he acted in flur•but only Jordan will get to spend , ries most of the time and be. hisprize at once. tween his rushes was content inJordan, giving away a slight try to evade Jordan's attack
weight advantage at 143 3-4 pounds and gather strength to moveto Akins' 17, the axaot wetter- back into close quarters.
weight limit, piled up his points Kessler voted Jordan ahead,40-
with brilliant left jabs in the first 68, the same count as the Unitedten rounds and late in the bat- Prose International card, Judgetie, he withstood Akins' constant Fred Connell gave Jordan frvo-fstrushing inside to exchange punch- advantage and Judge Howardes all the way. Hess scored it 71-68 for the winner.Akins, seven years older than It was the 20th loss for Akinsthe foe who took the crown away in 70 pro fights, and it mightfrom him Dec. 5, 1958, appeared mean the end of him as a titletired in the late rounds, but drove challenger, if he oontinues to fight.
p.
VIRGIL AKINS
ditorium and paid a gross gate
of $53,906 to watch the scrap
which was postponed twice earl-
ier, from March 6 when a tor-
nado unroofed the St. Louis
arena and again April 3 due to
the illness of Jordan's wife.
TWO HAPPY PEOPLE —
Harold Jordan enjoys the part
of the proud father as he puffs
Grumbling Backs
Need Line Hem
By COLLIE J. NICHOLSON
GRAMBLING, La. — (Special)
— Coaches around the Southwest-
ern Conference are finding it diffi-
cult to assay the over-all strength
of Grambling college football at
this juncture of spring training.
Under pressure, however, most
confide and concur on one point —
the Tigers are standing pat with
good backs.
Glum Eddie Robinson has the
resources to tax the area's best
defensive alignments, and he
all but admits it with his coach-
ly reservations.
Good backs carried the team to
a surprising 6-3 record last sea-
son and Robbie and his staff are
particularly enxious to beef up
Ifrontal support to gain additional
momentum.
rumlinemen have displayed
surprising speed and niftiness in
daily sessions. If the combined
thumping and thinking continues,
It could mean a happy fall asso-
ciateirorny.
Jerry Robinson and Howard Mc-
Cowan, a sophomore duo reminis•
cent of All-American Edward Mur-
ray in speed. thinness and change;
of-pace, br.ve ruffled the lives of
tackles to such an extent that it
Is hard to see anything but profit
newittithseason.
quarterbacks John John-
son, Lee Henderann and Don
Stephenson piloting the Tigers,
Robinson and his staff need only
on cigar while gripping the
shoulder of his son Don (right;
(UPI Telephoto)
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Refer Johnson
Escapes Injury
LOS ANGELES — (UPI) —
champion, said he missed ••
Refer Johnson. world decathlo
ieheduled appearance at a
Brigham Young University In-
vitational track meet Saturday
because of a minor auto led•
dleonhinson said the ear taking
him to the airport here Satyr.
day morning slammed into a
lightpole when one of its tires
blewout.
"No one was hurt," he said,
"but by the time we got start-
ed again, it was too late to
make the plane. The next flight
would have gotten me to Salt
I.ake too late for the meet."
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111110I11(11111111111111111
M sand off ragged edges.
Full-back Sam Preston, who
runs and blocks with a gusto,
sent-back William Ellis, Geor.
Robinson, Leroy Syas and Les
Hill are remarkable runners.
Archie Moore Boosts Bobby Hicks, Unknown Lightweight•
By PETE COLEMAN
SEATTLE, Wash. — (UPI) —
Archie Moore, light heavyweight
champion of the world and pub-
lic relations man delux. has tak-
en his promotional pen in hand
again, but this time to praise the
abilities of a fighter other than
himself
Archie, who has used his active
pen to ,promote himself into
matches with Rocky M arciano
and Floyd Patterson, dwelled
this time on Bobby Hicks. an us.
beaten local lightweight with 14
victories and 10 knockouts in the
record book
The champion called Hicks,
nicknamed "schoolboy" because
chic himself boxed a four-round
he Is a senior at Garfield High
school, a "rarity of rarities."
Moore watched Hicks fight in
Victoria, B. C., last February. Ar-
chie himself bored a four-round
exhibition on the card, b u t in-
stead of returning to the dressing
room he donned his robe, sat
down at ringside and watched the
I8-year-old Seattleite work in the
main event.
Hicks scored a seventh-round
knockout and Archie praised himl
endlessly to the Canadian Press.
Moore continued the praise
in his letter, saying in the tint
paragraph. ". . . I can only say
I wish I had him (Hicks) wader
contract. The boy Is a 'natur-
al if I ever saw owe."
Hicks has only one name fight-
er on his list of victims, that be-
ing Teddy "Red Top" Davis, who
the "Schoolboy" decisioned in
Portland last month. But appar-
ently the lack of names means
nothing to Moore.
"I was amazed to see the moves
Hicks made," Archie wrote.
"Moves that Veteran fighters
sometimes never accomplish. Bob-
by can use both hands effective-
ly and punches in clusters.
For a fighter of his scant ex-
perience. Bobby has a marvel-
ous conception of pace, some-
thing that usnally takes years
to get." Moore continued. "Mat-
ter of fact, you'll see TV fights
every week in which neither of
the participants has a fraction
of Robby's knowhow of ring
tempo."
Archie went on to describe
Hicks as a "fighter who knows
when to initiate an attack and
how to sustain that attack once
it's under way.
"The boy has what all good
fighters have," the champion said.
"He fights for the love of fight-ing.''
Moore concluded by sobs
Hicks "is as good a lightweight
prospect as Sonny Liston is le hle
division. Hicks will make Seat&
proud.
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Scenes From The Life Of Mrs. Queen C. Anderson
MRS. QUEEN C. Anderson
(center) thrilled audiences
wherever she sang. Whether
It was in the church of her
founder, Dr. W. Herbert Brew-
ster (above) or traveling
throughout the country. Sing-
ing with her in Rev. Brewster's
church at this time was the
Tr -City
NEWS
My first statement is a state-
ment of thanks to all of you who
were so very nice to us during ourj
sickness and bereavement. Al-
though Mr. Jamison is still hos-
pitalized we feel assured that he!
is on the road to a speedy recov-
ery. I wish I could give a recog-
nition to every person who offered
an expression in any way but
11, space will not permit such, so let
Inc say Thanks to all of you.
Mrs. Mary Harris played for the
funeral of our late brother, Sam-
mie Lee Jamison, that was held
In liardeman county, and mem-
bers of the three choirs of Dyer
sang. Five cars driven by Mr.
and Wis. E. L. Nolan, Mr. and
Mrs. James Harris, Mr. a n d
Mrs. Sylvester Burns, Mr. and
Mrs. A. L. Gentry and Mr. Eddie
Ball accompanied by as many as
could get into them, attended.
The Eulogy was given by the
Rev. J. W. Miller of Humboldt.
Immediate survivors are wife
Mrs. Clara Jamison, two children,
Miss C. Olivia Jamison and Clyde,
brothers, Johnnie, James and Rich-
ard, of Dyer, Jackson and Toone,
respectively. Sisters, Mesdames
Mary Jamison of Jackson and Can-
die Miller of Humboldt and Misses
Louise and Clara Mae Turner of
Humboldt.
• •
All other Veterans that were re-
ported hospitalized are home and,
doing nicely. Since we are on
this phase others sick are Mrs.
Florence Alford, Misses Jo Ann
Booker, Marvanet and Shearlyn.
Befinont, Imagine Simpson, Joyce
Ann Watson, Norma Henderson
and Belinda Glenn, Rev. Kim-
brough Henderson, Bro. Samuel
Corley, Messrs. Elgie Harris, Sid-
ney Cook, B. M. Anderson, along
with Joe Wade and James Hew-
ard Roach. Wallace and Sallie B.
Burns have been indisposed with
Flu as have many others in this
area.
RELIGIOUS NEWS
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Overall. Mr.
H. B. Wynn and Mrs. Alberta Jami-
son attended the Workshop in Mi-
lan this week. This was sponsored
by the Board of Relieious Ethics-
ADAM K. SPENCE student
Union at Fisk is one of the
most modern buildings of its
type. It has two floors, stands
INTERIOR VIEW of the new
Adam K. Spence student union
at Fisk shows a corner of the
Reed Singers, a group of young
singers tutored by Mrs. And-
erson. The Anderson story is
one of success and beauty.
Rising from a little girl who
sang everywhere she went to
a great and renowned gospel
singer. She was classed as
the top in her day.
tion of the Brownsville District,
of which the Rev. T. M. Smith
is director. Rev. DeWitt Alcorn
was pastor-host. The sessions were
well attended and much interest
was shown on the nights that we
were there.
Our beloved presiding elder, the
Rev. C. D. McKelvy, was absent
the first two nights due to a
car-mule accident that demolished
his car and upset him quite a
bit. He made his appearance on
the last night and all were happy
to greet him.
The Rev. W. C. Rogers was at
his post of duty at the Dyer CME
church Sunday despite so many
people being aVilly from regular
services. A white minister of
Yorkville, through the courtesy of
Mr. Hollis Wilkins, preached at
tbe CME church Sunday night.
Mrs. Leslie Carnes, formerly of
Trenton, who now resides in Nash,
vine, and teaches in the public
schools there, was the Men's Day
speaker at the Annual Men's day
celebration at the First Baptist
church, Trenton. The Rev. A. Rice
is pastor.
CLUBS
On the brighter side of the
news the Just-Us club of Trenton
were guests of the Triple-S i x
clubs of Milan on Sunday last,
at their annual Spring tea. All re-
port having a wonderful time.
The ladies were so beautifully
attired in their new Spring out-
fits, this lending color as well
as atmosphere to the occasion.
THIS AND THAT
Mrs. Carrie B. Seat, Jeannes
teacher of Gibson county, was
chosen by the State Department of
Education to serve on an Evalua-
tion team and she has been work-
ing in Shelby county at Mt. Pisgah
school this week.
Next week she will work at an-
other school in Shelby county, in
this same capacity.
Mrs. Lillian Jones and son of
Cleveland, visited Mrs. A. C.
Jaycox. her sister, and together
they attended the funeral of their
aunt, Mrs. Abbie Stokely at Hen-
nines, Tenn. Mrs. Doyle Buchanan
next to the university chapel
and will include a main dining
hall designed to serve 900 per. 
loungeIn the building dedi-
rated last Friday. Air condi•
tioned and modern le every re-
attended the funeral of an uncle
at Hennigs last week. Mr. Alvin
Graham was called to the bedside
of his sister in Chicago. Messrs.
I. H. Jones and Earnest Barnett
motored to Toledo and Detroit last
week and spent several days visit.
ing relatives and friends.
Mrs. Eva Hague of Paducah,
Kay., was a recent guest of Mr.
and Mrs. If. D. Corley. Mr. and
Mrs. Leon Perkins and Miss Sa.
menthe Welch of Paducah were
recent guests of M-sgt. and Mrs.
Lewis Ellis. Mr. John McCorkle
of Trimble was a visitor of Bro.
Samuel Corley. Mi. Jonathan
Cleveland, visited Mrs. A. C.
Stockard of Michigan is a guest of
his sister, Mrs. Corliss Wade and
Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius Bradford
and Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Brad-
ford of St. Louis visited Mrs. Jen-
nie Guiden sod children, Bonnie
Sue and J. B. Bradford,
Mr. Ted Ragah of Humboldt and
a friend from Cleveland, were
guests of Mr. Johnnie Jamison
while he was home. Others from
out-of-town that came by were
Messrs. James Wallace, Clark and
Hunt all of Humboldt and Mr. Dew-
ey Corley of Rutherford.
Mrs. Clara West Dennis visited
her mother, Mrs. Dora Wyatt in
Memphis last Sunday. She was
brought home by her son and wife,
Mr. and Mrs. Dorsey West. Mr.
Floyd Wyatt was a recent visitor
of his wife, Mrs. Wyatt who is a
patient at Western State hospital
in Bolivar. Mrs. Wyatt is reported
as doing nicely and writes lovely
letters to her friends and to mem-
bers of her church.
Box Suppers get the spotlight
comes May 1, in two of our towns.
The C. P. church of Rutherford
is sponsoring one at the school
In which the men are asked to
purchase the boxes of the ladies.
In the interest of sending Boys
and girls to Boys State and Girls
State from this area. The young la-
dies are Miss Rose, Mary Rodgers
and Miss I. Miller. The box supper
is being given by the auxiliary
and Post 200 and the Auxiliary
will fix boxes to be bought by the
members of the Post.
The call goes out for all mem-
bers of both organizetions to re-
spond to this effort. We hope to
tell you more about the persons
chosen when we get it.
Be sure to read Rosenwald News
elsewhere in this issue. Students
at Rutherford are preparing for
presenting their extravaganza of
the Year very soon. Be sure and
see it.
sons, a book store, a snack
bar, a student lounge, campus
post office and office spare
for student organizations.
sweet, the Spence student
union will be the headquarters
for student activities at Fisk.
IN HER PRIME Mrs. Queen C.
Anderson was rated as onelpf the
most inspiraUonal gospel Angers
of all time. She thrilled audiences
from coast to coast with her
dynamic torte. She was one who
knew how to give each song the
right gesture and articulation
necessary to put it across to the
hearing public. No one who ever
heard her sing was likely to for-
get her gifted voice.
APPROVING LOOK is given
by Mrs. Anderson on the Reed
Singers, whom she reportedly
brought f ro m Somerville,
Tenn. and tutored. Hen r y
Reed is the one with out-
stretched arms lending the
emotion and thrill to gospel
singing that was so prevalent
in Mrs. Anderson's style. She
had a style all her own when
it came to singing a spiritual
song which led her to be pro-
claimed "Queen" of the gospel
singers. She has been picked
by souse to hare been the sup-
erica. in manner and gr'AirlIlli*
than to Mahalia Jackson.
Analyst Gives Tips
On Checking Checks
By RUFUS L. COLEMAN (Ps.D.)
Certified Grapho Analyst
There are many strokes in
writing. You will note we said
writing, instead of handwriting.
For it makes no difference how an
individual may write, whether with
the mouth, arm stubhs, toes, or
mechanical hands, our writing
is a clear picture of what we are
like mentally.
So you see no matter how writ-
ing is done it gives a clear ac-
curate picture of our mental hab-
its and processes. The true inner
man thus records his character
traits in every stroke of his pen.
Millions of dollars are contribut-
ed annually to the bad check art-
ists. Some are fair artists, some
are rank ama-
teurs, but seem-
ingly the quality
of their work is
misconstrued as 1)
they collect on q;
the worthless pa- 102 Orrt,'swil
per. Of course the )464....2.61).4.1
surest way to
rraj--ft
9..1;
avoid being tak-
en, in a transac-
tion with one of
these ruthless op-
erators is not to
cash checks. There are many rea-
sons why some are anxious to
cash checks. Goodwill and the fact
that a sale will be made. However,
some future sales will be lost by
refusing to cash perfectly good
checks.
It must be remembered that
printing of the blank check itself
can be counterfeit. So company
checks that have been run through
a check protector can easily be a
forgery. There has to be SOME
Writing on the check. The signa-
ture. LOOK for lines which are
corrugated o rrough on the sides
of the letters—particularly on the
left sides. LOOK for blots and
blurs—those usually appear when
the person who writes the check
knows that he is doing wrong.
I LOOK for hesitation strokes or
retraced strokes. L 0 0 K for
' erasure marks—especially on the
amount line or where the payee's
name is written.
LOOK for more than one kind
of ink, LOOK and compare the
signature with the indorsement. If
a check is presented indorsed in
advance, ask the person presenting
the check to write their name on
a separate piece of paper. Do
not let them see the check while
they write their name.
Sometimes when a dishonest per-
son is attempting to cash a check
he will say, "Did that have my
full name or just my initials "
Do not repeat how the check reads,
just tell them to sign. This way
they will not have a chance to see
how the other signature was writ-
ten. The ragged edges on strokes
are what is known as the "crimin-
al temor of forgery and fraud" and
is caused by the writer's conscience
telling him that he is doing wrong.
Believe it or not, even hardened
criminals have a conscience.
There are countless scientific
methods of detecting forgeries and
frauds, but the point I want to
bring out here is the fact that no
matter how perfect a signature
can appear. the forger writes his
own character into ik
ANALYSIS FOR T. A. R.
I have no way of knowing your
age in life, but mentally you are
well into the developing stage. You
are not entirely settled because
your emotions as far as expres-
sion goes, is variable. Your feel-
ings are deep and lasting and all
of the habits formed now will be
enduring. New is the time for you
to start cultivating desirable traits
or habits.
Your writing shows a genuine
desire to learn. You are develop-
ing analytical and investigative
ability. You strive to do things
in an orderly fashion but you are
self-conscious, not to a marked
degree, but still the fear of being
criticized for mistakes is present.
You have a strong will and can
overcome this trait if you will re-
member that others will forget
mistakes you make if you do not
call attention to them.
You are easily Irritated and
there is some resentment which
leads to temper. Your thinking is
both rapid and creative. You have
creative ability with your hands.
You are dominating and have
ability to will others. You pay at-
tention to details up to a point
but you don't always get all of
the facts. You already know the
value of a dollar and will not spend
it foolishly. You are not exactly
the silent type, but you can keep
things to yourself. If you will
try to write smaller all the time,
you will cultivate a greater power
of concentration and this will cause
you to pay closer attention to de-
tails and your memory will im-
prove.
This is not a complete analysis.
To get the truth your handwriting
reveals enclose a page of your
writing and $1.00 or to learn more
of the rules for analyzing hand-
writing enclose $1.50 for the book
"Secrets Your Ilandwriting Re-
veals. Address to R. L. Coleman,
Grapho Analyst, 236 S. Welling-
ton, Memphis.
TVfr Prerrwrs
To crock k• cubes easily and
'safely, piece each cube oil e dish
wog on lop of cutting booed ko lbs
oink before voimoddlog
Fisk Dedicates New
Additions To Campus
NASHVILLE — T w o modern,
air conditioned builhings were ded-
icated at Fisk university on April
24 and a third structure — Park
hall — was renamed Park-Johnson
hall.
Dr. John Hope Franklin, profes-
sor and chairman of the depart-
ment of history at Brooklyn college
and a 1935 Fisk graduate deliver-
ed the dedicatory address at the
ceremonies held in Fisk Memorial
Chapel.
Built and furnished at a cost of
$1,200,000, the two new buildings
— the Adam K. Spence Student
Union and the W. E. B. DuBois
Men's dormitory — will stand as
memorials to a former principal
of Fisk and a distinguished alum-
nus.
Miss Mary Spence, daughter of
Adam K. Spenre, is one of Fisk's
oldest living graduates. A fernier
BELL TENN.
r
SCHOOL NEWS
Teachers of Crockett county cele-
brated their annual R. E. Clay
Day on last Friday with an ed-
ucational program during t h e
morning, and a portion of evening
was spent in field day activities.
Parents, teachers and students wit-
nessed the events and reported an
enjoyable evening.
Mr. Clay, who has done so much
to promote rural education, was
unable to be present.
R. B. Vann, leader of the St.
John school PTA, Booker T. Hunt
of St. Luke community, and Mrs.
Fannie Moton of Bascom refresh.
ed the teachers with ice cream
and cookies after the business
meeting on Tuesday night.
The teachers of St. John will
present their annual play at the
church on Friday night.
Mrs. Claud Neal. third grade
teacher of the St. John School rep-
resented the county teachers in
a PTA meeting on last Thursday
and Friday in Knoxville.
COMMUNITY ACIIVITY
The Garden club of Bells held a
meeting on last Sunday under
the leadership of Mrs. C. M. Jen-
rette. The club plans to have
many beautiful flower gardens
this year,
The 4-H Club for Girls, under
the supervision of Mrs. Anna
Jackson, home demonstrator, and
the president, Mrs. Prentice Walk-
er, gave a corn muffin contest on
Tuesday evening.
Judges were Miss Mauren Math-
is, Mrs. Rosa Bonds, and Miss
Ante B. Walker.
Highest scorer for the evening
was Rosa Jane Bray, who will at
a later date go to Jackson to take
part in the county baking contest.
Other contestants were Nell Mor-
gan, Lucy and Geneva Yarbrough,
and Linda Johnson.
member of the faculty, Miss Spence
lives on the Ffsk campus.
The renaming of Park-Johnson
hall honors farmer Fisk president
Dr. Charles S. Johnson who died
In 19% while holding this office.
Fisk's new student union build-
ing, with two floors, stands next
to the university chapel. It will in-
clude a main dining hall designed
to serve 900 persons, a book store,
a snack bar, a student lounge,
campus post office and office apace
for student organizations.
The new men's dormitory will ac-
commodate 150 students and is lo-
cated next to the gymnasium. It
is fully equipped with lounge and
recreational facilities.
Park-Johnson hall, the universi-
ty's social science building, was
original!! named for the distinguish
ed sociologist, Robert Ezra Park.
It was built in 1955.
Words of the Wise
Rome remained great as
long as she had enemies who
forced her to unity, vision
and heroism. When she had
overcome them all, she flour-
ished for a moment and then
began to die.—(Will Durant)
W. E. B. DuBOIS men's dorm-
itory was dedicated Friday,
April 24 at Fisk university.
TWO MALE students enjoy
the luxury and comfort of the
new rooms in the new W. E.
B. DuBois men's dormitory at
Gentry Predicts Sad
Season For A & I Squad
By EARL S. CLANTON, III ,
NASHVILLE — Rounding out
the spring drill with an intra-squad
game, Coach Howard C. Gentry
feels that Tennessee State gridiron
prospects for the 10-game sched-
ule this fall are very dim.
Thinking about last seasons 4-4
record Coach Gentry said, 'We
saw a few fright spots, but at this
stage they are only fair to good
considering the whole Picture."
The Blues — upper classmen
managed to eke a 14-6 win over '
the experienced White clad team.
Sophomores Hank Arnold, half-
back and Curtis Armstrong, full-
back from Gulds, Fla., were the
offensive bright spots.
For the white-shirts, freshman
quarterback Gene Stewart from
Massillon Ohio, drew raves as a
possible replacement for all-con-
ference signal caller Wilbur Sties-
berry. Gentry will only have seven
seniors and 17 lettermen around
which to build the Tiger Jugger-
naut this fall.
The Tigers, who open against
Yousgstown university in Ohio,
backfield looks bright, the ends are
intact with the exception of Don
Taylor, Tackles will get a boost
from Ron Barbee and Benie Clay
should give & shot in the arm to
the guards. Clay has alternated
between guard and tackle during
his three yt:ars career,
Coach Gentry is counting heavt-
ly on his seven seniors for next fell.
They are guards Nate Anderson
and Clay, backs Andy Earthman
and II enr y Skims, Tackles Fred
Metcalf and .1iin tiarretl, and ends
Charles Walker and Aubrey Win-
ston.
COACH HOWARD
ELDER E. E. BROWN
Spiritual Reader and Advisor. God's gifted to help
you on 3-our problem or sickness, as he has helped
thousands of others through prayer. Minister of two
well known churches.
Christ Revelation Temple
701 S. 16th St. West Memphis, Ark. "If you're sick
and tired of others and they failed, visit our devine
service, Wednesday, Friday and Saturday. Phone
personally W'H 2-4828.
The new structure will &cram-
modate 150 students and is lo.
rated next to the Fisk gym-
Fisk university. The new
dorm is ultra modern and air
conditioned. This building,
nasium. It is air conditioned
and fully equipped with reo-
reational and lounge facilities.
along with the stadent inks
will stand as memorials le a
former principal of Elak aid a
distinguished alumnus.
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Stork Stops
Born at John Gaston
April 18.
A son, Robert, to Mr. and Mn.
Russell Thomason of 621 St. Paul
A son, Tyrone, to Mr. and Mrs.
Percy Porter of 1080 Cella.
A daughter', Joyce, to Mr. and
Mrs. Ben King of 2456 Carnes.
' A daughter, Tujuana, to Mr.
and Mrs. Edward Morris of 314
N. Decatur.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. L T.
Hamilton of 1756 Lapaloma.
A daughter, Geraldine, to Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Freeman of 1612 S.
Third.
April 19
A son Michael, to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Dodson of 1499 Davis.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Miles Hoover of 364 Laclede.
A son, Louis, to Ms. and Mrs.
Romer Smith of 1281 Fields.
A son. Allen. to Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Taylor of 1164 Pearce.
A daughter, Shirley, to Mr.
'and Mrs. Willie Irons of 269 E.
Waldorf.
' A daughter, Mary, to Mr. and
Mrs. Elmore Montgomery of 1071
Shaw.
1 A son, Ronald to Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph Monger of 5288 Hilldale.
1 A son, Dennis, to Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Jenkins of 1851 Oriole. .
I A son, Marvin, to Mr. and Mrs.
W. D. Young of 1495 Ely.
! A daughter, Patricia, to Mr.
and Mrs. Charlie Johnson of 1650
Sunset.
A daughter, Mary, to Mr. and
bars. Johnny Echols of 1688 Brook-
ins.
A son, Terry, to Mr. and Mrs.
'Jerry McGee of 1501 Monsarrat.
A daughter, Christine, to Mr.
and Mrs. Ford Lockhart of 506
Pontotoc.
1 A daughter, Norma, to Mr. arid
Mrs. Namon Cunningham of 2126
1 A son, Charles, to Mr. and Mrs.
John Jones of 2710 Spottswood.
1 A daughter, Angela, to Mr. and
bars. Ruben Franklin of 687 Whit-
tington.
' A daughter, Kathy, to Mr. and
Mrs. Lott Taylor of 2032 Hubert.
A daughter, Phyllis, to Mr, and
Mrs. Robert Dye of 361 Carbon.
April 29
1 A daughter, Patricia, to Mr.
'and Mrs. George Harrison of 2021
Swift.
A daughter, Jenice, to Mr. and
Mrs. Lee Armstrong of 839 Lavon.
A son, Jeffrey. to Mr. and Mrs.
Alvin Campbell of 701 Flynn.
A son, Robert, to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert McBee of 1201 Fountain
court.
A daughter, Linda, to Mr. and
Mrs. James Williams of 1019 La
von.
A son, Calvin, to Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Firlds of 610 Brown mall.
A daughter, Delores, to Mr. and
Mrs. Willie Buckley of 1347 Austin.
A daughter, 011ie, to Mr. and
Mrs. Ulysses Hubbard of 2708
Spottswood.
A son, William, to Mr. and Mrs.
William Herron, sr., of 198 Marble.
A son, T. Willie, to Mr. and
Mrs. T. Willie Dennie, sr., of 1422
N. Stonewall.
A daughter, Japontic, to Mr.
and Mrs. Therman Rutherford
of 5064 Spottswood.
A son, Walter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Curtis of 1532 Cella.
April 21
A son, Chantee, to Mr. and Mrs.
Willie McCalister of 1758 Farring-
ton.
A daughter, Beatrice, to Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Hums of 2607 Hernan-
do.
A son, Anthony, to Mr. and Mrs.
Curtis Jones of 600 Mississippi.
A daughter, Patricia, to Mr.
and Mrs. Samuel Tatum. of 1986
Rile.
A daughter, Vivian, to Mr. and
Mrs. David Felder, of 778 Walnut.
A son, Rudolph, to Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Wright of 1059 Ethel.
A son, Leroy, to Mr. and Mrs.
Alfred Jones of 610 Wicks.
A son, Louis, to Mr. and Mrs.
Louis Felton of 664 Marble.
A son, Dwight to Mr. and Mrs.
James Alexander of 387 Hernando.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Lee of 907 Arkansas.
April 22
A son. Lacey. to Mr. and Mrs.
Lacey Nelson of 605 Ivory.
A daughter, Pamela, to Mr. and
Mrs. Nathan Taylor of 153 Cedar.
A daughter, Pamela, to Mr. and
Mrs. Nathan Taylor of 153 Ce-
dar.
A daughter, Carol, to Mr. and
Mrs. Lawrence Moore of 933 Le-
now mall.
A son, Quart, to Mr. and Mrs.
Sherlock Watson of 2342 Warren.
A daughter, Brenda, to Mr. and
Mrs. Vernon Savage of 2447 Corry.
A daughter, Teresa, to Mr. and
Mrs. Louis Jordan of 2212 Hunter.
April 23
A son, Roy, to Mr. and Mrs.
Roy Richardson of 2192 Shannon.
A daughter, Sheila, to Mr. and
Mrs. Isadore Hodges of 583 Lin-
den.
A son, Ray, to Mr. and Mrs.
Russell Walker of 746 Linden.
A son, Ellery, to Mr. and Mrs.
Riley Hardrick of 1748 Boxtown.
A son, Ivy, to Mr. and Mrs. Os-
car Malone of 1209 N. Evergreen.
A daughter, Brenda, to Mr. and
Mrs. Waddell Jackson of 1612 Ray-
burn.
A son, Earnest, to Mr. and Mrs.
Ruffin Davis of 2167 Ballard.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Cortez Brown of 3254 Rochester.
April 24
A daughter, Shuwanda, to Mr.
and Mrs. Harold Montgomery of
866 N. Main.
A daughter. Alfreda Lynn, to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wells of 2003
Corry.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
John Craft of 202 W. Carolina.
A daughter, Decelia, to Mr. and
Mrs. Earnest Wright of 971 Bar-
ton.
A daughter, Vivian, to Mr. and
Mrs. L. C. Cruthird of 3006 Sax.
A son, Jesse, to Mr. and Mrs.
John Hill of 652 Sexton.
A son, Kenneth, to Mr. and
Mrs. Andrew Hampton of 2244
Howell.
A daughter, Sharon, to Mr. and
Mrs. 011ie Edgington of 945 Peach.
Born at E. H. Crump hospital
April 11
A daughter, Mary Donna, to
Rev. and Mrs. 0. C. Collins of
1037 Latham.
April 12
A son, Reuben, jr., to Mr. and
Mrs. Reuben E. Winters of 1337
Doris.
April 13
A daughter. Angela, to Mr. and
Mrs. John Clark Taylor of 825
Saxon.
A daughter, Phyllis, to Mr. and
Mrs. William C. Hoskins of 1491
Gold.
A son, Dearel Castalanl, to Mr.
and Mrs. Nolan McKinzie of 1464
Britton.
April 16
A son, Lawrence, to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert W. Robinson of 5038
William Arnold rd.
A son, Darryl, to Mr. and Mrs.
I Curly Birdsong of 399 Gaston,
Forrest City & Madison Briefs
LINCOLN JUNIOR HIGH
The Lincoln junior high school
observed their first Spring Mu-
sical last Wednesday entitled
"April Showers."
The program consisted of April
Showers, April Love, Ave Maria,
0 No John, Wonderful Mother of
Mine, Nobody Knows the Trouble
I See, I'll Walk With God, Only A
Lord and other colorful favorites.
An added attraction was the
guest artist in the person of Silas'
Walker, noted pianist from De-
troit.
An enjoyable evening was had
by all. Miss Wolverine McNeil and
Thomas C. Jefferson were the
show sponsors. B. C. Williams is
the school principal.
EUREKA TOTS
The Eureka tots met with Mrs.
Walter Moorehead at her home on
East Garland Saturday afternoon.
During the business session
plans were made for the Annual
Mothers Day Tea. The members
were very happy to welcome two
new members, Ida Jean and San-
dra Kay Broadnx. After the busi-
ness session the girls enjoyed a
story hour.
Fruited punch, corn chips and
cookies were served
Mrs. W. Moorehead and Mrs.
Elna P. Shannon were the spoil-
sors.
LOVING HOPE
The awing Hope held their bi-
monthly meeting at the home of
Mrs. Marshall Tousant.
An enjoyable evening was had
:by all. Mrs. V. T. Bond is the club
advisor.
MINISTERS WIVES
The Ministers Wives met at the
:beautiful home of Mrs. F. M.
I McClendon. Upon arriving the
'guests were greeted by the very
charming hostess.
The meeting was called to order
by the president, Mrs. R. J.
Christmas, who presided over the
session.
The devotion was conducted by
the devotional leader.
Club members were invited into
the dining room where a beauti-
ful buffet style supper was served.
The dining table was centered
with a striking array of spring
flowers, Assisting Mrs. McClendon
was Mrs. J E.. Burke.
The club adjourned to meet with
Mrs. McMillan.
Rev. R. J. Christmas observed
his 83rd birthday last week. His
dinner guest was Rev. E. L. Nel- ,
son,
St. Andrews presented a spring
musical recently.
The M. C. Jerrers family was
Sunday visitor in Malvern, Ark.
Miss Edna Mae Purifoy has re-
turned home from the hospital.
She is now receiving visitors
We are very pleased that Mrs.
E. L. Nelson is able to go back
to her job. She is an elementary
teacher at the Evans school.
Mrs. W. L. Furifoy had as her
house guest Miss Mary Hubould
of Little Rock.
Mrs. Lerogers and Mrs. Ca-
therine Terry of Memphis visited
with Mrs. Terry's father, the Rev.
R. .7. Christmas and family.
FAYETTE COUNTY
High
School
News
By BARBARA 
A:5
The District three track meet'
was held on this campus recently'
and FC won eight first places.
Our team participated in the 75-
yard dash, the 100-yard dash and
the high jump among others.
Members of the track team are
Vera Durham. Dorothy Hurt. Ores-
tha Jones, Lorice Brewer, Ada
Shields, Junior Hunter, John Wil-
liams, Leroy Rhodes, Walter Dean
Charles Bowers and Hardin Frank-
lin.
On this past Monday the track
team attended the Region 3 track
meet which was held at the Mel-
rose stadium in Memphis.
Several members from the track
team wW attend the state meet
which is to he held in Nashville!
this week-end. We are proud tta
spotlight the track teams of 1959.
Advisors of the track team are,
Mrs. Della Maclin and Leonard
Pearson.
GCOMIN EVENTS
The calendar is full of events
for the coming weeks. They in-
elude.
IL Junior-Senior Prom.
April 30. Annual Fashion Revue
May 8. Senior Play
May 14, Senior Class Day.
May 17. Graduation Srrmon.
May 18. Commencement,
ANNUAL BANQUET
The members of the NFA and the
NIIA presented the annual Father-
son, Mother-daughter banquet in
the gymnasium on Thursday ev-
ening, April 16, in honor of their
parents and guardians. It was the
eighth year that the banquet was.
presented.
McAdams Sloan, former Negro
county agent for Fayette county
was the guest speaker. He Was
introduced by the principal, J. W.
Kohlheim. His address was built
around the theme, "Aims and
Goals for Youth."
Williams Vasser, chapter NFA
advisor, presented an honorary
degree of Modern Farmers to Mrs.
Stead, who is music instructor
here. Miss E.V. Murrell, chapter
NHA adviser, reported the high•
lights of the chapter for the year.
and Mrs Lela Kohlheim, count,
'supervisor of schools, presented
the guests.
NFA president Hardin Franklin
and NHA prexy Mary Tharpe pre-
sided over the banquet which drew
about 300 persons, including par-
ents, faculty members and stu-
dents.
TOP COEDS
1. Maggie Thompson
2. Bloomie Johnson and Vera
Durham.
3. Barbara Morrow and Vera
Eubanks.
4. Betty Morrow and Agnes
Cleaves.
HAMILTON BROWNIES -
members of the Brownie Troop
No. 233 at Hamilton High
school are making plans for
their first outing of the season
at Fuller Park. On front row,
from left, are Etta Sue Is,
Patricia Clark, Sandra Alston,
Charlette Walker, Jacquelyn
Brown and Gail Lee. On sec-
ond row, same order, are Ju-
dith Letting, Elnora Mason,
Rhonda Wooten, Sederia Jones,
Beverly Simpson and Janet
Buckles. Standing, from left,
are Patricia Banks, Barbara
B. T. W.
School Notes
By Markhum Stansbury
STUDENT LEADERS
Twenty-one outstanding students1
at Booker T. Washington High
school received national recogni-
tion last week when they were
named to Who's Who Among Stu-
dent Leaders in High Schools of
America.
These students were carefully se-
lected for their scholarship; their
academic and extracurricular ac-
tivities; their citizenship and serv-
ice to the school asd promise of
future usefulness.
The group includes Foster L. Ad-
ams, Raymond Anderson, Willie
Earl Bates, Robert E. Bonner,
Ossie B. Brooks, Beatrice
Cooper, Doris J. Dorsey, Felton
J. Earls, Phillis A. Hyter, Joseph
Key, Elizabeth A. Lacy, James Lee
Harold Middlebrook, Emma J.
Neal, Juanita Ogilive, Elem Prest-
ley, Maude Startar, Melvin L.
Shaw, Lana J. Taylor, Herbert
Woody, and Charles E. Yates.
The name and biography of each
student will appear in the 1958-59
edition of Who's Who among Stu-
dent Leaders in High Schools of
America. a national publication.
BALLET
The annual Booker T. Washing-
ton Ballet will be held tonightl
(Thursdey) in the Music Hall of
Ellis auditorium at 8 p. m.
Over 250 students will be taking
part in dances, comedy, and sing-
ing. The ballet, "His Life in Tem-
po,'' will be honoring the school's
principal, Prof. Blair T. Hunt, who
has served over 25 years as head
of Washington. He retires this
year.
Admission to the affair is 75
cents.
REGIONAL TRACK WINNERS
The Booker T. Washington War-
riors ran up a total of 52 points
to win the Regional Track Meet
last Tuesday evening at Melrose
Stadium.
The Warriors took the 220 yard
dash when Jerome "Skinny" Mc-
Clellan covered the distance in 23.5
The 440 yard relay was won in 46.
Elijah Wallace won the shot put
with 41 feet 11 inches. The War-
riors captured the discus throw
with Herman Cunningham tossing
for 13G, feet, and took the spring
medley in 1:42.2.
Washington piled up five seconds
and one-third. The Warriors were
one-two, in the shot put, 220 yard
daah, 440 yard relay, second in
890 relay, 880 yard run and mile re-
lay and finished third in the 100
yard dash.
JUNIOR REVUE
A few Friday nights back, the 700
eleventh graders of our school pre-
sented their annual Junior Revue.
This year's program was based
on a television show with the au-dience watching a live presenta-tion of a variety program.
"At this time 7.9 p. m. WI3TW-TV C
5. Loriee Brewer and A d a
Shields.
6. Shirley Neal and Janice
Brewer.
1. Leroy Rhodes.
2. Charles Bowers and Willie
Bolden.
3. Charles Dunlap and Nelson
Bonds.
4. James Holmes sad Durrell I
Cleaves.
5. Clyde Albright and Walter
Hunter.
G. Davy Grimes and William
Ford,
7. Hardin Franklin and Earl
Jenkins.
8. James Futtrell and John
Jones. 19. Leon King and Davy Wil-
liams.
10. Alfred Patterson and James
Phillips.
Words Of the Wise
The worst solitude la to
have no real friendships.
- 'Franets Bacon)
flannel 715 with studios lo-
cated at 715 South Lauderdale st.
welcomes you to another broad-
casting evening of scheduled tele-
vising" were the words of TV
-an-
nouncer Markhum Stansbury as he I -put the station on the air. I
According to announcer Stans-bury, "WBTW-TV is owned and op- • EARLE ARK
ing of dancers Clyde Joyner, Ber-
nice Smith, Olia Reed, Carolyn
Janes and Veleska Edwards. Don't
stop here because group dances
like the "Rock 'N' Roll Tango,"
"Jitterbug," and "I Need Your
Lovin' " cha-cha, were indescrib-
able.
We all must agree that the jun-
iors behind the scene like Willie
Chapman and Mangum Rivers,
cameramen, did an excellent job.
„Engineer" William Higgins, as-
sociate producer Geraldine Morris,
set designer Charles Yates, Hattie'
Williams, and Ilenry Hunter mu-
sic supervisor Joe Hodge, were
excellent helpers.
The show was produced by Her-
bert Woody and Markhum Stans-
bury and directed by Booker T.
Wade.
Well done, Juniors, well done.
CURRENT COUPLES
(1) Patricia Edwards and Mc-
Arthur Williams, (2) Lester Mor-
ris and Beatrice Cooper, (3) Car-
roll Bledsoe and Velma Hogan,
4) Corrine Barnes and Isaac
Brown, (5) Mildred Newton and
(8) Emma Townsend and Bursis
Harvey Buff (Manassas), (6) Cla-
ra Miller and L. C. Gordon (7)
Edna Brown and Willie Walton,
Hall, (9) Lorene Jones and Willie
Robinson; (10) Bobbie Finley and
Thurman Hurd.
JUST FOR GERRY
Geraldine Morris, this is a re-
minder that Herbert will be home
in May and Ricks in June. You
better watch your step.
MISS RHOMANIA
Miss Carol Bass, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Scott Bass of 86,1 N.
Bellevue blve., was crowned "Miss
Rhomania of 1959" by the Omi-
cron Sigma chapter of the Sigma
Gamma Rho Sorority, Inc., last
Saturday night in Bruce Hall of
LeMoyne college.
Miss Bass won over seven other
contestants, including one Wash-
ingtonien, pretty 16-year-old Miss
Serita Patton.
The queen and her court were
seated to the right of the classical
orchestra from Booker T. Wash-
ington High school in Atlanta, Ga.,
the featured group of the pro-
gram.
The audience was entertained for
nearly two and one-hall hours with
marvelous classical music. Among
some numbers were two from
broadway plays: "My Fair Lady,"
and The King and I. Also featured
was part from the Fiftb Symphony
by Schubert.
STUDENT COUNCIL
Where, oh where are the student
council members? Most of them
aren't in student council meeting.
Are they on the campus? Are they
eating? Are they practicing?
Where are they? At any rate they
aren't in the student council meet-ing when they are supposed to be.
LAFF OF THE WEEK
JOE: Why did you leave your
last job?
JACK: Illness - the boss got
sick of me.
erated by the 700 junior students
of Booker Washington and serv-ing Washingtonian exclusively."
The show itself was in two parts,
an American variety and a Paris
variety. The American variety was
emceed by Paul "Tall Paul" Kelly
and Robert "Jack" Davis. An as-
sumed Parisian. Miss Geraldine
Morris was mistress of eeremon.
les tor the Paris version.
The program theme "Follow Me
to Channel 715" was designed to
arouse enthusiasm. It was sucess-
fut. in that it did just that. Some
1200 students, teachers, and par-
ents witnessed the gay and en-
ioyable program.
Anyone who attended the pro•
gram can tell you that the singers
like Herbert Marshall, Ruthie Mil-
lizan. and Eleanor Addison can
not be topped anywhere. Say noth-
1i •
Sunday, April 19, the Missionary
Society and Choir rendered a pro-
gram at the St. Luke MB church.
The theme was "Building A Pe°.
I pie." Mrs. I.. Aikers discuss^d the
subject of "If We Would Live and
' Make Our Lives r ruitful."
The five-A and one three-A class-
es presented a program entitled
"The Children of Buttercup Com-
mons." Acts one and two were
sponsored by Mrs. E. Draper
and Mrs. E. moles.
The first asniversary dance of
N. I. College Alumni club of East-
ern, Ark., was held at the Mil-
dred Jackson high school on April
4. The Hughes Ark school is prin-
cipaled by W. I, Richardsio.
The Dunbar High senior went 00
Manassas High
Memo
By Finley A. Lanier
ANNUAL SHOW COMIC
The South Hall of Ellis audi-
torium will be filled with an array
of attractions on Tuesday night,
May 5, at 8 p. in. Manassas
high school presents "School
Daze," its annual show which will
relate the activities of a typical
high school in an average city.
Major classes will be depicted
through song and dance and the
Callian, Rosalyn Willis, Pa-
tricia Craddock, Denise Sims.
Sharon Lewis, Beverly Booker
and Rita Baptist. Other mem-
bers of the troop not hown
are Shirley Stewart, Glenda
Taylor, Norma Kelly and Di-
ann Wheeler.
RIPLEY
L0AMivt4nie-
0,04/AAA
NEWS
WITH THE SCHOOLS
Lauderdale High school announc-
es the following dates: Baccalaur-
eate serVices, Sunday, May 17, G
p. m.; Class Night, Tuesday May
19, 8 p. ni • and Commencement.
Thursday, May 21, 8 p. m.
The business education students
at Lauderdale hi observed Secre-
tary's Dais on last Wednesday.
The program at 11 a. m. was con-,
ducted by Jessie Taylor with the{
glee club providing the music un-
der the direction of A. E. Brad-
ley and Mrs. L. S. Robinson.
The secretary's creed was given
by Shirley McNearly, and it was
followed by a renrt from t h e
State typewriting contest by Peg-
by King. The address was given
by Jo Ann Bursey, an outstanding
student in the business department.
Her subject was "Making Oppor-
tunitien "
classes will take an unusual turn!
from the regular class routine into
different parts of the show. There,
will be teachers, students, class-
rooms, a study hall, a principal!
and many other features of the'
high school.
Costumes for the show are be.:
ing made by the home economics!
department under the direction of
Mrs. Amanda Hill. They are simp-
ly beautiful and will decorate the
As the Ole Timers and Double
Teners are clubs which have a
brother-sister relationship, so does
the Top Gentlemen and the Lady-
ships. Therefore, they are having
their annual tour which will be to
Chattanooga, Tenn., on May 15.
They will present an assembly pro-
gram also on the same day and it
is anticipated to be a grand af-
f
A. list of the new Top Gentle-
men for next year include: Sammy
'Clark, Adell Crowder, Milton Rey-
nolds, Chester Visor, Jame Mann,
James MeLemore, Harold Arm-
strong, J. B. Mays, William Lows
ery, Eddie Ross, Leroy Jamison,
Charles White, Willie Price,
Charles DeGraffereido and Charles
Echols.
New Ladyships are Shirley
stage on the night i:If May 5. Gibbs, Bettye Reeves. Mario
A show full of comedy will de Franklin, Joyce 
Vaulx, Lillie Win-
frey, Etta Lofties, Juanita Gam-
exemplified and one will miss
mon Earline Houston, Carol
a wonderful evening of enjoyment Franklin, Gloria Shotwell, Gladysif he fails to be present.
Mrs. Georgia V. Harvey is the Greer' 
Barbara Grandberry and
Dorothy Willett.
f 
At the close of the program Mrs.
B. Pierce presented the outstand-
ing students in the department.
They were Misses Jo Ann Bursey,1
Shirley McNeary, Peggy King, Ar-
lene Griffin, Annie M. Tate, Bar-
bara Watkins, Lucille Vaughns,
Betty Murray, Helen Scott and
Jessie Taylor.
Following the program the guests
and the business students were en-
tertained in the toping room amid,
lovely bouquets of flowers and hi,
fi music. Chicken salad, ritz crack-
ers, potato chips, punch and cook-
JCS were served.
The guest list included Crawford
Robinson, associate head of the
business department at Lane col-
lege, and one of his students, W.
II. Burrell, Mrs. Fannie Simp-
kins, Mrs. Emma Graham and
Mrs. Ganelle 0. Nelson.
CHAPEL PROGRAM
At the Johnson Consolidated
school a very interesting chapel
program was given on Friday
morning, April 17, under the di-
rection of Mrs. Rosie L. Nelson.
The theme of the program was
"Love, Praise, Thanks . . ."
The children, all members of sec-
tion two of the third grade, opened
the program by singing "Praise
Him All Ye Little Children."
which was followed by Bible verses
and "The Lord's Prayer" by Shir-
ley Jean Manna and a chant.
"Thank Him All Ye Little Chil-
dren."
Giving sermonettes were Larry
Donsell Crook, A. C. and J. C.
Russell, John Lewis Hopson, Cal-
vin Ray Hawkins. Sarah Reid, Mar
Sue Pickett, Shirley Ann Gause,
Mary Virginia Welch, Mattie Ann
Taylor ,Martha Scott. Shirley Jean
Letha Mai Taylor. Eleanor Wil-
liams was pianist.
The group closed the program
Faith, Hope and Charity." Shirley
Jean Manns was narrator.
ENTER FASHION SHOW
Mrs. Mary Lake entered two of
our local students in the Fashion-
etta given by the Alpha Kappa
Alpha sorority at Lane college re-
cently Miss Delphine Tyus, the lo-
cal "Miss Charmette," and a liv-
ing ad was lovely in a Spanish
costume and Miss Nancy Pier.
son was dressed for a Spanish
dance. A large deleifation from
Ripley attended the affair.
Misses Bernice and Gldays
Prete were here recently to at-
tend the funeral of their aunt at
the Miles Chapel CME church.
Rev. and Mrs. L. Nelson attend-
ed a board meeting at Bolivar,
'Tenn., last week.
I AT THE CHURCHES
' The Willing Workers' club of
em Baptist chured-irr-flarrham-
vine presented a gospel chorus
from Memphis recently.
Rev. J. R. Bibbs, pastor of Beth-
the show and Mrs.chairman o   
Marian H. Pride is co-chairman.
Tickets are now on sale. They are
$1.00. Plan now to attend the grand
affair. Avoid the rush. Get your
tickets now. Hope to see you at
the show!
SPOTLIGHT
Today's spotlight turns to the
brilliant Miss Marilyn Joyce Polk,
the 17-year old daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Oscar Beason. They re-
side at 1323 Kney at. She is a mem-
ber of 12-2 homeroom class, where
she serves as the student council
representative and where Mrs. 0.
J. Hodge is class instructor.
Her activities include: the sec-
retary of the Quill and Seroll so-
ciety, parliamentarian of t h e
Speakers and Writers club, reporter
club. Ladyships, and Student Coun-
cil, fashion editor of the school
publication, Manassas Newsette
and a diligent worker in whatever
capacity chosen.
In religious life Miss Polk is a
member of the Ebenezer Baptist
church where the Rev. E. L. Slay
is pastor. There she serves as cor-
responding secretary of the Sun-
day School and president of the
Junior choir.
Her hobbies include, spectator
sports-basketball. ice hockey, ten-
nis and she likes to draw and
read.
Our personality has won a full
tuition scholarship for one year to
LeMoyne college here in the city
and she plans to major in English.
Receiving her bachelor's degree
she plans to further her educa-
tion at the University of Iowa
where she will major in the field
of journalism, receiving her mas-
ter's and doctorate degrees. She
aspires to seek employment with
Mademoiselle or Harper's Bazaar
magazine as a feature reporter or
fashion reporter.
Congratulations, Miss Polk! Your
aspirations are numerous. May you
have complete success in your
endeavors.
T G'S AND LADYSHIPS
Two popular clubs that are in
the family of clubs and organiza-
tions on the Manassas campus are
the Top Gentlemen and Ladyships
club. Though they have only been
on the campus a little over a
year, they have well established
themselves on the campus.
The officers of the Top Gentle-
-men are: Larry Stanback, presi-
dent Louis Holmes, vice presi-
dent: John Buntyn, secretary: Clif-
ton Tucker, assistant secretary;
John Shaw, business manager;
Earhs Barnard. treasurer, Sanumiel
Eubanks, parliamentarian and Wil-
liam Allen, pianist.
The officers of the Ladyships
are: Henri Sanders, president;
Arma Holmes, vice president: Dor-
othy Poole • secretary, Thelma
Cooper, assistant secretary: An n
Sullivan, treasurer; Eleanor Moore,
chaplain; Ruthie Brooks, parta-
mentarian, Beulah Knight, sgt.•at-
arms; Marilyn Polk, reporter, and
Freddie M. Street, Sunshine re-
porter.
Some of the present Ladyships
are: Eleanor Moore, Freddie H.
Street, Ann Sullivan, Dorothy
Poole, Thelma Cooper, Shirley
Ward, Martha Williams, Henri
Sanders, Bettye Strong, Marva
'Hawkins, Arma Holmes and Faye
Coburn.
Some of the present Top Gentle-
men are: Zack Nixon, C. Tuck-
er, Charles Poole, Haywood Crowd-
er, Clarence Bayes, John Buntyn,
Larry Stanback, Louis Holmes,
Samuel Eubanks, John Saw, Earlls
Barnard and William Allen, Mrs.
0. J. Hodge and Mrs. K. P. Thom-
as serve as advisors.
Congratulations, T. G's and
Ladyships! May your stay on the
campus be a long and memorable
one
SOCIAL NEWS
- The Zephyr's Social club is pre-
senting a dance at Currie's Club
Tropicana, Tuesday night, immed-
riately after the Annual Show at
the auditorium. Your attendance
is anticipated to complete your ev-
• ening of cultural hin. So conic on
out and dance with the Zephyr's.
TOP FELLOWS
Larry Stanback. Samuel Eu-
; banks, John Bunlyii, Earl's Bar-
nard, Charles Pi ()le. 'Ural Wit
hams, Cleophes Owens, Frank
Carr, Robert Sims son and Louis
Guesa.
TOP COEDS
Dorothy Poo'e Thelma Cooper,
Hem- Sanders. Arma Holmes, Sue-
retha Toy, Ross Wilkes, Eleanor
Eason, Vera Henderson, Nellie
Criglar and Main Franklin.
CITY-WIDE
Boys: 1. Carroll Bledsoe - Ma-
nassas 2. Larnell Cheers - Mel-
rose 3. Melvin Woodruff - 11. T. W
4. Robert Mann - Douglass 5. Is-
rael Miles - Manassas 6. Stephen
Boone - Father Bertrand 7. John
Taylor - Manassas 8. Felton Earle'
B. T. W. 9. Wendell Coward -
Lester 10. Charles Bell - Hamilton.
Girls: 1. Mildred Winfrey - Ma-
nassas 2, Jean Burnett - Melrose
3. Glenda Greer - B. T. W. 4,
Crystal Strong - Fattier Bertrand
5. Olivia Craft - Douglass 6. Caro-
lyn Purdy - Manassas 7. Lit.
lian Fisher - Hamilton 8. Bertha
Shields - Lester 9. Carolyn Love .
Melrose 10. Rosetta Proctor - Ma-
nassas.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Switzer of 1221
S. 10th st., has as their house
guests Mr. Switzer, nephew and!
Alfted Mays, son of Mr. and Mrs.,
Bennie Mays from Wynne, Ark.
Miss Dorothy B. Porter of S.
9th at., was the guest of her sis-
ter last week end, Mrs. Willie B.
Ford, of Memphis. Miss Porter is
a student at Carver High of Mem-
phis. She is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Charlie Porter.
Mr. and Mrs. obediah Rodgers,
sr., had as their house guest in
their home at 434 S. 11th at., their
grandson Ricky Rena Rodgers, of
lehem Baptist church, will speak
at the church on Sunday afternoon,
Burrow is the pastor.
Mays. at 2.30 p.m. Rev. %V. 2,1„
a tour, trip to Arkansas AM&N on The laymen of Morning Star
April 24 They were chaperoned Baptist church meet every Wed.
by Horace T. Williams and Mrs. ada, tine
Zelmer B. Denton. 
athbyurntoignht at a pis 
pastor.
Rev. J. Rr. .
2 Sue To End
Jim-Crow Buses
In Mobile, Ala.
MOBILE. 113.-(UPI)-Two
Negroes filed suit in federal
court Saturday demanding in-
tegration of Mobile City buses.
Norman litans and Mathew
Boars, asked for a permanent
Injunction to end racial discrl-
-tination by declaring four sec-
tions of the Mobile City code
and segregated seating uncon-
stitutional.
1111111111i111111111111111111111111ifilliall11111111111111111111111119
Joseboro, Ark. Little Rinky is the
son of Mrs. Luella Rodgers and
the late Airman Second Class Oben
dish Rodgers, jr.
• The East Side Lodge No, 343
F&AM held its Annual Tea at the
home of Brother and Sister E.
Marshall, of 525 Crump blvd.. in
Memphis on Sunday. April 19.
Those all2nding the Tea from
West Memphis were Mrs. Bessie
Blue, Mrs. Martha Reed, Mr. and
Mrs. McClinton and Mrs. Rosie
Ridgley, Sister Lula Greer is the
chairman, Brother Charlie Evans,
W.M. and Brother Walter Greer,
secretary.
The Junior and Senior class of
Wonder lligh school will present a
big Rock and Roll Review on Sat-
urday. May 2. Two hands, danc-
ing and comely skits will be fea-
tured in the school auditoriuM,
starting at $ D. gm
•
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or Confab In Atlanta
NEW YORK — Five outstand-
ing foes of segregation are among
the participants in the South-Wide
Interracial Conference of Religious
Leaders in Atlanta from April
20-30.
All ministers, the five are ap-
pearing on the campus of More-
house college where the conference
is being sponsored by the NAACP.
The clergymen are Rev. Samuel
Williams, minister of Friendship
Baptist church, Atlanta, and plain-
tiff in the case leading to desegre-
GO BY BUSE
• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
112 NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM
MEMPHIS TRANSIT CO.
Formerly
5 MEMPHIS STREET RAILWAY CO.
gation of city buses there; Rev. J.
I F. Wertz, president of the inter-
racial Mecklenburg Christian Min-
isters Association, Charlotte, N. C.,
and the Rev. I. D. Newman, presi-
dent of the South Carolina State
NAACP branches,
er of Petersburg, Va., prominent
Also the Rev. Wyatt T. Walk-
in organizing the recent march on
the state capital by Virginia cler-
gymen in protest of school segre-
gation and the Rev. Frank R. Gor-
don, professor of Knoxville college,
who made an outstanding though
unsuccessful bid for election to the
Knoxville school board.
The conference is being coordi-
nated by the Rev. Edward J.
Odom NAACP chuich secretary,
and Mrs. Ruby Hurley, NAACP
southeastern regional secretary.
A joint statement expressing
gratification over responses of
church leaders of both races to
the conference was issued by the
ministers. The gathering deals
with constructive approaches by
church groups in helping prepare
communities for desegregation.
See Mass Miss.
Migration If
Schools Close
MERIDIAN, Miss. — It is time
for the people of Mississippi who
want to maistain public schools to
begin to make plans for obeying
the law, Clarence Mitchell, di-
rector of the NAACP Washington
bureau warned in a Freedom Day
rally here on Sunday, May 10.
''The thne has come," he said,
"to shake off the control of those
Who specialize in keeping the state
poor, backward and without hope
for the future." Unless this is
done, Mr. Mitchell predicted, Mis-
sissippi will remain at the bottom
of the list of states in sod.l. e,11-
tural and economic values.
Already the state has lost "so
much of its population that it will
lose a seat in Congress. If the pub-
lic schools close there will not be
enough buses, trains and planes to
take the mass migration to other
areas" which are or will be de-
segregated.
Ile urged Negro citizens to "step
fik the effort for full civil rights,"pecially in the voter registra-
tion campaign.
Gridiron Star
Banquet Guest
At Dillard U
NEW ORLEANS — Jim Brown,
star fullback of the Cleveland
Browns' football team, was t h e
featured speaker at Dillard univer-
sity's annual athletic banquet in
honor of its Blue Devil teams.
Mr. Brown, rated 1058 ''Profes-
sional Player of the Year" by Unit-
ed Press International, credited
s
e Negro athlete with a major
le in improving race relations.
' "Whether he likes it or not, the
Negro athlete represents his race
in the public mind. We have been
most fortunate generally in t h e
kind of representation we have
had," Mr. Brown told the Dillard
audience.
"The Negro athlete, particular-
ly, has a great responsibility. He
roust be qualified to lead and in-
spire. He must be an educated
person," he cautioned.
Reads Paper
Miss Juanita Williamson, pro-
fessor of English at LeMoyno
HOUSE MODEL — Ce-
lebrating its silver anniversary
on the Tennessee A and I
State university campus re-
cently, the Beta Omicron chep-
ter of Alpha Phi Alpha fra-
ternity became the first cam-
pus organization to present a
model of its house for the
proposed "Frat row." From
left are architectural engineer-
ing major and designer, Rob-
ert Wesley, and an •Iphaman,
showning off his dream model;
Atty. Bedford Lawson, cele-
bration speaker. of Washing-
ten, D. C.; Miss Wanetta J.
Ramsey, Alpha sweetheart;
and Inman Otey, president of
the chapter. (Danzy Photo)
'Integrate Now' Chant
Marchers To Captiol
WASHINGTON — Chanting such
slogans as "Two, four six, eight,
We want to integrate," "Let Free-
dom Ring" and "It's time for ev-
ery state to integrate," some 26,000'
college and high school students
descended upon Washington for the
second Youth March for Integrat-
ed Schools demonstrating their sup-
port of the U. S. Supreme Court
decision of May 17, 1954, banning
segregation in public education.
Assembling in the Sylvan thea-
tre here at the foot of the Wash-
ington Monument on April 18,
the youthful marchers from all
sections of the country were ad-
dressed by Roy Wilkins, NAACP
executive secretary; A. Philip
Randolph, AFL-CIO vice presi-
dent; the Rev. Martin Luther King
president, Southern Christian Lead-
ership conference; Mrs. L. C.
Bates, of Little Rock; Jackie Ro-
binson; Harry Belafonte; Judge
Hubert Delany and Rev. Gardner
C. Taylor. All sponsor of the ,tom,
Mr. Wilkins ,told the marchers
that "one must be trained in order
to live. The day is long past when
what you don't know won't hurt
you. Ignorance and lack of skill
not only will hurt, but may well
destroy.
knowledge of each other, the mu- 
land as a rich man turned private Clinic ay 1
'Golfers Ready
For Central
Tee On July 19
ST. LOUIS — The 29th Annual
Central States Golf Tournament
will be held in St. Louis, Missouri,
July 19-23. President Nat Jordan,
of the host Paramount Golf Club,
han announced that plans are be-
ing made to entertain the largest
entry in the history of the Asso-
ciation.
The tournament will he conduct-
ed in beautiful Forest Park. Both
the nine and eighteen hole cours-
es will be used. As usual, play will
be contested in divisions for wom-
en, men, senior men, juniors, and
beginning women.
A full calendar of social events
has been set up for the enter-
tainment of the eontentants. In-
cluded in the program are the fol-
lowing. A picnic on Sunday, a
cocktail party on Monday, and a
Trophy Banquet and Dance on
Thursday.
Memphian Gets
$3,000 Grant
At Ohio State
A Memphian majoring In
mathematics at Ohio State univer-
sity has been awarded a $3,000 fel-
lowship for one year of graduate
study by the National Science
Foundation.
He is Alphonso L. Smith, the
son of Mrs. Mozelle J. Starks of
1519 Brookins St., and a 1955 gradu-
ate of Douglass High school.
TRADE CLUlt OFFICERS —
Members of the Trades and
Industrial clubs of Tennessee
met recently at the campus of
Tennessee A and I State uni-
versity, and here newly elect-
ed officers pledge allegiance
• • 1
to uphold respective offices as
Dan Jones, extreme right, su-
pervisor of trade and In-
dustrial education In East Ten.
nessee, administers oath of of-
fice. From left are Barbara
Payne, third vice president
TRI-STATE DEFENDER 15
se., May 2, 1939
both of Chattanooga's Howard
High school; Lorerly Robinson,
second vice president, Ramp-
ton: Fred Hunt, first vice pres-
ident, and Robert Cos, presi-
dent, both of Denmark's West
High school.
Air Juke Box Racket ileMoyne Opens
'Education will give us the
tual respect and dedication to the
ideal of liberty and equality which
will keep us all free," else NAACP
leader said.
"So you are here to say by your will be given for some of the
school, and some college credit
presence and in your resolutions
that you want integrated schools 
courses studied.
for all American children. Y o u 
This Summer's session is expect-
ed to be the first of the series of
annual programs.
Information about registration,
class hours and tuition charges
may be obtained from the Dean-
Registrar's office at 370 S. Orleans
ave., or by phoning JAckson 7-
3275,
have every right to say this to
your government and to all
among the citizenry who will
listen. No one has a better right,
for in so speaking, you are de-
manding only that the high pro-
nouncements and glorious tradi-
tions of this beloved bastion of
freedom be vindicated, and that
 eel- at 
lege, read a paper last Friday be- Mboya 28-year-old labor and poll; ing the kind of world in whichbyuoilud;
Jim Brown Speaksons ration; and also by Tom we be about the business of -
IIIIIIIIIIIlIlIllll
Negro Elected
In St. Louis
ST. LOUIS, Mi. The 44-year-
old pastor of the Union Memorial
rs11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
M
West
thethodist f ere churchhe e 
of
ff 
the
e Centralc oi  e
Jurisdiction of the denomination
became the first Negro member
ever elected to the St. Louis Board
of Education, when the returns
from the April 1 election were
completed.
He was Rev. John J. Hicks, who
polled 46,512 votes and was second
in the race. The minister is re-
ported to be the first Negro to
' be elected to office in a city-wide
vote in the history of St. Louis.
-r—r1
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MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This Is her new office at the Mississippi
State Line, MADAM BELL is back after a
long time of being away and at last she Is
back to stay in her new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage! Have
you lost faith In your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you
In bad health? Are you discouraged? If any of these are your
problems, come let MADAM BELL advise you at once. She
will read tile to you just as she would read an open book.
Tell you why your job or business is not a success If you have
failed in the rest come see MADAM BEI.L at once.
Located on Highway 51 South, just over Mississippi State
Line, on the way to Hernando, tier home is 2 blocks below
where she used to stay right aside the DeSoto Motel. Be sure
to look for the RED BRICK HOUSE and you'll find her there
at all times. (She never had an office in West Memphis.)
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven State Line and get
off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see MADAM BELL'S
HAND SIGN,
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hours 9 a.m. to II p.m.
Iteadinge Daily Open nil Surdas-1i
I don't maks any home calls or answer any letters, Re sure
to look for the right sign and the right nom*.
Offer College Prep
Course For Students
An eight-week College Prepara-
tory session designed to assist high
school graduates bridge the gap
between the twelfth grade and
their freshman year in college will
be given at Owen college this Sum-
mer beginning Monday, June 8.
Offerings will include such sub-
jects as English, mathematics.
specific courses in adjustment to
college life, the use of lihrary re-
sources, typing, and swimming for
Red Cross certification as well
as cool refreshing enjoyment.
The session will be open to any
high school graduate regardless
of whether he plans to enter Owen
college in the Fall or some other
sity's annual athletic banquet In
honor of its Blue Devil teams.
Brown, rated 1958 "Professional
Player of the Year" by United
Press International, credited t h e
Negro athlete with a major role
in Improving race relations.
"Whether he likes it or not, the
Negro athlete represents his race
in the public mind. We have been
most fortunate generally in the
kind of representation we have
had," Brown told the Dillard au-
dience,
the young scholar. Ile plans to 
Over Channel Three Annual CharmfThe i t io n fellowshipand   livingwilt  cover thecost
enter the teaching profession.
A member of Pi Mu Epsilon,
honorary mathematics fraternity,
Mr. Smith has maintained a
straight "A" average since enter-
ing college.
He attended Fisk university in
Nashville before transferring to
Ohio State university.
A. L. SMITH
Registered Nurses
Club To Hold Tea
Plans were made for the An.
nual Tea when members of th e
Registered Nurses club met here'
recently at the home of Mrs. Ber-
nice Porter, of 162 Temple ave.'
The tea is to be given in the I
home of Mrs. Marjorie Clarke of,
1176 Wilson st., on Sunday after-
noon, May 10, from 4 to 7 p. m.1
A very inspiring devotion was;
given by Mrs. L. Thompson before I
the discussion of business began.
The club's next meeting will be
held in the home of Mrs. Mary
Robinson of 858 E. Trigg ave., on
May 5, and all registered nurses
are invited to come and join the
organization.
Among the club officers are Mrs.
M. Fowler, president. Mrs. F. Fin.
nie, secretary and Mrs. Porter,
reporter.
Attends Conference
0. L. Bandon, business manager
for LeMoyne College, was in Tus-
kegee last weekend attending the
annual conference of the Amen-
MAY WIN PRIZE — A leading can Association of Business Of '
contender for the top prize of $500 ficers. More than 100 college rep.
in the fishing derby in Mississippi ,,esentatives were registered. 1
is this four pound, 20 14 inch
crappie which Sam Qualls hooked
recently at the End dam in Enid,
Miss. The second largest crappie
ever caught in the area, the fish
was entered officially in the con-
test by W. A. Tillman, game war-
den at the reservoir. Prizes will
be awarded when contest closes
at end of the spawning season der.
Ing latter part of May. (Staff
Photo by Pulley)
HARVEY SALES CO.
Offers to you, the public, the best in Home Improve-
ments. Licensed and Bonded CRAFTSMEN to fill
your improvement and remodeling needs.
FHA TERMS. Specializing in Room additions, car-
ports, ornamental iron, siding, roofing, paint, side-
walks, porches, patios and awning, featuring WORLD
FAMOUS ALCOA clapboard siding screens — storm-
doors.
HARVEY'S SALES COMPANY
COIN-OPERATED
LAUNDERETTE
Established Business Being
Offered For First Time. Lo-
cated In Growing Negro
Neighborhood With Great
Potential, Ideal Investment
For Doctor, Lawyer. House-
wife, Too. The Price Is
Low! Takes Little Effort
And Time, Yet Brings Nice
Profit. Earn While You
Rest. Self•Service and Open
24 Hours A Day.
DON'T WAIT
INVESTIGATE!
Call MU 3-1731
Wednesday, April 29
6:30 COLONEL FLACK. Alan
Moebray and Frank Jenks star in
this comedy series, "C o 1 o n el
Frank's New Muffler."
7:30 TRACKDOWN. Two idl
characters pass themselves off as
relatives of lonely hank employee
to stage incredible counterfeit
scheme.
0:00 ARMSTRONG CIRCLE
THEATRE. "The SouscL, of
Violence: The Juke Box Rackets."
A true life drama about gangster-
ridden juke box Industry based on
files of U. S. Senate Racketa Com-
mittee. Drama reveals h o w
racketeers, operating under cloak
of respectability as a "business
association" use fear and violence
to coerce juke box owsers.
Thursday. April 30
7:30 YANCY DERRINGER.
When civil administrator of New
Orleans is reportedly promoted to
new job in nation's capitol, a gi-
gantic hoax is almost perpetrated
on the city.
8:00 ZANE GREY THEATRE.
"Checkmate:" Story of a crippled
bank teller and a woman doctor
who became involved in a robbery
and homicide.
8:30 PLAYHOUSE 90. "D r k
December:' A group of valiant
soldiers in beleagued Bastogne,
Belgium, during World War II,
encounter fear and tragedy in a
war-torn seminary where they set
up their headquarters and tend
their wounded.
Friday, May 1
6:30 RAWHIDE. "Incident Be-
low the Bravos:" While herding
cattle through Paradise Valley
train boss Gil Favor and men are
not met by a group of defiant
met by a group of defiant farm-
ers who warn cattlemen to stay
clear of the farmland and avoid
war.
7:30 MARKHAM. Premiere ad-
venture series starring Ray ma-
isvestigator in "The Princely
Sum."
9:00 LINEUP. "The Chain Store,
Robbery Case." After a series 011
armed robberies result in mur-
der, police check out a tough t
blond moll and her trigger-happy,
boy friend who involve two broth-
ers.
9:30 PERSON TO PERSON. Ed
Murrow visits Actress Gale Storm
and husband Lee Bennett and four
children in Encino, Calif., and the
U. S. Military Academy's First
Captain of cadets, Peter Dawkins,
at West Point, N. Y.
Saturday, May 2
11:45 BASEBALL. New York
Yankees lake on the Cleveland In-
dians in the game of the week at
Municipal stadium in Cleveland.
3:00 KENTUCKY DERBY PRE-
VIEW AND RACE. The annual
classic seen from Churchill Downs
at Louisville.
6:00 ANNIE OAKLEY. A new
family in Diablo refuses all at-
tempts by the townsfolk In be
friendly and it is up to Annie
to find out why.
7:30 WANTED DEAD OR ALIVE
Josh Randell is hired by wealthy
banker to bring back his missing
son who is a lieutenant in a mer-
cenary army bent on Plundering
Mexican towns.
8:30 HAVE GUN, WILL TRAV-
EL. Paladin gets help from ex-
convict when he braves blizzard
in high mountain country to find
chaplain who has gone into wild-
erness to save escaped prisoner.
10:00 NEW YORK CONFIDENT-
IAL. Kidnappers hold woman's
daughter for $150,000 in ransom
money. There is a slight accident
during rush to get money which
throws plan out of obit, and it
could mean death for the daugh-
ter.
•.-.e•
LeMoyne's annual Charm Clinic,
under the direction of Miss Lu-
cinda Edwards, will be held pM.,
day Friday in Bruce Hall,
Miss Edwards said several et-
perts will be on the campus dur-
ing the day to hold discussions and •
give demonstrations.
One of the highlights of the 40
will be the naming of Mr. Es-c- ;
juire and Miss Charm. -hey will, • ,
be selected from the student body.
Junior Gilliam
Takes New Bride
ST. LOUIS — (CPI) — Jim
(Junior) Gilliam, 30-year-old In-
flelder-outfielder for the Los
Angeles Dodgers, was married
Saturday to Miss Edwina Fle1,14.4.‘
111
'
The marriage took place sex.
erat hours before the Dodgers -
played the St. Louis Cardinals.
The wedding was held in the
home of the bride's parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Edward Fields. A num-
ber of Gilliam's teammates at-
tended the ceremonies.
LIKE NEW •
Used Clothing. Men, Women, Chi,- .,
dren-Bahies Shoes. Cosmetic.
Many Other .Kins of Merchandise,
DALES CLOTHING MART
2170 Young — BR. 6-9532
TOOTH
ACHE 1101leirs fromtube. Pall
Ion in W-
orlds Used bp
tboucandt.1611
ORA-JEL
= = JUST
WONDERFUL
FOR
SORE FEET
Dr. Graves Vigene Foot Tonic
THE NEW LIQUID FOOT MEDICINE
NOW ONLY
$100 '
MADE BY A DOCTOR TO HELP YOUR FEET 5 WAYS:
• EASE ACHE • RELAX FATIGUE
• QUIET NERVES • TONE SKIN
• SOOTHE THE STING Cy BURN
S4 00
NOW A ON SALE
AT DRUG AND BEAUTY COUNTERS OR
OR MAIL TO
• 
VIGENE PRODUCTS, BOX 5737 Chgo. 80, III.
Inclessid is 51 00 (plus 20c far moiling/.
Please send Vilely. Peat Tonle to —
N.,,,,,, (print) 
Address 
City  Zeno ... Shoo 
235 E. Niel.eniore Ave. Phnnem WTI 0-55/5Nit. BR R.70:10 DEALER 8 JOBBER INQUIRIES INVITED
16 TRI-STATE DEFENDER Theo
Sat., May 2, 1959
Rosenwald
High News
The elementary department
grades four, five and six, present-
ed an operetta based on the life of
Daniel Boone April 21.
Superb direction was shown in
the scenery and costumes by Mrs.
Mrs. M. Nolan and Mrs. Ida
Powell.
After the dedication services in
the Rosenwald gymnasium, Sun-
day, April 19, the guests were giv-
en a tour of the Bishop Martin
homes. The housing project dedi-
cation service included songs by
the Rosenwald GLEE CLUB; a
address by Mayor Lawler, and the
dedicatory address by the Princi-
pal of Booker T. Washington
school of Memphis, Dr. Blair T.
Hunt.
Voluptuous vigor is shown by the
class of 59 as they prepare for
their great on-coming event, grad-
uation. We are planning to make
ours one of the most memorable
in the history of Rosenwald.
After talking with Terry Webb
and John Williams, I learned that
the Trade Industrial club has al-
most completed a magnificent
house project on Third street in women at Lane college.
the city. The club is composed of All models were very stunning
20 boys, and is headed by Pro- in their various types of attire
fessor John McBride. for many occasions.
JACKSCIIN
15,0,0Ma Anna C Cooke
—r7-1)Y
 
Debate Scheduled
LeMoyne's debate team, under
the direction of Dr. Edward E.
Brewster, will match logic and
wits with the forensic team from
Arkansas State college here in
Bruce Hall, Friday evening.
JUNK AGE
DETROIT — Cars and trucks
scrapped in the U. S. average
about 13.8 years in age.
The annual "Fashionetta" spon-
sored by Gamma Alpha Omega
chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha so-
rority was presented Sunday. April
19 at the Merry High school audi-
torium. The theme used was
"Fashions for a Jet Age."
The'program was divided into
four parts: the first, a family
scene "Making Plans for Jet Trav-
el," the second, a department
store scene, featuring fashions for
Alice Admonds representing Dab-
ney Furniture store with Miss
Patricia Dennis as advertiser
Miss Jeanette Jones representing
Bledsoe Funeral Home with Miss
Leatha Jones as advertiser Miss
Catherine Pugh representing Mer-
ry Food Mart with Miss Joanne
Merry as advertiser, and Miss
Sharron Kendrick representing Ro-
senbloom's with Miss Henrietta
Wright as advertiser. These
travels; the third, a new feature young misses were all certainly
this year, presentation of living ads
and the fourth — the one anxious-
ly awaited for — the featured mod-
el, Mrs. Emma Bruce Finley of
Chicago, Ill.
Other models featured during the
show were Miss Wilma Gean Welch
of Jackson; Miss Marlene Davis
of Humboldt, Mrs. Leathy Haley
of Covington, Miss Gloria Clark
of Memphis, Miss Quince A. Out-
law of Brownsville, Mrs. Elease
LIVING ADS
The very charming living ads
who featured in trips to Hawii,
Egypt, Spain, China, America, Bra-
zil and France were Miss Gar-
lene Long representing Hollands
Department Store with Jimmy S.
Edmonds as advertiser; Miss
Faye Moore representing H & H
Grocery with Julie Johnson as ad-
cute as pie.
Another "first" feature for the
tion of "Miss Cupid" who was
Miss Joanne Merry, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Joe S. Merry, own-
ers of Merry's Food Mart. Her
parents are both Greeks, Mrs.
Merry an AKA soror and Mr. Mer-
ry an Alpha. Miss Merry is a
junior at Merry High school.
EXCITING FASHIONS
It was the last scene but well
wHutson of Jackson, Miss Frances; orth waiting for when Mrs. Emma
Thomas of Jackson, Miss Juanita' Bruce Finlay was presented with
Peoples of Jackson, Mrs. Algee C. Mrs. Rosetta McKissack serving
Outlaw and Mrs. Ethel 0. Perk- as .narrator. Mrs. McKissack is
ins of Brownsville, and the "Best basileus of Gamma Alpha Omega
Dressed Woman of the Year of Chapter. Mrs. Finley had all the
1958," Mrs. Marie Penn, dean of poise and personality needed to
display her own creations for the
many who turned out to see her.
She will be visiting in this area
for a while so you might take a
hint and try to contact her. A
special creation would be fine.
BRIDGE MEET
The Critetion Bridge club was
entertained in the lovely home of
Miss Royal E. Cunningham at
their regular meeting. With so
many Spring happenings, a few
faces were missed but much fun
was had.
Those feted included Mrs. Bern-
vertiser; Miss Delphine Tyus re- ice Lucas, Mrs. M a e Perpener,
presenting Elnora'a Beauty Shop County high school,n. Selmer  Ten 'rents and interested persons.Mrs. Vera Brooks, Mrs. F. A. 
with Miss Nancy Pearson, Miss Dobbins, Mrs. M M. 
who is an alumnus of Lane col. "May Day" will be celebrated at
. Hes,ugh
Flown by jet yet?
LIVING ROOM COMFORT SIX MILES HIGH AT 600 MPH.
by John Bold
Passenger laden jet airliners
could no more fly at today's
six-mile-high altitudes without
cabin pressurization than they
could fly in these regions with-
out powerful engines.
They can fly at such heights
— which are as unfit for human
habitation as the peak of Mt.
Everest — only
because passen-
gers and crew
are supplied ar-
tificially wit h
a breathable
cabin atmos-
phere and tem-
perate weather,
according to
engineers of The Garrett Cor-
poration's AiResearch Menu-
facturing Division, which builds
pressurization systems for the
new jet airliners
Lulled by pleasant illusions
of endless vistas of ideal cli-
mate, much closer to perfection
than usually found at destina-
tion, and flying in an apparent-
ly motionless void, the passen-
ger is comfortably unaware of
the tremendous 600-mph speeds
at which he is hurtling across
the continent or over the ocean.
Even when a jet climbs to
30,000 feet out of Los Angeles
and then descends over New
York City, passengers experi-
ence no greater sensation than
riding an elevator to the top
of a 12 story building — per-
haps less.
Creating these illnelons are
air conditioning and preseuriza-
tion systems which enable the
jet airliners to fly over this
weather with complete passen-
ger safety and comfort.
Without pressurization there
would be no high speed jet
flights across the country in
4% hours or even in the 8 or
10 hours it takes for piston
engine flight. Air travelers
could not survive, for even at
relatively low altitude of 15,000
feet they would become drowsy;
their feet would become lighter,
head heavier, they could not
legibly write
their own name;
and they would
say "dickle"
instead of
"pickle".
Pressurization
is necessary be-
cause air is
'piled on the
earth's surface like a stack of
hay. At the bottom, the air is
heavy, but near he top, the air
is light, in fact too thin to
sustain life.
%In a 4 hour flight from Los
Angeles to New York 60,000
pounds of fresh air is literally
manufactured in flight. Three
precision machines (turbo-com-
pressors), working continuously
suck in thin cold atmosphere,
squeeze or compress it, then
pump it into the cabin.
Because compressed air is
hot, it is cooled before reaching
the cabin by passing through
another precision machine
(air turbine). Here, by the
TV REPAIR SERVICE
Service Calls $5 00 With This Ad $3.50 Also applies
to Service Calls made on Refrigerators, air conditioners
and washing machines. Ask us about our Yearly Service
Contract on your TV Set, at the low $4.00 monthly
charge.
LONGVIEW SERVICE
2248 South Lauderdale Ph. WH 6-0847
Mrs. u a B. Martin, sirs. Annie
M. Bond, and your scribe. High
score went to Mrs. Lucas who re-
ceived beautiful kitchen towels.
The second went to Mrs. Brooks
who received a summer purse
and the booby went to M r s.
Hughes.
ATHLETES HONORED
The Student Council at Lane
college honored the athletes with
a banquet on Saturday, April 11
in Saunders Hall. Speaker for the
occasion was Mr. William Led-
better, principal of McNairy
INDUSTRIAL CHEMIST DR. LLOYD A. HALL is
Technical Director of Chicago's famous Griffith
Laboratories. He's been a Lucky smoker for
years. With Luckies, Dr. Hall gets the honest taste
of fine tobacco. "I'm really sold on Luckies," he
says. "They're the best-tasting cigarette I know!"
Indoors or outdoors,
you enjoy the taste.
Get the genuine article ...
Get the
honest taste of a
LUCKY STRIKE
Product of :-/Z ,c/ruutiecm foeutcor-forricsay' foiacco Mr fliddlt ISM;
lee and was a great athlete him- the Fair Grounds which will in.
self.
Toastmaster was Henry Bowls,
president of the Student Council.
A surprise was in store for grad-
uating members of both basket-
ball and football teams as they
were presented by J. A. Cooke,
.Athletic Director at the College.
; Beautiful blue jackets carrying
, the red letter "L," the college
colors, were given to them as a
token of appreciation for the
year's of service they had given
as players.
Those so honored were Henry
Bowles, Melvin Brooks, Robert
Farmer, Joe Eddie Hill, and Tony
King. Due to the absence of Pres-
ident C. A. Kirkendoll and Dean
J. 0. Perpener, remarks were
made by Mrs. Marie Penn, dean
of women. A most delicious menu
of baked ham, glazed carrots,
French green beans, augratin po-
tatoes, congealed fruit salad, hot
rolls, ice tea and strawberry short
cake was served.
May 1 will be a big day for
Merry high school students, pa- besure to make it a date.
dude all city schools. The day is
being sponsored by the PTA Coun-
of which Mrs. Catherine Spring-
field is president.
Activities will be supervised by
the physical education depart-
ments and the big event to climax
;the day will be the crowning of
the May Queen or rather two. One
will be the queen from Merry
'High and the Junior May queen
,who will come from the elemen-
tary schools. The starting time is
12 a. m. and admission is free.
The night of May 1 is the date
for the looked forward to senior
play. The class presents this year
"The Tower Room," featuring
'Regional Green and Garline Long
'as the main actor and actress.
Curtain time is 8 p. m. in the
Merry high school auditorium.
! The play is under the direction
lof Mrs. F. M. Johnson, assisted
by Miss L. Savage both senior ad.
visors. They are already saying ,
you will miss a treat if you miss I
this three-act mystery drama, so
Negro Airman Guinea
Pig For Space Tests
The seven flyers selected as
candidates or a trip into outer
space will have a better chance
for survival because of a 21-year-
old Negro w7...) has risked his life
65 times, EBONY magazine re-
veals in its May issue.
He is Airman Alton W. Yates
of Jacksonville, Fla.. who has com-
pleted more runs on the "bopper
sled" — a machine to simulate con-
ditions of space flight — than any
other man alive. The sled travels
at speeds of more than C00 miles,
per hour and then stops abruptly.
At impact point, Yates' 170 pounds
shoot up to 3,060.
A human guinea pig. Yates is
one of a small select and vertual-
ly unknown group of men who
are charting the frontiers of space
at the hush.hush Air Force Mis-
sile Development center at Hollo-
man Air Force base in New Mexi-
co.
DROPPED IN BALLOON
According to the EBONY arti-
Aluminum Combination
Storm, Screen Doors
Fsll 1"—Issisaa708
Refslse71 15150
SPECIAL $49.50 1"11,1::""
"00•10 All Day Saterdas"
BUILDERS
ORNAMENTAL IRON WORKS
871 Chelsea IA 5-4771
de, "GI Risks Death 65 Times for
Science," Yates has also submit-
ted to being strapped, while blind-
folded, to a chair at the bottom
of a swimming pool. He wore an
aqua-lung and signalled his impres-
sions of true vertical and horizon-
tal to scientists who were study-
ing disorientation, one of the most
important subjects in space flight.
He has also come down from a
high altitude in a jump balloon, and
has participated in many other
experiments which are still secret.
Yates, who looks forward to
college and a professional singing
career after his discharge, told
EBONY he volunteered for his
dangerous assignments because,
"I want to do my bit, I guess.
It's exciting and it makes you feel
like you're doing something.
"But the other feeling doesn't
change either," Yates says: "There
is just a little fear of the unknows
every time."
HOMEOWNERS' FRIEND —
member of the sales force of
the Builder's Ornamental Iron
Works for the past year is
Charles Iles, sr., of 1416 Starr
at. When winter approached
Mr lies was on hand to take
orders for storm donrs, but
now that Spring is almost here
he is prepared to offer such
home improvements ss awn-
ings, screen doors and patios.
All year round he sells car-
ports and steel stairways. Con-
tact him at firm's office locat-
ed at 578 Chelsea St.
amazing processes of whirling
a little wheel 45,000 times per
minute, the job is done. Air at
nearly 250 degrees Fahrenheit
is cooled in a split second to
fresh, comfortable, breathable
temperature.
According to Garrett engi-
neers, when flying a jet airliner
a passenger can well imagine
he is lounging in his own living
room — while outside the cabin
the sir is often an thin you
cannot even whistle, and the
temperature colder than the
North Pole.
To insure
that the passen-
ger always en-
joys this shirt-
sleeve comfort,
sensing devices
located through-
out the cabin
provide an un-
precedented con-
trol of the temperature. They
are so sensitive they even de-.
tect the heat radiated by the
body. If five passengers are in
the rear lounge compartment
and one leaves, the sensing de-
vice detects the difference and
adjusts the temperature accord-
ingly.
To heat the cabin, new elec-
tric heaters, designed by Ai..
Research, are more effective
than those found in the passen-
ger's own home. Because dust
accumulates in airplanes as well
as in the home,
the heaters are
hot enough to
warm the cabin,
but cool enough
to avoid burn-
ing the dust,
eliminating any
smoke odor
f rom filtering
into the cabin.
As a result of the illusions
crested by the Garrett air con-
ditioning and pressurization
systems, flying in a new jet air-
liner is a totally new sensation
— it's living room comfort at
6 miles high sweeping across
the country at 600 mph.
Don't miss those
Merry Madcaps
High School Students
Cfin Get NSF Grants
KNOXVILLE — A grant of,
$27,X0 from the National Science
Foundation has been made to
Knoxville college for a secondary
program in science for secondary
school students, the college presi-
dent, Dr. James A. Colston, an-
nounced last week.
The eight-week program, which
begins on June 15, will be di-
rected by Joseph M. Reyes, of the
department of chemistry.
The three-fold objectives of the
summer science training program,
as proposed by the college and ac-
cepted by the foundation are; to
improve the subject-matter com-
petence in mathematics, physics
and chemistry of "high ability"
secondary school students; to in-
terest these students in choosing,
either mathematics or one of the
natural sciences as a career, and
to provide an opportunity for the
participants to choose a project of
study in either chemistry, phy-
sics mathematics or a combine-
Much Talent Set
For Lester Show
What is anticipated to be one of
the biggest events of the year, a
talent show, will be given on
Thursday night, May 7, in the au-
ditorium of Lester High school be-
ginning at 8 p.m., and some of the
best talent from the various high
schools in the city will be display-
ed.
The program will consist of
numbers by song combos, dances,
and comical skits designed to
keep the audience laughing.
The master of ceremony for the
program will be Student Council
president, Willie Hayes, a senior
Miss Evelyn Bagsby and George
Cowser are faculty sponsors.
lion of the disciplines and work on
the chosen project.
Forty students, boys and g
in the tenth through the twelf
grades, will be provided for and
selected from those living within
a 400-mile radio of Knoxville.
This area will include Tennessee,
and parts of Mississippi, Alabama,
Georgia, Florida, South and North
Carolina, Virginia and Kentucky.
Students selected will be provided
with travel expenses, food, room,
laundry service, books and sup.
plies, and allowances for recrea-
tion and health.
Application forms and additional
information may be obtained from
Joseph M. Reyes, Knoxville col-
lege, Knoxville 21, Tenn,
WSci.pio Student
msncoln ULi
Writing Award •
Doris White, one of five student
writers from Scipio Jones High
school in North Little Rock, Ark.,
who attended the 11th annual
Interscholastic Press Works h o
April 8-11 at Lincoln university,
Jefferson City, Mo., won top prize
in the newspaper department.
Other students who attended
from Scipio Jones were Allison
Duncan, Robbye Binns, Ada Earl
Agnew sad Izora White. They
were accompanied by their ad.
visor, Mrs. Catherine Marshall.
The students attended a total cat
15 sessions during the three-day
workshop. Certificates and prizei
the closing assembly.
Every Monday thru Friday.. .6:00 p.m.
Also Enjoy "AMOS and ANDY" on WREC Radio, Each Mon. thru Fri., 7:35 p.m.
Enjoy the Channel 3 Movie
Tonight and Every Night
Wednesday, April 29, 10:00 p.m.
"The Lodger" with George Sandersand Merle Oberon
Thursday, April 30, 10:00 p.m.
"Each Dawn I Die', waitnhd JGaemoersgeCaRgonftey
 Friday, May 1, 10:30 p.m. 
I starring
"Dr. Erlich 's Magic Bullet Edward G. Robinson
 Saturday, May 2, 10:30 p.m. 
"King's Row" Ann Sheridan, Bob Commingsand Ronald Regan
Monday, May 4, 10:00 p.m.
"Moss Rose" with Ethel Barrymoreand Victor Mature
Tuesday, May 5, 10:00 p.m.
" 
Forbes', with Gloria StuartCrime of Dr. and Robert Kent
There's More To See On Channel 3
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